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introduction!of! technological! aids,! particularly! in! the! arena!of!Minimally! Invasive! Surgery.!
Additional! challenges! posed! by! reforms! to! surgical! careers! and! increased! public! scrutiny,!
have!propelled!identification!of!methods!to!assess!and!acquire!MIS!technical!skills.!Although!
validated! objective! assessments! have! been! developed! to! assess!motor! skills! requisite! for!
MIS,! they! poorly! understand! the! development! of! expertise.! Motor! skills! learning,! is!
indirectly! observable,! an! internal! process! leading! to! relative! permanent! changes! in! the!
central!nervous!system.!Advances!in!functional!neuroimaging!permit!direct!interrogation!of!
evolving!patterns!of!brain! function!associated!with!motor! learning!due! to! the!property!of!
neuroplasticity!and!has!been!used!on!surgeons!to!identify!the!neural!correlates!for!technical!
skills! acquisition! and! the! impact! of! new! technology.! However! significant! gaps! exist! in!
understanding!neuroplasticity!underlying!learning!complex!bimanual!MIS!skills.!In!this!thesis!
the! available! evidence! on! applying! functional! neuroimaging! towards! assessment! and!
enhancing!operative!performance!in!the!field!of!surgery!has!been!synthesized.!!
The! purpose! of! this! thesis! was! to! evaluate! frontal! lobe! neuroplasticity! associated! with!
learning! a! complex! bimanual! MIS! skill! using! functional! nearQinfrared! spectroscopy! an!
indirect! neuroimaging! technique.! Laparoscopic! suturing! and! knotQtying! a! technically!
challenging! bimanual! skill! is! selected! to! demonstrate! learning! related! reorganisation! of!
cortical!behaviour!within!the!frontal! lobe!by!shifts! in!activation!from!the!prefrontal!cortex!
(PFC)! subserving! attention! to! primary! and! secondary! motor! centres! (premotor! cortex,!
supplementary! motor! area! and! primary! motor! cortex)! in! which! motor! sequences! are!
encoded! and! executed.! In! the! crossQsectional! study,! participants! of! varying! expertise!
demonstrate! frontal! lobe! neuroplasticity! commensurate! with! motor! learning.! The!
longitudinal!study!involves!tracking!evolution!in!cortical!behaviour!of!novices!in!response!to!
receipt!of!eight!hours!distributed!training!over!a!fortnight.!Despite!novices!achieving!expert!
like! performance! and! stabilisation! on! the! technical! task,! this! study! demonstrates! that!
novices!displayed!persistent!PFC!activity.!This!study!establishes!for!complex!bimanual!tasks,!
that! improvements! in! technical! performance! do! not! accompany! a! reduced! reliance! in!
attention!to!support!performance.!!!Finally,!leastQsquares!support!vector!machine!is!used!to!
classify! expertise! based! on! frontal! lobe! functional! connectivity.! Findings! of! this! thesis!
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practice! related! increase! in! perceptual! trace! strength! from! early! stages!





executing! skilled! movements,! intraQoperative! decisionQmaking,! sensory!
perception!from!multiple!stimuli!generated!from!the!operating!environment!
and! verbal! communication! the! OR! team.! On! the! right! is! a! novice! versus!
expert! hypothetical! comparison! depicts! that! the! competing! cognitive!
demands! exceed! the! attentional! capacity! threshold! (dotted! red! line)! for! a!





a! primary! task! (bold! black! line)! until! maximal! performance! in! achieved!
(ceiling! effect).! Extended! practice! referred! to! as! overlearning! leads! to!




Figure!2.5.! Equipment! and! setQup! for! tasks! (1Q5)! employed! by! the! Fundamentals! of!
Surgery!curriculum!are!depicted!(adapted!from![26]).!The!skills! illustrated!in!
clockQwise! fashion! are! peg! transfer! (task! 1),! pattern! cutting! (task! 2),! loop!




Figure!2.6.! Hierarchical! decomposition! of! a! surgical! task! (adapted! from! Reiley! et!





sensors.! (A)! During! performance! of! a! laparoscopic! surgical! task,! the! intraQ
operative! view! is! projected! on! a! two!dimensional! screen.!Operators’! visual!
gaze!at!the!point!of!interest!(yellow!arrow)!is!tracked!by!illuminating!infrared!
light! from!microQprojectors,! which! is! reflected! by! cornea! of! the! operator’s!







Figure!3.2.! Motor! regions! of! the! cerebral! cortex! involved! in! motor! control! are!
diagrammatically! represented.! Within! the! frontal! lobe! are! the! Prefrontal!
cortex! (PFC),! PreQSMA! (PreQSupplementary! Motor! Area),! SMA,!

















Figure!3.6.! Cerebellum!located!within!the!magnifying! lens! is!anatomical!divided!by!two!




Figure!3.7.! Flow! chart! illustrating! hierarchical! organization! of! the! descending! pathway!
for!the!human!motor!system!(picture!adapted!from!Schmidt!et!al![22]).!
81!
Figure!3.8.! Experimental! setQup! for! EEG! involves! (A)! usage! of! 10Q20! system! [168]! to!





Figure!3.9.! Right! thumb! rule! (A)! graphically! illustrates! the! vector! of! electrical! current!
(blue)!along!the!direction!of!the!thumb!is!orthogonal!to!vectors!of!magnetic!
fields!(red)!along!the!curled!fingers.!(B)!MEG!equipment!requires!participants!













Figure!3.12.! Trajectory! of! NIR! light! from! an! emitter! (red)! to! detector! (blue)! follows! a!










Figure!3.14.! Waveforms! of! three! different! NIRS! techniques! namely! continuous! wave,!






















are! placed! in! thermoplastic! holders! in! a! grid! (3! ×! 5)!with! a! standard! interQ
optode! distance! of! 3! cm.! (B)! Optodes! are! precisely! positioned! using! the!
10/20! International! system1! and! held! in! place!with! the! aid! of! caps! created!
from!elastic!netting!(Surgifix!Inc.,!San!Juan,!Puerto!Rico)!.!The!main!frame!of!
the!ETGQ4000!(C)!is!portable!by!wheels,!composed!of!a!processing!unit,!liquid!
crystal!display,!optical! fibres,!optodes!and!a!3D!digitizer! stowed!behind! the!
mainframe.! Data! extracted! from! detected! signals! are! depicted! (D)! in!




Figure!3.17.! Cortical! connectivity! is! based! on! anatomy! (white! fibre! bundles),! functional!
connectivity! (statistical! correlations)! and! effective! connectivity! (directional!




Figure!4.1.! Fitts! and!Posner’s! [42]! threeQstage!model! of! learning! from!novice! cognitive!








Figure!4.3.! Functional! brain! behavior! can! be! characterized! by! either! (A)! interaction! of!















Figure!4.7.! Brain! regions! interrogated! by! functional! neuroimaging! are! labelled.! The!
prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),!dorsal!premotor! cortex! (dPMC),!pre! supplementary!
motor! area! (preQSMA),! supplementary! motor! area! (SMA),! primary! motor!
cortex! (M1)! are! located! in! the! frontal! lobe.! The! posterior! parietal! cortex!




Figure!4.8.! Participants! performing! laparoscopic! surgical! tasks! whilst! undergoing!









neuroplastic! changes! of! cortical! substrates! located! in! the! frontal! lobe.!
Schematic!illustration!depicts!the!relative!importance!(denoted!by!size!of!red!
squares)!of! the!PFC!(prefrontal!cortex),!PMC!(dorsal!premotor!cortex),!SMA!





Figure!5.2.! Motor! learning! hypotheses! for! complex! bimanual! skills! in! laparoscopic!
surgery.! Attenuation! of! Prefrontal! cortical! (PFC)! activation! (bold! red)! with!
expertise!inQline!with!motor!learning!literature!in!contrast!to!alternate!tested!
PFC! activation! (dashed! red! line)! for! a! complex! motor! task.! Similarly,!




Figure!5.3.! Schematic! illustration! describing! brain! network! architectures! and! graph!
theoretical! properties.! !Network! architectures! (I)! the! brain! network! on! the!
left! is! of! lattice! topology,! which! is! of! low! cost! but! does! not! favour! fast!
processing!due! to! the! lack!of! integration.!The! figure!on! the! right! is!a!costly!
network!that!has!greater!number!of!edges!of!which!many!are!random!and!of!
great!distance.!The!network!in!the!centre!is!moderate!in!cost!and!efficiency!
as! it!has!numerous! local!connections! in!nodes!close!together!and!few! longQ
range! connections! depicting! a! network! property! called! “small( worldness”,!
which!is!optimized!for!information!transfer.!This!arrangement!also!results!in!
a!smaller!mean!characteristic!path!length.!Under!the!focused!portion!of!the!
functionally! connected! brain! [A]! a! segment! of! the! network! [B]! consists! of!
nodes! (dots)! connected! by! edges! (lines).! The! degree! of! the! node! [C]! of!
interest! (shaded)! is! 3,! derived!by! the! number! of! connected! edges! to! other!
nodes.!Shortest!path!length!between!the!shaded!nodes!is!3,!denoted!by!the!
least! number! of! edges! (dashed! lines)! connecting! them! [D].! Modularity!
represents! the! clusters! of! locally! connected! nodes! forming! neighborhoods!









Figure!5.5.! Displays! one! cycle! of! laparoscopic! intraQcorporeal! suturing! (LICS).! LICS! subQ
tasks!were!performed!in!a!blockQdesign!experimental!paradigm!comprised!of!
rest! periods! (green)! which! alternated! with! subQtasks! (red)! namely! needle!





Optodes!are!either!emitters! (red)!or!detectors! (blue)!arranged! in!a!grid! like!
fashion! and! between! them! lie! channels,! which! represent! a! loci! of! cortical!
tissue! assessed.! In! a! given! channel! (under! the! lens)! cortical! activity! is!
recorded.! As! depicted! in! the! signal! recording! a! rise! in!HbO2! (bold! red! line)!
and!concomitant!fall!of!HHb!(bold!blue!line)!signify!activation.!The!converse!
represented! by! dotted! lines! does! not! portray! activation.! (B)! 44! channels!
positioned! according! to! the! 10Q10! International! System.! 22! channels! were!
located! over! the! Prefrontal! Cortex! (PFC)! and! an! additional! 22! channels!




Figure!5.7.! Channel! locations! (black! dots! and! numbers)! were! obtained! by! transferring!
topographical! data! to! a! 3D! cortical! surface! of! a! T1Qweighted! MRI! image.!!
Relative! International! 10Q10! cranial!markers! are! illustrated! in! yellow.! (Left)!
The!first!set!of!22!channels! (channel!number!1Q22)!was!positioned!over!the!
Prefrontal! Cortex.! (Right)! Second! set! of! 22! channels! (relabelled! as! channel!







activity;! Step( II:! groupQaveraged! Hb! data! for! all! 44! channels;! Step( IIIA:!
mapping!of!cortical!activation;!Step(IIIB:!compute!an!association!matrix!which!
represents! the! bidirectional! cross! correlation! (edges)! between! every! two!
channels!(nodes),!the!colour!scale!represents!positive!correlations!(red)!and!
negative!correlations!(blue);!Step(IV:!weaker!correlation!are!pruned!from!the!
association! matrix! to! form! the! final! adjacency! matrix,! and! finally! Step( V!




Figure!5.9.! Box! and! whisker! plots! illustrate! expertise! related! differences! in! technical!





Figure!5.10.! Schematic! illustration! depicting! the! magnitude! of! group! averaged! cortical!
activation! for!each!LICS!subQtask.!Channels! reaching!statistical! threshold! for!
activation!are!denoted! in! red.!Channels! failing! to! reach!statistical! threshold!





a! channel! centred! on! the! right! prefrontal! cortex! during! subQtasks! needle!
drive!insertion!(NDI),!double!throw!knots!(DTK)!and!single!throw!knots!(STK)!
are! illustrated.! a)! Median! change! in! Hb! species! (μM!cm)! is! depicted! by!
expertise! for! the! crossQsectional!experiment.!Dotted,!dashed!and!bold! lines!





channel! of! the! supplementary! motor! area! during! subQtasks! needle! drive!





Figure!5.13.! Bar! charts! illustrate! comparative! regional! changes! in! HbO2! (red! bars)! and!
HHb! (blue! bars)! amongst! novices,! trainees! and! experts! during! LS! subtasks:!
needle!drive!insertion!(NDI),!double!throw!knotQtying!(DTK)!and!single!throw!
knots! (STK).! Data! represent! mean! and! standard! error! bars.! Regions!
interrogated!are! the!prefrontal!cortex! (PFC),!dorsal!premotor!cortex! (PMC),!








Figure.!6.1.! Research! hypotheses! depict! functional! redistribution! of! cortical! activation!
within!the!frontal! lobe! in!relation!to!training!on! laparoscopic! intracorporeal!
suturing! (LICS).! The! functional! regions! interrogated! within! the! frontal! lobe!
are! the! prefrontal! cortex! (pink),! premotor! cortex! (green),! supplementary!
motor!area! (purple)!and!primary!motor! cortex! (yellow).!The! size!of! the! red!
circles!in!each!of!the!aforementioned!regions!represents!the!intensity!of!the!







Figure!6.2.! Experimental! setQup! illustrating! a! surgeon! performing! laparoscopic!
intracorporeal! suturing! (LICS)! using! hand! held! laparoscopic! needle! holders!
within! a! box! trainer! under! twoQdimensional! visual! feedback.! Cortical!
haemodynamic!data!is!captured!using!a!44Qchannel!fNIRS!device!(ETGQ4000,!
Hitachi!Medical!Corp.,!Japan).!The!magnified!workspace!depicts!the!“fulcrum!







Figure!6.3.! Schematic! illustration! of! (a)! block! design! of! the! experiment! composed! of!
alternating!fixed!episodes!of!rest!periods! (30!seconds)!and!subQtask!periods!
(variable! duration).! LICS! was! performed! thrice! along! this! paradigm.! (b)!
Illustrates! the! experimental! design! of! the! study! that! involved! multiple!








positioned! over! the! dorsal! Premotor! Cortex! (green),! Supplementary!Motor!
Area! (lilac)! and! Primary! Motor! Cortex! (red)! (channel! number! 23Q44).! The!




Figure!6.5.! FLS! scores! ranging! from! 0! to! 600! (A.U.).! Box! plots! represent! technical!
performance! based! on! technical! progress! through! points! of! practice.! *!




Figure!6.6.! Illustrates! group! averaged! changes! in! HbO2! (red)! and! HHb! (blue)!
concentration,!within!a!channel!centred!on!the!right!prefrontal!cortex!during!
subQtasks!needle!drive! insertion! (NDI),!double! throw!knots! (DTK)!and!single!
throw!knots!(STK).!Median!change!in!Hb!species!(μM!cm)!according!to!stage!




Figure!6.7.! Graphic! illustration! of! persistently! raised! PFC! activity! despite! a! week! of!




Figure!6.8.! Bar! charts! illustrating! regional! changes! in! HbO2! (red! bars)! and! HHb! (blue!
bars)! at! the! initial,!mid,! and! final! practice! sessions,! and! at! retention!whilst!
performing!needle!drive!insertion!(NDI),!double!throw!knot!(DTK)!and!single!
throw! knots! (STK).! Data! represent! mean! and! standard! error! bars.! Regions!
interrogated!are! the!prefrontal!cortex! (PFC),!dorsal!premotor!cortex! (PMC),!




Figure!6.9.! The! fitted! surface! of! the! linear! fixed! effect! model! relates! cortical!







Figure!7.1.! A! participant! (a)! performing! LICS! in! a! box! trainer! with! simultaneous!















Figure!7.4.! Graphical! representation! of! local,! interQregional! and! combined! (interQlocal!
regional)!connectivity!showing!channels!over!the!PFC!(red),!PMC!(blue),!SMA!
(green)! and! M1! (yellow).! Each! edge! represents! a! functional! connection!





insertion,! doubleQthrow! knot! and! singleQthrow! know! subtasks.! The! three!
sagittal!brains!at!the!top!display!the!mean!Rv!connectivity!strength,!while!the!
following!three!at!the!bottom!show!the!significance!strength!of!the!statistical!





doubleQthrow!knot! subtask.! The! three! sagittal! brains! at! the! top!display! the!
mean!Rv!connectivity!strength,!while!the!following!three!at!the!bottom!show!






connectivity! strength,! while! the! following! three! at! the! bottom! show! the!




Figure!8.1! Graphical! illustration!of! hypothetical! attenuation! in! PFC! activity! induced!by!


















Table!2.1.! Dreyfus! fiveQstage! model! of! skills! acquisition! [51].! Component! refers! to!
elements! of! the! situation! the! learner! is! capable! of! perceiving.! Perspective!














Table!2.4.!!! Definitions! of! metrics! assessed! on! motion! tracking! devices! employed! in!











Table!4.1.! Summarizes! the! study! demographics,! country! of! origin,! brain! region!


















prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),! dorsal! premotor! cortex! (PMC),! supplementary!motor!
area! (SMA)! and! primary! motor! cortex! (M1).! Comparative! increase! and!
decrease! in! oxygenated! haemoglobin! change! (+ΔHbO2)! and! deoxygenated!
haemoglobin!change!(QΔHHb)!are!correspondingly!represented!in!symbols!as!!!
and!".!Significant!trends!(threshold!p<0.0007)!are!additionally!denoted!with!*.!





Table!5.4.! Comparison! of! the! derived! regional! ΔROI! Hb! for! HbO2! and! HHb! species! for!
each!subQtask,!namely:!needle!drive!insertion!(NDI),!double!throw!knots!(DTK)!
and!single!throw!knots!(STK).!Regions!interrogated!were!the!prefrontal!cortex!
(PFC),! dorsal! premotor! cortex! (PMC),! supplementary! motor! area! (SMA)! and!





based!on!directional! interference.! ‘In:phase’! needle!drive! insertion! (NDI)!was!
compared! to! ‘anti:phase’! knotQtying! subQtasks! namely! double! throw! knots!
(DTK)!and!single!throw!knots!(STK)!in!experts!within!the!crossQsectional!study.!
Regions!interrogated!were!the!prefrontal!cortex!(PFC),!dorsal!premotor!cortex!













Table!6.2.! Longitudinal! variations! in! cortical! haemodynamic! change! associated! with!
learning!LICS,!from!initial!practice!(2!hours)!to!mid!practice!(5!hours),!through!
to! final! practice! (8! hours),! and! finally! from!practice! termination! to! retention!
testing! four! weeks! later.! Brain! regions! examined! are! the! prefrontal! cortex!
(PFC),! dorsal! premotor! cortex! (PMC),! supplementary! motor! area! (SMA)! and!
primary! motor! cortex! (M1).! Increases! and! decreases! in! the! magnitude! of!
oxygenated! haemoglobin! (+ΔHbO2)! and! deoxygenated! haemoglobin! (QΔHHb)!
are!correspondingly!represented!as!!!and!".!Significant!trends!(p<0.0005)!are!




Table!6.3.! Illustrates! the! regional! derived! ΔROI! Hb! for! HbO2! and! HHb! species! for! each!
subQtask,!namely:!needle!drive! insertion! (NDI),!double! throw!knots! (DTK)!and!
single! throw! knots! (STK).! Regions! interrogated! were! the! prefrontal! cortex!
(PFC),! dorsal! premotor! cortex! (PMC),! supplementary! motor! area! (SMA)! and!





in! regional! (ROI)! cortical!haemodynamic! change! ! (ΔHb).!Regions! interrogated!
were! the! prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),! premotor! cortex! (PMC),! supplementary!
motor! area! (SMA)! and! primary! motor! cortex! (M1).! Change! in! cortical!

































































































































In! order! to! perform! learnt! skilled! movements,! several! complex! processes! occur! in! both!
perceptual! and!motor! domains! of! the! brain3.! Surgeons! represent! a! unique! population! in!
whom!to!study!motor!skills!acquisition!due!to!the!intensity!of!training,!and!the!precision!and!
complexity! of! the! bimanual! motor! skills! they! need! to! assimilate.! Dexterity! analysis! in!





MIS! through! laparoscopic! or! robotic! platforms! has! enabled! surgeons! to! perform! more!
complex! operations! through! smaller! incisions! thereby! decreasing! postQoperative! pain! and!
the! time! required! for! return! to! normal! function6.! Presently,! several! index! operations! are!
performed! more! commonly! via! MIS! over! the! traditional! approach7.! However,! MIS!
operations! are! more! challenging! to! perform,! manifest! by! protracted! learning! curves! for!
adult8!and!paediatric!surgery9,!greater!operative!times6,!higher!stress!levels!induced10!and!a!




on! the! operator! that! include! dependence! on! an! assistant! to!manipulate! the! laparoscopic!




by! many! as! the! next! technological! leap! in! the! field! of! MIS,! addressed! several! of! the!
ergonomic! limitations!of!LS,!yet! introduced!a!new!visuoQmotor!disturbance! in! the! form!of!
complete!loss!of!haptic!feedback.!Despite!the!improvement!in!kinematics!compared!to!LS,!it!




Therefore!with! the!advent!of!MIS,!proficiency! in!skilled!motor!performance! is!paramount,!






outlined! in! Chapter! 2.! Although! skills! acquisition! in! surgery! has! been! proposed! to! adopt!
motor! learning!models18,! the! emphasis! has! been! on! surrogate!markers! of! learning.! As! a!
result! several! issues! such! as! overlapping! performance19,! inability! to! transfer! skills20,! the!
effect!of!feedback!and!differential!requirements!for!effort!invested!remain!unexplained21.!!
!
Motor! learning! represents! an! important! and!wellQresearched! neuroscience! topic22,! which!
has! several! applications! towards! enhancing! training! and! identifying! hallmarks! of! expert!




Concurrently,! the! field! of! neuroscience! has! been! revolutionized! with! the! advent! of!
functional!neuroimaging,!which!has!now!been!established!as!the!predominant!investigatory!
technique! for! behavioural! and! cognitive! neuroscience24.! Significant! insights! have! been!
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the! convergence! of! two! fields,! namely! neuroscience! and! ergonomics! has! enabled! unique!
insights! into! understanding! brain! behaviour! during! interaction! with! complex!
instrumentation.! This! is! of! particular! relevance! as! the! environment! and! instrumentation!
surgeons’! interact!with!have!become!technologically!more!complex.!Despite!availability!of!
investigatory! techniques,! research! into! skills! acquisition! requisite! for! surgeons! remains!
parsimonious.!Perhaps,! it! is!a!consequence!of!the!challenges!faced!in! implementation!of!a!
research! design! that! incorporates! the! contextual! features! necessary! to! study! a! surgeon’s!
brain! in! appropriate! operative! environments.! Therefore,! it! is! imperative! to! select! the!
optimal! brain! regions! and! neuroimaging!modality! on! the! basis! of! function! and! feasibility,!




!Almost! a! decade!has! passed! since! functional! neuroimaging!has! been!used! to! interrogate!
assessment! of! various! factors! that! underpin! surgical! performance.! Chapter! 4! provides! a!
systematic! review! on! the! application! of! functional! neuroimaging! in! assessment! of! skill,!
training!induced!changes!and!nonQtechnical!factors!that!impact!technical!performance.!
!
According! to! the! purpose! of! this! thesis,! Chapter! 5! (first! experimental)! employs! a! crossQ
sectional! design! to! interrogate! frontal! lobe! neuroplasticity! for! an! advanced! surgical! skill.!
Participants!are!categorized!into!three!groups!based!on!expertiseQlevel!of!skill.!The!chosen!
task! is! laparoscopic! intracorporeal! suturing! and! knot! tying! (LICS)! a! key! component! of! LS!
curriculum26! where! proficiency! in! its! performance! serves! as! a! barometer! to! performing!
complex!laparoscopic!procedures27.!The!frontal!lobe!is!the!focus!of!brain!interrogation,!as!it!
contains! primary! and! secondary! motor! regions! whose! engagement! is! dependent! on! the!
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phase!of!skill!acquired.! !Laparoscopic!experience! is! investigated!as!a! factor! for!differential!
brain!activation!during!task!performance.!!
!
Frontal! lobe!neuroplasticity!associated!with!practice! related! improvement! in!performance!
utilising! a! longitudinal! design! is! described! in! Chapter! 6.! Novice! participants! are! provided!
intensive!distributed!training!for!LICS!task!until!they!reach!expertQlevels!of!proficiency.!They!
are! serially! monitored! at! regular! intervals! and! following! cessation! of! practice! to! track!
learning!related!changes!and!retention.!Despite!novices!attaining!expertQlevel!proficiency!on!
currently! validated! benchmarks,! practiceQdependent! attenuation! in! an! associative! motor!
region! responsible! for! attention!was! not! observed,! contrary! to!motor! learning! literature.!
These! results! suggest! that! reduction! in! attentional! demand! during! learning! of! advanced!
motor!skills!do!not!necessarily!accompany!observed!improvement!in!technical!performance.!!
!
Mapping! functional! activation! can! either! follow! ‘functional! segregation’! or! ‘functional!
integration’!principles24,!where!the!former!describes!brain!activity!in!isolation!and!the!latter!
presents! neuroimaging! data! of! brain! regions! interacting!with! each! other.! In! recent! times!
within!the!functional!neuroimaging!community!there!has!been!a!shift!towards!interpreting!
data! using! connectivity! analysis28.! Aligning! with! this! trend,! in! Chapter! 7! expertiseQ
classification! for! the!same!task! (LICS)! is!described!using! functional!connectivity!analysis!of!
motor! regions! in! the! frontal! lobe.! More! importantly! an! algorithm! for! automated!
discrimination!of!expertise!level!using!fNIRS!data!is!described.!!
!
The! thesis! is! concluded! in!Chapter!8!with!a! summary!of! its! achievements,! limitations!and!
future!directions!arising!from!the!studies!conducted!in!this!thesis.!A!potential!application!of!
functional!neuroimaging! is! towards!automated!detection!of! the!operator’s! cognitive! state!
induced! by! task! complexity.! In! chapter! 8,! the! feasibility! of! Electroencephalography! (EEG)!




1.)! Evidence! synthesis! of! the! applying! functional! neuroimaging! towards! assessment! and!
enhancing!operative!and!nonQoperative!performance!in!the!field!of!surgery.!!
!




induced! by! sensorimotor! distortions.! In! accordance! with! motor! learning! literature,!
practice!led!to!attenuation!in!prefrontal!cortex!(PFC)!activity!and!increase!in!activation!
of! secondary! motor! regions! namely! the! dorsal! premotor! cortex! (PMC)! and!
supplementary!motor!area!(SMA).!!!
!
3.)! The! feasibility! of! fNIRS,! a! nonQinvasive! functional! neuroimaging! tool! to!map!multiple!
functional!brain! regions! situated! in! the! frontal! lobe!associated!with! learning!complex!
motor!skills!required!for!MIS.!The!chosen!task!(LICS)!was!deconstructed!into!three!subQ
tasks! to! allow! feasible! scrutiny! based! on! a! functional! neuroimaging! experimental!
paradigm.! Task! deconstruction! also! enabled! subQtask! comparison! based! on!
directionality.!!
!
4.)! Investigation! of! expertise! related! disparity! in! frontal! lobe! activation! using! a! crossQ
sectional!experimental!design.!Commensurate!with!motor! learning! literature,!novices!
in!comparison!to!trainees!and!experts!displayed!greater!PFC!excitation,!and!lower!PMC!










6.)! To! investigate!practice!dependent!neuroplasticity!by!employing!a! longitudinal!design.!
Skills! retention!was!measured!one!month!after! cessation!of!practice.! ! Practice! led! to!
improvements! in! technical! performance,! an! increase! in! activation! across! secondary!
motor! regions! but! not! concurrent! attenuation! in! PFC! activity.! The!persistently! raised!
PFC! activity! is! an! interesting! feature,! suggesting! continuous! need! for! attention! to!
support!technical!performance!despite!improvement!in!it.!It!highlights!the!potential!of!
neuroimaging! as! an! adjunct! to! measure! development! of! expertise! during! complex!
motor!skills!acquisition!in!surgery.!!
!
7.)!Application! of! machineQlearning! algorithms! for! functional! connectivity! data! towards!
enabling! automated! expertise! level! classification.! Based! on! seedQbased! functional!
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Master! surgeons,! like! expert! performers! in! sport,! music! or! dance! display! a! remarkable!




been!the!cornerstone!for!surgical! training!for!over!a!century18.! !Unsurprisingly,! it! takes!an!
estimated!15,000!to!20,000!hours!to!train!a!surgeon!based!on!this!model13,!a!notion!which!
resonates! with! Ericsson’s! theoretical! model! of! expertise! that! it! requires! 10,000! hours! of!
intensive!practice!over! ten!years! to!achieve!elite!performance!ability32.!Although!parallels!
have! been! drawn! between! surgeons! and! other! expert! performers! such! as!musicians17! or!
athletes33!in!the!pursuit!of!development!of!expertise34,!surgeons!face!inherent!challenges!in!
accessing! training! opportunities! and! more! importantly! training! commences! only! in! their!
adult! life.!Musicians! and! athletes! have! the! advantage! that! they!often! commence! training!
during!childhood!or!adolescence,!a!stage!when!brain!development!is!greater.!!!!
!
Surgical! training! in! recent! times! has! undergone! major! reform! in! Europe35! and! North!
America35.!Regulations!on!working!hours!for!doctors!has!led!to!reduction!in!weekly!working!
hours!that!vary!based!on!global! location!from!80!hours!a!week! in!the!United!States!to!60!
hours!a!week! in!Australia36!and!48!hours!a!week! in!Europe13.!Ultimately! reduced!working!
hours! equates! to! decrease! in! training! opportunities,! requiring! a! radical! upheaval! of! the!
‘volumeQbased’! training!model.! The!advent!of!MIS,!has! revolutionized! the! field!of! surgery!
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yet! imposes! greater! training! needs! due! to! the! increasingly! complexity! of! the! task,! novel!
instrumentation! and! environment.! Additional! pressures! are! increasing! public! scrutiny15,!
medical!litigation14!and!the!need!to!balance!improving!patient!safety!and!outcomes.!
!!
Considering!the!magnitude!of! the!challenges! in!surgical! training13,!objective!measurement!
of! motor! skill! is! necessary! to! monitor! progression! throughout! surgical! training! and!
credentialing.!In!order!to!better!track!progression!of!learning,!which!by!definition!is!a!set!of!
not! directly! observable,! highly! complex! internal! processes! occurring! in! the! mind! of! the!
learner,! greater!emphasis!might!be!paid! to!understand! the!neurocognitive!processes! that!
underlie! complex!motor! skills! acquisition18.! In! this! chapter,! the! principles! and!models! of!








2.! The! second! feature! involves! meeting! this! environmental! performance! goal! with!
‘maximum(certainty’.!!For!example,!a!basketball!player!might!successful!shoot!a!free!
throw! without! much! certainty,! a! chance! result! amongst! numerous! unsuccessful!
attempts.! ! In!order! to!be!regarded!as! ‘skilled’! it! requires! the!player! to!consistently!
reproduce! the! skill! during! highQpressure! situations,! the! hallmark! of! a! champion!
athlete.!
3.! Conservation!of!energy!is!critical!for!sustained!skilled!performance,!thereby!making!
‘efficiency’! the! third! feature,! a! requisite! for! most! but! not! all! skills.! This! does! not!





4.! The! final! feature! is! ‘time’! required! to! complete! the! goal! driven! task.! For! example!
expert! surgeons! are! capable! of! maintaining! accuracy,! yet! also! perform! technical!
tasks!more!rapidly!than!the!inexperienced.!
Thus,! motor! skill! can! be! defined! as! the! ability! to! achieve! a! target! end! result! with!




Motor! skill! learning! refers! to! the! process! by! which! movements! are! executed! more!





processes! are! highly! complex! phenomena! occurring! in! the! central! nervous! system!





or! experience! leading! to! relatively! permanent! gains! in! the! capability! for! skilled!
performance”!22.!!
2.2.3.!Classification!of!motor!skills!





1.! Discrete:! These! movements! have! a! recognizable! initial! and! end! points! for! example!





often! tested! as! tracking! tasks,! which! are! further! subQdivided! as! pursuit! and!
compensatory!tracking.!!Pursuit!tracking!tasks!essentially!involves!concurrent!display!of!
intended!target!and!performer’s!movement!responses.!Compensatory!tracking!differs!in!
that! the! intended! target! and! the! performer’s! movement! are! combined! to! display! a!









Performer’s! perception! of! the! environmentally! is! the! basis! of! classification! into! closed! or!
open!skills.!
1.! Closed:! Movements! in! stable! environment! conditions! are! defined! as! “closed”.! An!
example!of!a!closed!motor!skill!is!shooting!a!free!throw!basket!from!the!foul!line!where!


























from! novice! cognitive! phase! to! a! learner’s! associative! phase! and! ultimately! to! an! expert!
autonomous!phase.!!
1.! Cognitive:! At! the! initial! cognitive! phase,! the! novice! focuses! on! the! elements! of! the!
motor! task,! is! sensory! feedback! dependent! and! is! outwardly! observed! by! the! large!
number!of!errors!and!performance!is!erratic.!
!
2.! Associative:! In! this! phase! the! learner! after! practice! has! developed! the! ability! to!
integrate! sensory! information! with! appropriate! goal! directed! movement! and! link!
movements.! They! are! capable! of! appraising! their! performance,! in! the! process!
eliminating!their!mistakes!and!refining!skills.!Learners’!at!this!stage!are!still!attentionally!
dependent! whilst! developing! strategies! to! improve! performance.! Performance! is!
characterized!by!reduced!variability!and!few!errors!than!the!cognitive!phase.!
3.! Autonomous:! ! On! reaching! the! final! phase! motor! tasks! become! automatic,!
characterized! by! consistently! high! performance! with! minimal! errors,! variance! in!
performance! and! mental! load.! Experts! are! capable! of! making! subtle! adjustments! to!
performance.!Performance! in! this!phase! is!portrayed!by!effortless!skill,!which! is!stable!
despite! distractions,! manifest! by! ability! to! multiQtask! with! minimal! interference.! This!
ability! described! later! as! ‘automaticity’45,46! is! therefore! representative! of! achieving!
expertise.!!
2.2.4.2.!Gentile’s!two!stage!learning!model!
Gentile’s! motor! learning! model41! is! similar! to! the! earlier! described! Fitts’! model42,! yet! is!
simplified!as!follows:!
1.! Initial! (getting! the! idea! of! the! movement):! At! the! beginning,! the! learner! tries! to!
understand! the!movement! requirements! by! practicing! various! patterns! of!movement.!
Learners!must!also!understand!and!discriminate!between!environmental!factors!that!are!
inherently!related!to!successful!motor!performance!(regulatory)!and!those!that!are!not!
(nonQregulatory).! In!other!words! the!beginner!must!use! selective!attention!on!aspects!
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that!are!requisite!for!successful!performance.!
!2.! Later! (Fixation! for! closed!motor! skills;!Diversification! for!open!motor! skill):!During! this!
stage!the!learner!focuses!on!refining!the!acquired!skills,!dependent!on!the!type!of!motor!
skill.! Fixation! applies! to! ‘closed! skills’! where! the! skill! is! replicated! consistently! and!
accurately! in!a!stable!environment.! ‘Open!skills’!development!unlike!closed!occurs! in!a!





subsequent!modifications47,48.! It! explains! progression! through! a! series! of! five! levels! from!






novice! merely! adheres! to! instructions! received! on! how! to! mount! and! manipulate! a!
needle!during!a!suturing!task.!!
!
2.! Advanced! Beginner:! During! this! stage,! with! practice! the! individual! begins! to! show!
situational! awareness,! understands! the! context,! recognizes! new!aspects! and! treats! all!
aspects!with! equal! importance.! For! example! in! a! suturing! task! the! beginner! not! only!










now!have! to! select! the! right! amount!of! tension! to!oppose! sutured!ends! in! a! suturing!
task.!!!
!
4.! Proficiency:!At! this! stage! the!proficient!performer!becomes!embodied! to! the! task!and!
gains!a!holistic!view!of!the!situation.!Actions!are!no!longer!dictated!by!rules!but!replaced!
by! situational! awareness! drawn! from! emotional! experiences! of! successful! and!
unsuccessful! outcomes.! However! the! proficient! performer! will! still! rely! on! analytic!
decisionQmaking,! having! not! yet! achieved! sufficient! experience! to! be! capable! of!
automatic! response! based! on! an! unfamiliar! situation.! Put! simply,! the! proficient!
performer!recognizes!what!action!needs!to!taken!based!on!the!situation!but!deliberates!
on! how! to! achieve! it.! For! example,! the! proficient! surgeon! will! instantly! recognize!
bleeding!but!will!decide!the!best!way!to!control!it.!!!
!
5.! Expertise:! The! expert! is! different! from! the! proficient! performer! in! being! able! to!













Component! Perspective! Decision! Commitment!
1.!Novice!
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practice! were! stored! in! memory! and! compared! to! a! reference! of! correctness! termed! as!
‘perceptual!trace’.!Learners!actively!engaged!in!verbalization!of!the!motor!task,!each!trial!of!
practice!led!to!increased!consistency!and!correct!movements.!Each!correct!movement!led!to!
a! strengthening! of! the! correct! trace! and! reduction! in! relative! strength! of! incorrect!
perceptual! trace!(see!Figure!2.2).!Conversely,!errors!produced!from!practice!were!harmful!
to!learning!as!they!not!only!increased!the!strength!of!the!incorrect!perceptual!trace!but!also!
relatively! degraded! the! correct! perceptual! trace.! In! order! for! the! system! to! function! two!

















The! schema! theory! developed! by! Schmidt! in! 1975! retains! several! of! the! strengths! of! the!















schemas.! ! Recall! schema! provides! parameters! to! the! GMP! after! assessing! the! current!
situational!and!intentional!factors!(e.g.!for!a!basketball!pass!it!would!include!height,!speed,!
distance,!spin,!etc).!Recognition!schema!is!responsible!for!inherent!feedback!by!movement!
evaluation.! ! It! is! thought! to! be! formed! by! integration! of! initial! conditions,! environmental!
outcomes! and! sensory! consequences.! Augmented! feedback! is! critical! to! schema! learning!
despite! the! presence! of! other! sensory! information.! Unlike! in! the! closed! loop! theory,!




The! amount! of! practice! is! thought! to! be! the! single! most! important! variable! in! motor!
learning.! Contrary! to! popular! notion,! protracted!practice! leads! to! continued!performance!





Ericsson! et! al54! defined! deliberate! practice! as! activities! that! are! specially! designed! to!




of!musicians! and! athletes,! Ericsson34! estimated! to!master! a! skill! it! would! require! 10,000!
hours! over! ten! years,! driven! by! a! determination! to! improve.! This! concept! has! recently!














2.! Variability! of! practice! is! essentially! composed! of! practising! a! number! of! task!
variations.! It! plays! a! greater! role! in! development! of! open! skills! than! closed! skills!
where! the! environment! is! stable! and! does! not! require! adaptation.! In! addition!
practice!variability! is! considered!beneficial! to! transference!and! retention!of! learnt!
skill,!which!are!measures!of!learning.!
!
3.! Practice! schedules! are! referred! to! as! ‘blocked’! when! all! trials! on! one! task! are!
practiced! together! uninterrupted! by! another! task.! ! On! the! contrary,! ‘random(
practice’!involves!practice!of!multiple!tasks!where!the!same!task!is!rarely!practiced!
consecutively.!A! study! comparing!blocked! versus! random!practice59! unsurprisingly!
demonstrated! that! blocked! practice! led! to! earlier! and! greater! improvements! in!




effect! coined! as! ‘contextual( interference’! was! first! defined! by!William! Battig60! as!
interference!generated!due!to!the!context!in!which!skills!were!practiced,!produced!
decrements! in!performance!during!practice,! but!made! the! learning!of! these! tasks!




4.! Part!versus!Whole!Practice:!When! tasks!are! complex!and!cannot!be!grasped!as!a!
whole,!a!strategy!is!required!in!order!to!break!them!down!into!smaller!components.!
Effectiveness!of!part!practice!is!measured!by!the!amount!of!transfer!to!performance!
of! the! whole! task.! Skill! complexity! and! organization! determines! whole! or! part!
practice!effectiveness61.!!Skills!complexity!refers!to!the!number!of!components!in!a!
task,! and! organization! refers! to! the! relationship! between! spatial! and! temporal!
components.!High!organization!refers!to!a!higher!interQdependency!between!spatial!
and!temporal!relationships!for!example!when!landing!a!plane;!the!pilot!must!select!
appropriate! movements! in! a! timely! manner! to! safely! land! the! aircraft.! Whole!
practice!is!recommended!for!skills!that!are!high!in!organization,!whilst!part!practice!
is!recommended!for!tasks!that!are!highly!complex!but!low!in!organization.!Surgical!
tasks! are! complex! in! nature! and! yet! when! distilled! are! composed! of! a! series! of!
discrete!manoeuvres.!Dubrowski!et!al62!observed!part!practice!in!random!order!was!
superior! to! blocked! part! practice! to! acquire! a! complex! boneQplating! surgical! task.!
This!concept!is!often!used!in!surgical!training!techniques!when!the!trainee!performs!
part! of! the! operation! at! earlier! stages! followed! by! whole! performance! at! later!
stages.!
!
5.! Guidance:! is!an!assistance!technique!employed!to!constrain! incorrect!manoeuvres!
and!direct!correct!ones.!In!surgery!guidance!can!be!physical!for!example!when!the!
trainer! directs! the! trainees! gestures! to! prevent! incorrect! ones! or! sensory! for!




early! stages! of! learning,! temporarily! boosting! performance,! prolonged! usage! can!
lead!to!reliance!on!explicit!learning!and!therefore!limits!development!of!an!internal!








2.! Verbal! information:! Providing! initial! verbal! cues! to! learners! is! important! for!
orientation! and! has! the! ability! to! target! improvement! according! to! verbalised!
parameters.!For!example,!Solley!et!al65!observed!that!participants!in!accordance!with!
verbal! instructions! were! faster! or!more! accurate! when! one! attribute! was! stressed!
upon,!or!demonstrated!intermediate!performance!on!either!measure!when!stressed!
upon! the! importance! of! both.! ! Moreover,! a! lasting! effect! was! observed! when!




3.! Perceptual! learning:! Exposure! to! environmental! aspects! encountered! during!
execution!of!task!is!useful!as!a!preparatory!technique!in!order!grasp!spatioQtemporal!
relationships.!Observational! learning! is!a!kind!of!perceptual! learning!where!the!task!
to! acquire! is! demonstrated! before! practice,! e.g.! a! surgical! trainee! often! views! an!
operative! procedure! before! executing! one.! However! observation! of! expert!







Motor(memory! is! defined! as! the! persistence! of! the! acquired! capability! for! performance.!
Based!on!theoretical!concepts,!memory!can!be!a!motor!program,!reference!of!correctness!






capability! for! performance,! but! differs! in! that! it! involves! testing! the! same! task! under!
different! conditions.! For! example,! laparoscopic! suturing! learnt! and! then! subsequently!





Identification!of! factors! influential! to! retention!and! transfer!are!critical! to!motor! learning.!
The!most!common!methods!to!measures!retention!are!‘absolute’!and!‘relative’!retention.!As!
the!term!suggests,!absolute!retention!is!defined!as!the!level!of!performance!on!the!trial!of!a!
retention! test.! ! On! the! other! hand,! relative! retention! can! be! measures! as! a! difference!
(difference! in! scores! between! end! of! training! and! beginning! of! retention),! percentage!
(difference! in! scores! between! end! of! training! and! beginning! of! retention! divided! by!
difference! in! scores! of! beginning! and! end! of! training)! or! savings.! The! savings! score! can!
usually!be!estimated!in!relearning!trials!after!a!retention!interval!deduced!by!the!number!of!






Simulation! represents! an! important! and! safe! method! of! training! motor! skills.! Simulation!
models! provide! an!organized! context! to! rehearsing! procedural! skills! i.e.! sequential!motor!
skills.!Similar!to!training!of!pilots!using!virtual!cockpits!to!enhance!procedural!skills,!surgical!
educators17,18! have! recommended! learning! of! MIS! skills! must! be! initially! undertaken! in!
simulated!conditions,!thereby!mitigating!harm!to!patients!that!would!have!otherwise!been!
caused!by!errors!associated!with!early!stages!of!motor!learning.!For!example,!Gallagher!et!
al68! demonstrated! in! two! related! experiments! that! simulation! training! leads! to! enhanced!
performance!on!live!surgical!tasks!in!laparoscopic!trainees!and!novices.!Simulators!take!the!
form!of!a!conventional!physical!box!such!as!a!box! trainer!or!computer!simulation!such!as!
virtual! reality.! Physical! simulators! can! be! large! and! lack! high! fidelity! in! recreating!
perceptualQmotor! attributes! of! the! motor! task.! ! Virtual! systems! can! overcome! these!










effort! has! been! the! basis! of! measuring! task! complexity.! Initial! methods! used! simpler!
physiological! markers! namely! pupil! diameter,! skin! resistance,! heart! rate! and! subjective!





A! common! notion! is! that! attention! is! a! finite! resource,! limiting! the! ability! to! absorb! and!
perceive!all!aspects!in!the!environment.!Its!relevance!is!particularly!important!whilst!multiQ
tasking!as!each!task!competes!for!common!attentional!resources.!Performance!may!regress!
in!either!one!or!both! tasks,! representative!of!different!patterns!of! interference!when! the!
combined! attentional! demand! exceeds! the! available! resource.! Interference! can! be!
‘structural’!when!tasks!compete!for!physical!capacity!i.e.!both!require!hand/eye!movement!
or! alternatively! ‘functional’! when! the! task! competes! for! central! (attentional)! capacity.!
Research! into! the! impact! of! interference! on! operator! performance! has! enabled!
identification!of!safer!solutions! in! the! field!of!aviation73.!Whilst!operating!surgeon!too!are!
engrossed!with!multiple!cognitive!processes!that!are!necessary!for!various!functions!ranging!
from!generation!of! skilled!purposeful!movements! to!decisionQmaking!and!vigilance.!Usage!
of! complex! MIS! tools! and! inexperience! of! the! operator! combined! with! aforementioned!
factors! could! exceed! the! attentional! capacity! threshold! leading! to! critical! issues! in! safe!
surgery74.!
!
Figure! 2.3.! ! Cognitive! demands! placed! on! the! operator’s! attentional! capacity! arise! from! executing! skilled!
movements,! intraQoperative! decisionQmaking,! sensory! perception! from!multiple! stimuli! generated! from! the!
operating! environment! and! verbal! communication! the! OR! team.! On! the! right! is! a! novice! versus! expert!
hypothetical! comparison! depicts! that! the! competing! cognitive! demands! exceed! the! attentional! capacity!





‘intentional’! where! the! individual! attends! to! one!whilst! ignoring! the! other! or! ‘incidental’!






or! “change! blindness”! is! best! illustrated! by! an! experiment! by! Simon! and! Chabris75.!!
Participants!were!required!to!watch!a!video!and!count!the!number!of!times!three!humans!in!
white! shirts! pass! a! basketball! amongst! three! other! humans! dressed! in! black! shirts.! The!












novices76,77.! Degradation! of! performance! by! experts! is! also! observed! under! stressful!










which! essentially! is! a! change! in! internal! state! and! is! not! directly! observable.! Deriving!
inferences! from! performance! curves! is! problematic! as! it! represents! average! group!
performance!but!does!not!account!for! interQsubject!variability!or!within!subject!variability.!
Different! subjects! show! different! rates! of! performance! improvement! and! a! given!




the! top! and! bottom! of! the! performance! scale.! As! an! individual! reaches! these! scalar!




Despite! displaying! maximal! performance! (ceiling! effect),! further! training! also! known! as!
‘overlearning’! may! lead! to! continued! learning! and! greater! levels! of! proficiency! not!
identifiable!by! simple!performance! curves.! In! subjects!who!display!maximal! performance,!
introduction! of! a! secondary! task!may! lead! to! interference! and! ultimately! degradation! in!
performance!of!the!primary!task.!On!the!other!hand,!overlearning!leads!to!skills!becoming!
more! automatic! and! less! susceptible! to! interference! from! secondary! tasks,! thereby!
displaying! stable! maximal! performance! in! the! primary! task! and! practice! related!







black! line)! until! maximal! performance! in! achieved! (ceiling! effect).! Extended! practice! referred! to! as!





of! learning42,! described! earlier! (see! section! 2.2.4.)! with! practice! participants! appear! to!
require! less! physical! and!mental! effort! ultimately! leading! to! an! expert! state! of! effortless!









Assessments! of! surgical! skills! require! a! sophisticated! understanding! of! surgical! research!






5.! Psychomotor& ability! is! defined! as! one’s! natural! performance! with! regards! to!




Surgical! assessment! must! fulfil! validity,! reliability! and! feasibility! criteria! in! order! to! be!
adopted74,84,85.!Validity!according!to!the!American!Physiological!Association!is!defined!as!the!





2.! Content!validity! refers!to!extent!to!which!an!assessment!tool!taps! into!the!various!
aspects!of!the!specific!construct!in!question.!
3.! Construct! validity! is! the! degree! to! which! the! test! measures! what! it! intends! to!
measure! and! not! other! variables.! In! surgical! skills! assessment! this! test! is! often!
designed!to!separate!individuals!based!on!their!level!of!surgical!expertise.!




5.! Discriminate! validity! is! defined! as! an! evaluation! that! reflects! the!degree! to!which!
the! scores! generated! by! the! assessment! actually! correlate! with! the! factors! with!
which!they!should.!
6.! Predictive! validity! measures! how! well! the! assessment! can! predict! a! relationship!
between!the!construct!that!is!being!measured!and!future!behaviour.!
7.! Reliability! is! a!measure!of! precision! that!describes! the! ability! of! an! assessment! to!
repeatedly!produce!consistent!and!reproducible!results.!
8.! Testaretest!reliability!is!a!measure!obtained!by!assessing!a!group!of!individuals!twice!
at! different! times.! Stability! can! be! measured! from! the! correlation! coefficient!
obtained!by!correlating!the!results!of!the!first!test!with!that!of!the!second.!!










Assessment! of! technical! skill,! usually! takes! place! in! the! operating! room! by! observation.!
Often! these! observations! are! not! based! on! specific! criteria.! As! a! result! it! suffers! from!
subjectivity!and!poor!interQrater!reliability84.!Patient!outcome!metrics!such!as!morbidity!and!
mortality!are!objective!measures!of! technical! skill! assumed!by! its! strong! relationship4,!yet!


























The! assessment! of! technical! performance! by! observation! according! to! set! criteria,!
standardizes! evaluation! and! eliminates! subjectivity! by! turning! examiners! into! observers!
rather!than!interpreters!of!behaviour.!The!objective!structured!assessment!of!technical!skills!
(OSATS)! introduced!by!Martin!et!al87! in!1997!espoused!similar!principles! to! the! !objective!
structured!clinical!examination! (OSCE),!a!widely!accepted!method!of!assessment! in!health!
sciences.! OSATS! comprised! of! six! to! eight! stations! where! trainees’! performance! was!







the! OSATS! tool.! However,! the! feasibility! of! OSATS! is! limited! by! cost! and! resource!
inefficiency.! Dearth! of! expert! personnel! and! accredited! centres! to! administer! the!





Borrowing! concepts! from!other!highQrisk! fields! that! use!observation!of! errors! to!measure!
performance,! in!1998,! Joice!et!al90!employed!Human!Reliability!Assessment! techniques! to!
measure! performance! during! laparoscopic! cholecystectomies.! Errors! from! action! or!
omission!of!appropriate!action,!which!resulted!in!a!negative!consequence!by!increasing!the!
duration! of! surgical! procedure! or! required! rectification,! were! classified! into! ten! generic!
forms91.!Error!modes!one!to!six!(see!Table!2.2)!termed!as!‘procedural!errors’!rates!the!ability!
of!the!operator!to!perform!the!procedure! in!the!correct!sequence!and!error!modes!seven!
through! ten! termed! as! ‘execution! errors’! score! manipulative! ability.! ! PostQoperative!
complications!were!also!accounted!to!generate!an!error!probability!score.!The!OCHRA!tool!
has!been!demonstrated!to!be!valid!in!assessing!complex!laparoscopic!colorectal!surgery92,93.!
As! the! operative! procedure! is! segmented! to! allow! subQtask! analysis,! the! tool! has! been!
particularly!useful!in!identifying!critical!areas!where!errors!most!commonly!occur91Q93,!which!





























In! 2005,! Vassiliou! et! al94,! developed! Global! Operative! Assessment! of! Laparoscopic! Skills!
(GOALS)! which! is! the! laparoscopic! equivalent! for! OSATS! to! address! the! growing! need! to!
assess!laparoscopic!skills.!It!is!composed!of!five!items!(see!Table!2.3);!performance!on!each!
item! is! rated!using!a! five!point!Likert! scale!akin! to!GRS,!where! ‘1’! represented! the! lowest!
score! and! ‘5’! the! highest.! Set! descriptors! of! performance! helped! anchor! extreme! and!
midpoints!of! the!scale.!Four!out!of! five! items!addressed!domains!concerning! laparoscopic!
surgery!namely:!a)!depth!perception;!b)!bimanual!dexterity;!c)!movement!efficiency!and!d)!
tissue! handling.! The! fifth! and! final! component! assessed! autonomy! of! the! operator! by!
measuring! degree! of! dependence! on! expert! instruction.! Akin! to!OSATS! tool,! task! specific!
checklists!were!created!and!scored!in!binary!fashion.!Since!then!a!number!of!studies!have!
demonstrated!construct!validity!of!GOALS!in!assessment!of!laparoscopic!procedures!such!as!
laparoscopic! cholecystectomy95,! appendicectomy96,! oesophageal! fundoplication97! and!
hernia! repair98! to! name!but! a! few.!However,! criticisms! of! the!GOALS! tool! are! the! lack! of!
expert! personnel! to! rate! the! laparoscopic! videos! and! it! is! time! consuming,! for! example! a!
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The! need! for! less! laborious,! inexpensive,! accessible! and! objective! methods! to! measure!
laparoscopic! performance! and! simultaneously! promote! training! methods! outside! the!











laparoscopic! tasks! were! retained! and! the! remaining! two! were! discarded,! deemed! by!







reverse! sequence.! ! The! cut( off! time! for! this! task! is! 300! seconds! and!penalties! are!
scored!on!the!basis!of!pegs!dropped.!!
b)! Pattern! cutting! (Task! 2):! In! this! task,! the! operator! is! required! to! cut! along! the!
boundaries!of!a!circle!measuring!5!cms!in!diameter!imprinted!on!a!suspended!piece!





are! calculated! by! quality! of! the! knot! and! deviation! of! the! placed! knot! from! the!
designated!site!in!millimetres.!!
d)! Intracorporeal!knot! (Task!4):! This! task!warrants!placing!a! suture! through! two!preQ
marked!points!on!either!end!of!a!longitudinal!slit!created!in!a!Penrose!drain.!The!cut:
off! time! for! this! task! is! 600! seconds! and! penalties! are! calculated! by! deviation! in!
millimetres!of!the!suture!from!specified!target,!gap!in!millimetres!between!opposed!
edges! and! quality! of! knot.! Amongst! the! five! tasks! intraQcorporeal! knot! tying! is!








In! 1997! the! Society! of! American! Gastrointestinal! Endoscopic! Surgery! (SAGES)! formed! a!
committee! responsible! for! developing! a! curriculum! to! train! and! test! fundamental!









determine! better! separation! between! competent! and! nonQcompetent! performers100.! ! In!





become! a!mandatory! component! for! certification!with! the! American! Board! of! Surgery107!
and!over!ten!thousand!surgical!residents!have!been!certified!in!approved!centres26.!!In!the!










electromagnetic! technology! (Isotrack! II,! Polhemus! Inc,! Vermont,! USA)! to! assess! technical!
performance!by!tracking!an!electromagnetic!sensor!(1!cm2!in!area)!attached!to!the!dorsum!
of!the!operator’s!hands!and!an!electromagnetic!emitter!within!the!surgical!field.!It!provides!
basic! motion! metrics! such! as! time! take,! number! of! movements,! speed! and! distance!
travelled.! This! device! has! been! used! successfully! in! expertise! classification! for! both! open!
and!laparoscopic!skills110Q112!and!to!compare!skills!acquisition!between!standard!laparoscopy!
(multiQport)!and!single!incision!laparoscopic!surgery!(SILS)113.!!The!advantages!of!ICSAD!are!
data! extraction! at! a! reasonable! rate! (20! Hz),! portability! and! the! lack! of! lineQsight! issues!
associated! with! optical! tracking.! However,! the! sensors! are! wired,! magnetic! objects! and!
distance! affect! signal! quality.! Beyond! the! scope! of! exQvivo! laparoscopic! surgery! this!


























































Cuschieri! and! colleagues115! from! Dundee,! Scotland! developed! the! ADEPT! system! to! test!
innate! manual! dexterity! and! handQeye! coQordination.! It! tracks! movement! of! two!
instruments!by!a!set!of!potentiometers!mounted!in!a!dualQgimbal!mechanism.!!The!ADEPT!




Commercially! available! optical! tracking! systems! (Polaris,! Northern! Digital! Inc,! Waterloo,!
Canada)!are!used!to!assess!motion.!They!employ!infrared!(IR),!and!the!trackers!can!be!either!
active!when! the!markers! are! powered! or! passive!when! reflective!markers! illuminated! by!
projected! IR.! Despite! the! advantages! of! high! resolution! and!wireless! technology! (passive!
trackers),!the!device!is!relatively!expensive!and!suffers!from!line!of!sight!issues.!As!a!result!
more!than!one!limb!cannot!be!simultaneously!tracked!due!to!overlapping!signals!and!data!
can!be! lost!when! the! signal! is! blocked!by! another! object.! Therefore,! unsurprisingly! it! has!
been! used! in! collaboration! with! electromagnetic! trackers118.! The! Hiroshima! University!
Endoscopic! Surgical! Assessment! Device! (HUESAD)119! employs! optical! scale! sensors! and!
microencoders!to!track!movement!of!laparoscopic!instrument!tips.!It!was!designed!to!assess!





Distortion!or! complete! loss!of! tactile! feedback! is! a! consequence!of! adopting! laparoscopic!
and! robotic! surgery! techniques! respectively.! As! a! result! it! raises! the! critical! issue! of! the!
potency! to! traumatizing! tissue! by! poor! handling! of! tissue.! Measurement! of! force! has!
demonstrated! its! potential! value! in! discriminating! expertise! of! skill.! ! In! an! experiment! by!
Cundy! et! al121,! sensors! placed! on! a! base! plate! within! a! Paediatric! version! of! FLS! during!
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performance! of! a! simple! (peg! transfer)! and! an! advanced! laparoscopic! task! (suturing)!
measured! force!magnitude,!mean! and!maximal! force.! Analysis! of! force! generated,! better!
correlated!with! expertise! than! standard! scoring! systems! (MISTELS)! that! account! for! time!
and! accuracy.! ! When! force! parameters! are! used! with! data! from! motion! and! time! by!







the! instrument! tips! can! be! tracked! using! computer! vision! techniques108! namely! colour!
segmentation,!stereoscopic!techniques,!or!a!Continuously!Adaptive!Mean!Shift!algorithm123.!!!





on! prior! expertise! classification! thus! introducing! subjective! bias,! 2)! do! not! account! for!
variation! in! technique! for! the! same! skill! and! 3)! are! not! capable! of! automated! task!
segmentation!and!analysis.!Language!models!can!be!built!by!task!decomposition!of!surgical!
procedures!based!a!hierarchical!model!(see!figure!2.6)!and!then!used!to!develop!a!deeper!





also! been! employed! successfully,! such! as! in! the! study! by! Lin! et! al128! who! used! a! LDA! to!
perform! automated! classification! according! to! skill! level! and! type! of! task! from! motions!
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assessed! for! leakage! and! luminal! area! created.! End! product! measures! correlated! with!
manual! dexterity! derived! from!motion!metrics! (ICSAD).! Similarly,! laparoscopic! knots! have!
been! assessed! using! a! tensiometer132.! In! summary,! the! advantages! of! combining! end!





Virtual! Reality! (VR)! defined! by! McCoy! et! al133! is! a! collection! of! technologies! that! allow!
efficient! interaction! with! 3D! computerised! databases! in! real! time! by! using! their! natural!
senses! and! skills.! The! advantages! of! VR! systems! are! that! it! obviates! the! need! for! benchQ
models,!physical!simulators!and!inQvivo!assessments.!Since!the!introduction!of!the!MISTQVR!


























































fidelity,! thus! allowing! practice! of! simple! generic! laparoscopic! tasks.! However,! with!
technological! advancements,! new! generation! VR! systems! are! capable! of! providing! haptic!
feedback! and! the! improved! fidelity! enables! testing! of! advances! tasks! and!whole! surgical!
procedures.! In!addition,!VR!systems!are!capable!of!deducing!motion!metrics! such!as!path!
length,! economy! of! movement,! and! errors.! The! ProMIS! augmented! simulator! (CAE!
Healthcare,! Quebec,! Canada)! differs! from! other! VR! systems! as! it! combines! real! time!
performance!with!virtual!settings!by!augmented!reality.!!The!advantages!of!assessments!by!
VR! are! that! results! are! automatically! generated! providing! realQtime! feedback.! The!





classification! is! still! problematic! and! remains! elusive124.! Issues! raised! were! the! lack! of!
objectivity,! most! assessments! occur! in! simulated/VR! environments! and! require! expert!
assessors! to! spend! long! periods! reviewing! performance.! ! In! addition! characteristics! of!
experts!such!as!focused!attention!during!deliberate!practice30,134,135!remain!unappreciated.!
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Employing! these! standard! eye!metrics,! gaze! behaviour! has! demonstrated! to! be! different!
between! experts! and! novices! during! performance! of! laparoscopic! VR! tasks140Q142.! Experts!
gaze!fixated!to!a!greater!degree!on!the!target!than!the!instruments,!whilst!novices!fixated!
almost! equally! on! both! target! and! instruments140,142.,! and! /! demonstrate! tool! and! target!
saccadic!cross!referencing.! In!addition,!experts!displayed!a!more!efficient!gaze!strategy!by!
lesser!eye!movements!between!tool!and!target142.!Additionally,!eyeQtracking!is!a!useful!tool!
in!detecting!nonQtechnical! skills! such!as! situational! awareness!exhibited!by!a! study!where!




Figure! 2.7.! Remote! eye! tracker! composed! of! near! infrared!microQprojectors! and! optical! sensors.! (A)! During!
performance!of!a!laparoscopic!surgical!task,!the!intraQoperative!view!is!projected!on!a!two!dimensional!screen.!





optimise! classification! in! terms! of! skill! or! experience139.! Using! LDA! and! nonQlinear!
discriminate! analysis,! Richstone! et! al143,! were! able! to! identify! experts! from! nonQexperts!






MIS!has! revolutionized!surgical!practice,!yet! its! continuous!evolution! requires! surgeons! to!
acquire! even!more! complex! technical! skills! at! a! time!when! faced!with! decreased! training!
opportunities.!Motor! skills! for!MIS! are! uniquely! challenging! to! acquire! due! to! ergonomic!
challenges!posed!by!instrumentation!and!the!need!for!sensorimotor!adaptation.!Identifying!
the!importance!to!address!surgical!training,!multiple!stakeholders!have!identified!the!need!






between!proficient!performers!and!experts.! In!addition! few! longitudinal! studies! track!MIS!
skills! acquisition! over! multiple! periods! with! intensive! distributed! training! regimes.! Some!
tools!are!hampered!additionally!by!the!need!of!expert!assessors!to!be!trained!in!the!use!of!
the! assessment! tool! and! dedicate! significant! amounts! of! their! time.! Although! they! are!
objective! by!measuring! speed! and! accuracy! of! hand/instrument!movements,! they! fail! to!
measure! intensity! of! effort! a! key! feature! of!motor! skill.!More! importantly! these!markers!




Motor! learning! occurs! internally! within! the! central! nervous! system! by! a! set! of! neural!
processes.! Improved!understanding! in!described!models!of!motor! learning!and! identifying!
the! effect! of! on! and! offQtask! factors!would! be! of! tremendous! value! to! improving! current!
methods! of! assessing! skill! level! and! enhancing! skills! acquisition.! Multiple! psychological!






Functional! neuroimaging! is! capable! of! providing! objective! neurophysiological! information!
with!regards!to!correlates!for!motor!learning,!attention!and!investment!of!effort!for!motor!
skills! specific! to! MIS.! In! the! next! chapter,! specific! functions! and! pathways! of!
neuroanatomical! regions! in! relation! to! motor! learning! are! firstly! discussed.! Secondly,!

















that! underpin! learning.! Motor! skills! learning! described! earlier! as! a! difficult! to! capture!




effector! muscle! groups! are! initially! described! in! this! chapter.! Secondly,! a! variety! of!
functional! neuroimaging! techniques,! their! individual! strengths! and! weaknesses! towards!
interrogating! specialised! functions! of! brain! regions! in! isolation! or! integration! are! also!
discussed.! Thirdly,! I! focus! on! describing! functional! Near! Infrared! Spectroscopy! (fNIRS),!
providing! detailed! justification! for! choosing! this! neuroimaging! modality! to! interrogate!







The! brain! is! mainly! divided! into! forebrain,! midbrain! and! hindbrain! (see! Figure! 3.1).! The!
forebrain! is! mainly! divided! into! the! telencephalon! and! diencephalon.! The! telencephalon!







Several! cortical! and! subcortical! regions! are! distinctly! implicated! in! motor! planning,!
execution!and!control.!At!the!apex!in!the!cerebral!cortex!are!the!primary!motor!cortex!(M1)!
and! secondary! motor! regions.! The! M1! located! in! the! frontal! lobe! (see! Figure! 3.2)! lies!
anterior! to! the! central! sulcus! and!posterior! to! the! secondary!motor! areas! of! Brodmann’s!
Area!(BA)!6145.!!!Located!in!BA6!are!the!Supplementary!Motor!Area!(SMA)!medially!and!the!
Premotor! Cortex! (PMC)! laterally.! Posterior! to! the! central! sulcus! are! the! somatosensory!
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regions! of! the! parietal! lobe.! These! regions! receive! sensory! input,! which! includes! limb!






Within! the! frontal! lobe! are! the! Prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),! PreQSMA! (PreQSupplementary! Motor! Area),! SMA,!
(Supplementary!Motor!Area),!PMC!(Premotor!Cortex)!and!M1!(Primary!Motor!Cortex).!!
Somatotropic! representations! of! the! human! body! first! described! by! Penfield! and!
colleagues146! as! ‘homunculus’! are! found! in! motor! and! sensory! regions! of! the! cerebral!
cortex.!These!cortical! regions!have!a! topographic! representation! to!body!surface! for!both!
motor!and!sensory!processes.!The!term!‘homunculus’!in!Latin!means!‘little!man’!was!borne!
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out! of! its! diagrammatic! representation.! The! motor! homunculus! located! in! the! primary!
cortex!represents!motor!function!of!the!opposite!side!and!follows!an!organized!but!inverse!
pattern.! For! example,! the! foot! is! represented! at! the! top! of! the! cerebral! hemisphere! and!
tongue! movements! at! the! lateral! aspect! of! the! cerebral! hemisphere! (see! Figure! 3.3).! In!
addition!effector! representation!does!not! correspond! to!actual! size!but! is!dictated!by! the!
level! of! innervation! required! for! manipulation.! For! example,! muscles! of! the! hand! and!
























Corticospinal! tract:! The! motor! regions! of! the! cerebral! cortex! along! with! subQcortical!
structures!namely!the!basal!ganglia,!thalamus,!cerebellum!and!brain!stem!regulate!activity!
of! spinal! neurons! both! directly! and! indirectly.! Direct! connections! are! formed! by! the!























from! the! same! cerebral! cortical! regions! as! the! corticospinal! tract! and! also! from! the!
cerebellum.! They! too! are! responsible! for! movement! of! distal! limb! musculature,! yet!














4.! Reticulospinal:! The! reticulospinal! tract! is! also! composed! of! two! pathways!medial! and!
lateral!and!remains!ipsilateral!on!descent.!The!medial!reticulospinal!tract!originates!from!
the! pons! increases! muscle! tone! and! facilitates! voluntary! movement.! The! lateral!




Basal! ganglia! as! the! name! suggests! is! comprised! of! a! distributed! set! of! neural! structures!
buried!deep!within! the!cerebrum.!The!basal!ganglia!plays!a!crucial! role! in!motor! loops!by!
receiving!information!from!several!cortical!regions,!processing!it!and!relaying!it!to!the!motor!
cortex!via!the!thalamus.! It! is! responsible! for! initiating!and!regulating!motor!commands.! In!
the! forebrain! it! is!mainly!composed!of! the!caudate!nucleus,!putamen,!nucleus!accumbens!
and!globus!pallidus.!Collectively!these!structures!are!referred!to!as!corpus!striatum!because!
of! the! striated! appearance! of! their! cell! bridges.! The! caudate! and! putamen! are! fused!
anteriorly,! together! referred! to! as! the! ‘neostriatum’! and! functionally! similar.! The! corpus!
striatum! is! the! main! recipient! of! signals! from! various! regions! of! the! cerebral! cortex!
especially! the! frontal! lobe!and! the! thalamus.!Notably! the!caudate!head! receives!afferents!
from!the!PMC!and!SMA,!whilst!the!putamen!receives!afferents!from!the!M1!and!S1!regions!
of!the!cortex.!Akin!to!the!motor!homunculus!of!the!M1!lies!a!corresponding!homunculus!in!
the! basal! ganglia.! The! remaining! structures,! which! lie! below! the! thalamus! are! the!
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subthalamic!nuclei!and!the!substantia!nigra,!the!latter!is!subQdivided!into!the!pars!compacta!
and!pars! reticulata.!Along!with! the! globus!pallidus! interna! they! are! responsible! for!major!
outputs! via! the! ventrolateral,! ventroanterior! and!mediodorsal!nuclei!of! the! thalamus! into!
the!PMC,!M1!and!PFC.!!
!
The! basal! ganglia,! plays! a! role! in! balancing! motor! function! via! five! corticoQstriatal! loops!
which! can! be! divided! into! ‘direct’! and! ‘indirect’! pathways! on! the! basis! of! their! opposing!
effects!on!thalamic!nuclei.! ! In!sequential!order,!the!direct!pathway!passes!from!the!cortex!
through! to! the! striatum,! globus! pallidus! interna,! thalamus! and! end! at!M1147,148.! It! has! an!
excitatory! effect! facilitating!motor! programs! in! the! cortex.! The! indirect! pathway! similarly!







by!cerebral!hemispheres!except!at! its!base! (see! figure!3.5.).!Multinuclear! in!structure,! the!
thalamus’!role!in!motor!control!is!poorly!understood,!mainly!implicated!as!a!relay!for!motor!
and! sensory! information149.! Two! sets! of! ventral! nuclei! and! one! medial! nucleus! are!





























The! cerebellum! is! further! subQdivided! into! three! zones! along! sagittal! planes.! These! zones!
from! medial! to! lateral! are! the! ‘vermis’! followed! by! the! ‘intermediate( zone’! and! ‘lateral(
hemisphere’.! Three! fibre! bundles! namely! the! superior,! middle! and! inferior! cerebellar!




Anatomical! divisions! correspond! to! functional! divisions.! The! ‘vestibulocerebellum’! is!
composed!of!the!flocculonodular!lobe!and!its!connections!with!the!lateral!vestibular!nuclei.!
It! is! responsible! for!postural!maintenance.! The! vermis! and! intermediate! zones!along!with!
the!fastigial!and!interposed!nuclei!together!forms!the!‘spinocerebellum’.!It!receives!sensory!
information!(limb!proprioception)!from!the!spinocerebellar!tract!and!dorsal!column.!It!sends!




The!cerebrocerebellum!which! is! composed!of! the!dentate!nuclei!and! lateral!hemispheres,!
connects!the!cerebrum!via!the!pontine!nuclei!and!thalamus,!as!the!name!suggests.!It!plays!a!
role! in! planning! and! timing! of! movement! based! on! afferent! signals! received! from! the!




The! descending! pathway! for! the! human! motor! system! can! be! viewed! as! a! hierarchical!
organization! (see! Figure! 3.7).! At! its! apex! are! secondary! motor! regions! comprised! of! the!
















studies.! The! brain! is! capable! of! structural! and! functional! modification! in! response! to!
external!and!internal!stimuli.!This!property!referred!to,!as!‘neuroplasticity’!is!lifelong!and!not!
restricted!to!developmental!changes!during!childhood.!!Learning!or!practice!of!motor!tasks!
has!been! linked! to!neuroplasticity! at!both! cortical! and! subQcortical! levels25.!Neuroimaging!
now! represents! the! predominant! method! in! detecting! learning! related! cognitive! and!
behavioural! changes24! manifested! by! structural! and! functional! changes.! Functional!
neuroimaging,!differs!from!structural!neuroimaging!as!it!measures!brain!activity!in!response!
to! specific! cognitive! functions.! Brain! activity! is! inferred! from! metabolic! or! biochemical!
information! mapped! on! anatomical! locations! of! the! brain! allowing! localization! of! neural!
function152.! A! range! of! nonQinvasive!methods! have! been! developed! since! Hans! Berger! in!
1929! first! recorded! from! the!human! scalp! surface! an! electroencephalogram! (EEG)153.! The!
neurophysiological! basis! of! nonQinvasive!methods! to! capture!brain! activity! are!dependent!




The!underlying!principle! for!brain!activity,!similar! to!any!other!organ! is! its!dependency!on!
energy!consumption.!Neuronal!activity!leads!to!corresponding!increase!in!metabolic!activity!
within! the! same! brain! area,! with! close! temporal! and! spatial! correlation154.! The! brain! is!






or! conversion!of! the!neurotransmitter! glutamate! to! glutamine! in! astrocytes156.!Glucose! is!
the!main!energy!substrate!for!the!brain!where!energy!in!the!form!of!adenosine!triphosphate!
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(ATP)! is!derived! firstly!by! the!glycolyic!pathway!and! later!by!oxidative!phosphorylation152.!
Oxidative!metabolism!of! glucose! is! supported!by!brain’s!oxygen! consumption! (CMRO2)155.!
When!brain!metabolism!increases!it!is!dependent!on!the!supply!of!oxygen!and!glucose,!and!




In! the! late! 19th! century,! Roy! and! Sherrington157! through! animal! studies! suggested! that!
chemical! products! of! cerebral! metabolism! result! in! variations! to! the! calibre! of! cerebral!
vessels.! Thereby! this! intrinsic! mechanism! of! the! brain! known! as! ‘neurovascular(
coupling’158,159! regulates! the! rate! of! cerebral! blood! flow! (CBF)! to! meet! the! energy!
consumption! requirements! of! the!brain160.! Subsequently,! several! animal! studies161,162! and!
more! recently! human! studies163,164! have! correlated! brain! electrical! activity! to!
haemodynamic!response.!Contrary!to!the!traditional!notion!that!CBF!is!regulated!directly!by!
energy! demands! of! brain! tissue,! other! factors! linked! to! neuronal! signalling! have! been!
hypothesized.! Based! on! the! brain! region! various! neurotransmitters! such! as! glutamate,!





defer! in! how! they!measure! it.! NonQinvasive!methods! can! be! broadly! classified! as! ‘direct’!








neuronal! clusters! from! the! scalp! surface! using! electrodes! graphically! represented! as! an!




Richard! Caton! an! English! scientist! first!measured! cortical! electrical! activity! of! rabbits! and!
monkeys! in! 1875! using! a! galvanometer.! Applying! this! principle! Hans! Berger! an! Austrian!
neuropsychiatrist! in! 1924! first! measured! encephalograms! from! humans! 166.! EEG! mainly!
measures! electrical! currents! that! flow! during! synaptic! excitations! of! the! numerous!
pyramidal! neurons! in! the! cerebral! cortex.! The! underlying! physiological! mechanism! is!
initiated!by!an!action!potential! at! the!preQsynaptic!axons! to! release!neurotransmitters.!At!
the!synaptic!junction!neurotransmitters!move!across!the!synaptic!cleft!to!bind!at!the!postQ
synaptic!dendritic!membrane!causing! ion!channels!to!open!that!subsequently! leads!to!the!
inflow! of! positive! ions.! This! creates! an! extracellular! voltage,! which! is! more! negatively!
charged!in!extracellular!space!around!the!neural!dendrites!referred!to!as!the!‘sink’.!The!ions!
then!exit! leaving!a!positively!charged!extracellular!space!called!the! ‘source’! leading!to!the!




!Electrodes! are! placed! on! the! scalp! in! standardized! specific! locations! using! a! 10/20!
International!system1.!Using!this!method,!adjacent!electrodes!are!placed!over!the!scalp!at!
distances! of! 10%! and! 20%! of! the! anterioQposterior! or! left! to! right! distances! of! the! skull.!
Positioning!is!reliant!on!two!bony!anatomical!landmarks!of!the!skull!namely!the!nasion!and!
the! inion! (see! Figure! 3.8).! The! 10/5! system168! uses! the! same! principle! but! allows! higher!
resolution! systems! to! position! up! to! 256! electrodes.! Conventional! systems! require!
application!of! electrode!gel! in!order! to!provide!a! conductive!path!between! the! scalp! and!
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electrode.! However,! application! of! gel! is! laborious! and! the! process! is! untidy! making! it!
unacceptable! to! some! participants! fro! our! personal! experience.! As! an! alternative,! dry!
electrode!EEG!systems!have!been!developed!recently!that!do!not!require!application!of!gel!
















EEG! provides! excellent! temporal! resolution! up! to! milliseconds,! is! relatively! portable,!
resistant! to! motion! artefacts! and! inexpensive! when! compared! to! other! neuroimaging!
modalities.!However,!the!spatial!resolution!is!poor!since!electrical!activity!is!measured!from!
synchronized!activity!of! ten! thousands!of! neurons.! Pinpointing! the! anatomical! location!of!
the!signals!origin! is!challenging!as!not!only! is! it! indirectly!derived!but!cannot!differentiate!
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between! two! spatially! adjacent! yet! functionally! different! brain! regions.! Measuring! brain!
activity!of!deeper!brain!structures!via!nonQinvasive!EEG!systems!remains!an!insurmountable!
challenge.! In! addition,! EEG! signals! may! be! contaminated! by! frontal! and! ocular! muscle!
activity!requiring!analytic!methods!for!it!to!be!filtered.!!
!
Despite! the! benefits! of! temporal! resolution,! costQeffectiveness! and! portability,! EEG! has!
several!limitations!specific!to!cognitive!monitoring!during!laparoscopic!task!performance.!It!
is! difficult! to! control! frontal! and! ocular! activity! when! surgeons! are! undertaking! complex!









thumb! and! direction! of! the! magnetic! field! is! orthogonal! to! the! electrical! current! in! the!
direction!of!the!remaining!four!curled!fingers.!Therefore!unlike!EEG,!which!detects!neuronal!










the! fields! produced! by! an! urban! environment170.! Therefore,! MEG! systems! require! very!
sensitive!magnetometers!in!a!tank!containing!liquid!helium!to!enhance!superconductivity.!In!
addition,!magnetically! shielded! room!are! required! rendering!cost!of!equipment!extremely!
expensive.! The! device! (see! figure! 3.9)! is! large,! not! easily! transportable,! restricts! the!
participant!to!a!particular!posture!and!also!limits!the!interaction!with!ferromagnetic!tools.!
Therefore,!an!experiment!examining!human!motor!behaviour!with!ferromagnetic!tools,!for!
example,! using! surgical! instrumentation! would! technically! not! be! feasible.! This!
notwithstanding,!the!advantages!of!MEG!are! it!provides!excellent!temporal!resolution!and!
better! spatial! resolution! than! EEG.!Magnetic! fields! unlike! electrical! activity! do! not! suffer!





Indirect!methods! share! commonality! in! that! they!all!measure!haemodynamic! response! to!
neuronal! activation! via! the! phenomena! of! ‘neurovascular( coupling’.! Over! the! years! a!
number!of!techniques!have!been!discovered!which! include!Positron!Emission!Tomography!




PET! is! reliant!on! intravenous!administration!of!unstable! radionuclide! tracers! labelled!with!
positrons! which! are! positively! charged! particles! than! upon! encounter! with! negatively!
charged! electrons! undergo! annihilation! to! release! two! 511! –KeV! photons! in! opposite!
directions171!(see!Figure!3.10).!!These!photons!exiting!the!body!can!be!detected!by!a!ring!of!
detectors! positioned! around! the! subject.! Based! on! the! haemodynamic! response,! brain!
activated!regions!that!have!greater!blood!supply!will!lead!to!greater!release!of!photons.!For!
this! purpose! 15O! labelled!water! (H215O)!which! possesses! a! short! halfQlife! (123! seconds)! is!




(P)! which! on! collision! with! electrons! (E)! leads! to! annihilation! resulting! in! release! of! photons! in! opposite!
directions.!
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In! comparison! to! other! neuroimaging! modalities! PET! has! several! disadvantages! when!
specifically!considering!a!technique!to!apply!to!studying!brain!function!during!laparoscopic!
skills! acquisition! These! include! the! use! of! intravenously! injected! radioactive! tracers,! poor!










unlike! PET! does! not! account! for! simultaneous! emission! of! photons! in! opposite! directions!
coincident! in! time172.! As! a! result! spatial! resolution! is! poorer! in! SPECT! due! to! the! lack! of!
localisation.! Despite! it! being! comparatively! more! flexible! by! the! use! of! longer! halfQlife!
radioisotopes! and! costQeffective! than! PET! scans,! the! need! to! use! radioactive! substances,!








neuroimaging.! It! is!based!on! the!physics!of!atomic!behaviour! in!water!discovered!by!Felix!
Block!and!Edward!Purcell!in!1946.!Protons!when!placed!in!a!magnetic!field!behave!like!tiny!
bar! magnets! aligning! parallel! to! the! magnetic! field171.! Deoxyhaemoglobin! (HHb)! and!
oxyhaemoglobin! (HbO2)! have! different! magnetic! properties! whereby! the! former! is!
paramagnetic! and! the! latter! is! not.!Hence!HHb! serves! as! an!MRI! contrast! agent! noted! in!
animal! studies!conducted!by!Ogawa!and!colleagues173!which! led! to! the! labelling!of! it!as!a!
‘blood(oxygen(level(dependent(contrast’!(BOLD).!!
!
HHb! concentration! is! dependent! on! physiological! parameters! namely! regional! cerebral!
blood! flow! (rCBF),! regional! cerebral! volume! and! metabolic! oxygen! consumption! of!
oxygen174.! In!a! region!of!brain!activation,! concentration!of!deoxyhaemoglobin! is! relatively!
decreased!which! can!be! visualised! as! high! signal! intensity!when!TQ2!weighted! images! are!
obtained160.!
!
fMRI! has! several! advantages! over! other! techniques,! owing! to! BOLD! contrast! it! does! not!
require! intravenous! administration! of! radioisotopes,! exposure! to! radiation,! and! provides!
excellent!spatial!resolution!(3Q6!mm)!in!most!applications.!However!there!is!a!tradeQoff!for!
spatial!resolution!with!temporal!resolution.!The!temporal!sensitivity!of!fMRI!is!linked!to!the!
lag! in! haemodynamic! response! (3! to! 6! seconds)! relative! to! the! neuronal! response.! In!
addition,!fMRI!is!relatively!expensive,!lacks!portability,!constrains!body!posture,!is!adversely!
influenced! by!motion! artefacts! and! restricts! the! use! of! ferroQmagnetic! device.! Therefore,!







This!method!exploits! the!principles! of! nearQinfrared! spectroscopy! (NIR)! to!map! functional!
cortical!activity175! indirectly!by!detecting!changes! in!HbO2!and!HHb.!This! technique! is!also!






oxygen! delivery! in!World!War! II! fighter! pilots177.! About! thirtyQfive! years! later,! in! 1977,! a!
former! student! of! Professor! Britton! Chance,! named! Frans! Jobsis! developed! an! fNIRS!




Spectroscopy! is! founded! on! the! study! of! light! signals.! Human! tissues! are! relatively!
transparent! to! light! within! the! NIR! wavelength! a! phenomena! termed! as! the! ‘optical(
window’,! simply! demonstrated! by! shining! a! torch! light! on! top! of! a! hand! in! a! dark! room.!!
When!NIR!light!is!shone!over!the!scalp!it!passes!through!skin,!skull,!cerebrospinal!fluid!and!




brain! is! used! to! estimate! changes! in! chromophore! concentration175.! Haemoglobin’s!
absorption! spectra! is! dependent! on! the! level! of! oxygenation.! The! two! dominant!
chromophores! for! NIR! wavelength! namely! HbO2! and! HHb! have! different! absorption!
properties! and! fortuitously! are! biological! surrogate! of! cortical! activation! 176.! Total!
haemoglobin!(HbT)!is!a!derived!value!from!the!summation!of!HbO2!and!HHb.!
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As!discussed!earlier! (section!3.3)!brain!activation! is!accompanied!by! increases! in!rCBF!and!
regional! cerebral! cerebral! oxygen!metabolic! rate! (rCMO2)! where! the! former! exceeds! the!
latter180.!As! a! result,!NIRS! is! capable!of!measuring! functional!brain! activity!by!detecting!a!
task!evoked!increase!in!HbO2,!at!times!a!rise! in!HbT!and!a!corresponding!decrease!in!HHb!
(see!figure!3.13).!Amongst!the!three!Hb!species,!HbO2!is!the!most!sensitive!indicator!of!rCBF!
as! it! always! correspondingly! increases! with! it181! whereas! HbT! is! not! sensitive! to! small!
changes!in!rCBF!and!changes!in!HHb!concentration!are!reliant!on!venous!blood!oxygenation!
and! volume182.! ! The! vascular! response! observed! with! fNIRS! is! comparable! to! the! BOLD!
response!measured! in! fMRI,! however! fNIRS! differs! in! that! it!measures! both! haemoglobin!
species183.!More!recently!from!simultaneous!dual!neuroimaging!(fNIRS!and!fMRI)!it!has!been!































Since! the!discovery!of!NIRS!as!a!brainQmapping! tool!by!Professor! Jobsis! in!1977! there!has!
been!several! technological!advances! in! the! field! (see!Figure!3.13).!The! first! single!channel!
continuous!wave! fNIRS! system! named!NIROQ1000! built! in! 1989! by! Hamamatsu! Photonics!
(Hamamatsu! City,! Japan)! was! borne! out! of! a! four! wavelength! fNIRS! system! invented! by!
Cope!and!Delpy!in!1988188.!!Between!year!1994!to!2001,!several!companies!and!institutions!
developed!multi!channel! fNIRS!systems.!At! first! they!were! lowQdensity!systems!capable!of!
measuring!brain!activity!from!10!channels189!and!later!systems!were!capable!of!monitoring!
neuronal!activity!from!up!to!128!channels175.!The!use!of!multi!channels!enabled!analysis!of!





be! created,! however! they! are! reliant! on! highly! sophisticated! image! reconstruction!
algorithms! and! are! feasible! to! a! greater! degree! in! new!born! infants! due! to! limitations! in!
penetration!of!NIR!light190.!
!









Over! the! years! several! techniques! have! been! developed! to! elucidate! neuronal! activity!
related!haemodynamic!response!using!fNIRS!and!can!be!categorized!as!follows:!
1.! Continuous!wave:!Continuous!wave!fNIRS!systems!emit!light!at!a!constant!intensity!
and! measures! changes! in! intensity! of! transmitted! light.! Employing! this! method,!
relative! changes! in! chromophore!concentration!can!be!measured!but!not!absolute!
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values! unlike! the! next! frequency! and! time! domain! systems.! In! addition,! they! are!
lower!in!cost!and!complexity!as!a!result!more!commercially!available.!!
!





3.! Time! domain/resolved:! TimeQdomain! systems! employ! a! short! source! of! light! (in!
picoseconds)!and!a!fast!timeQresolved!detector!to!determine!photon!pathlength190.!
Although! this! method! provides! the! most! information! it! is! very! expensive! due! to!




! Continuous!wave! Frequency!domain! Time!domain!
Temporal!resolution!(Hz)! ≤100! ≤50! ≤10!
Spatial!resolution!(cm)! ≤1! ≤1! ≤1!




Instrument!size! Small!–!Large! Large! Large!
Cost! LowQHigh! High! Very!high!
Instrument!stabilization! Not!required! Not!required! Required!
Portability! Easily!portable! Feasible! Feasible!




























fNIRS! resembles! EEG! in! terms! of! experimental! setting! and! fMRI! in! that! it! measures!
haemodynamic!response183.!It!is!less!susceptible!than!EEG!to!data!corruption!by!movement!
artefacts195,!offers!better! localization!and!spatial! resolution!of!brain!activation! (see!Figure!
3.15).! Despite! poorer! spatial! resolution! than! fMRI,! the! technique! provides! superior!
temporal! resolution! and! a! more! complete! capture! of! brain! activation! related!
haemodynamic!response!as!it!measures!relative!changes!in!both!chromophores!(HbO2!and!
HHb).! In! addition,! it! is! portable,! more! economical,! does! not! constrain! the! experimental!
environment! or! restricts! subject’s! movement,! which! affects! fMRI! more! than! fNIRS.!





tasks! are! outlined! (see! Chapter! 4).! As! a! result! of! these! features! fNIRS! is! the! chosen!











Most! commercially! available! fNIRS! instruments! including! the! one! used! in! this! thesis! use!
continuous!wavelength!as!a! light! source! from!the!emitting!optode.!The! receiving!optodes!
i.e.!detectors!cannot!quantify!attenuation!due!to!unknown!light!loss!from!tissue!scattering!
and! increased! pathQlength197.! However! changes! in! attenuation! of! light! can! be! measured!
using!MBLL!allowing!calculation!of!relative!changes! in!concentration!of!HbO2!and!HHb!but!
not! absolute! change! in! haemoglobin! content.! Therefore! experimental! design! requires! a!
blockQdesign,! i.e.! comprised! of! multiple! rest! (inactive)! and! short! task! (active)! periods.! A!
number! of! cortical! and! subQcortical! regions! are! responsible! for! acquiring! and! executing!






anatomical! information.! An! extrinsic! frame!of! reference! is! required! to! allow! interQsubject!
and! longitudinal! analysis.! Similar! to!EEG!methodology,! anatomical! reference! is!derived!by!
employing!the!10/20! International!system1.!High!density! fNIRS!systems!employ!10/10!and!
10/5!systems!for!up!to!329!scalp!landmark!positions200.!However,!this!method!of!anatomical!
reference! is!more! complex! in! fNIRS! as! the! location! of! each! channel! is! dependent! on! the!











The! Hitachi! ETGQ4000! (Hitachi! Medical! Corp.,! Tokyo,! Japan),! a! commercially! available!
continuous! wave! fNIRS! system! released! in! 2003! is! used! as! the! interrogating! functional!
neuroimaging!modality! for! this! thesis.! It! is! capable!of!measuring! relative!changes! in!HbO2!
and!HHb!in!up!to!52!channels.!Optodes!are!placed!in!a!grid!of!thermoplastic!holders!with!an!
interQoptode!distance!of!3!cm,!where!laser!diodes!(emitters)!emit!light!in!two!wavelengths!
of! 695! nm! and! 830! nm! in! order! to! measure! simultaneous! changes! in! both! Hb! species.!















Data! is! sampled! at! 10! Hz! and! displayed! graphically! in! realQtime! by! waveform! or! twoQ
dimensional!topographic!format.!Alternatively,!threeQdimensional!topographic!visualisation!
is!feasible!by!registration!of!optodes!using!a!3D!digitiser!(Isotrak,!Polhemus,!Vermont,!USA).!
This! method! provides! probabilistic! registration! of! each! channel.! The! 3D! mesh! is! initially!




Neuroimaging! represents! the! predominant! investigatory! technique! in! behavioural! and!
cognitive!science.!Mapping!functional!brain!activity!can!either!follow!the!guiding!principle!of!
functional! segregation! or! integration24.! Functional! segregation! i.e.! localization! of! brain!
activity! in! relation! to! taskQrelated! function! was! the! initially! the! predominant! choice.!
However,! multiple! brain! regions! are! known! to! underlie! a! given! task! function! and! the!
concept! to! attribute! function! to! a! specific! region! in! isolation! rooted! in! the! field! of!
phrenology!was! challenged! in! as! early! as! 1881204.! Setting! aside! the! conceptual! issue! the!
other! challenge! was! to! develop! a! method! to! measure! functional! segregation,! i.e.! the!
interaction! of!multiple! brain! regions! that! underlie! a! given! task! function.! Since! the! 2010,!
more! published! papers! have! adopted! connectivity! over! activation! models! to! present!















This! requires! Diffusion! Tensor! Imaging! (DTI)! otherwise! known! as! diffusion! weighted!
magnetic! resonance! imaging! (DWMRI)! an! imaging!method! sensitive! to! diffusion! of!water!
within! inQvivo! tissues,! indirectly! providing! tractographic! information! on! tissue!
microstructure! thus! enables! characterization! of! white! matter! fibre! bundle! trajectory205.!
Anatomical! connectivity! has! employed! to! develop! new! insights! into! clinical206! and!





Functional! connectivity! is! defined! as! the! temporal! correlations! between! spatially! remote!
neurophysiological!events209!derived!by!analysis!of!neuroimaging!time!series.!It!is!based!on!
the!principle! that!brain! regions!displaying! similar! brain! signals! are! connected.!Gerstein! et!
al210! noted! during! analysis! of! simultaneously! recorded! action! potentials,! correlation! can!
arise! from! multiple! reasons! one! of! them! being! a! common! afferent! input.! Statistic!






create! a! network! to! allow! further! analysis.! Numerous! studies211Q217! have! used! functional!





The! simplest! approach! is! seedQbased! used! in! several! fNIRS! studies! on! adults212Q214! and!
children211,217.!One!channel!within!a!region!of!interest!is!considered!as!a!seed!and!the!time!
course! of! the! seed! is! compared! to! all! other! channels218.! Alternatively,! Principal! or!
Independent!Component!Analysis!(ICA)!has!been!used!for!fNIRS!data!to!measure!functional!
connectivity,!where! temporal! ICA!has!been! found! to!be!more!useful!due! to! the! relatively!
high!number!of!temporal!samples! in!comparison!to!the!number!of!channels216.!A!toolQbox!
with! a! graphical! user! interface! (GUI)! has! been! created! to! simplify! and! standardize!
methods215.!!RSFC!has!been!used!to!map!fMRI!data!in!relation!to!motor!skills!learning220,221.!
More! recently! Bajaj! et! al222! was! able! to! distinguish! unimanual! from! bimanual! finger!




An! integrated! system! for! instance! the! brain! can! alternatively! be! understood! by! using!
effective! connectivity! models.! Effective! connectivity! is! defined! as! the! influence! one!
neuronal! system! exerts! over! another223.! The! most! prevalent! methods! for! effective!
connectivity! analysis! are! dynamic! causal! modelling! (DCM),! structural! equation! modelling!
(SEM)!and!Granger!causality!(GC)28.!SEM!is!a!multivariate!linear!regression!tool!and!GC!is!a!
statistical!test!for!analysing!if!one!time!series!determines!another.!Amongst!the!three!DCM!











motor! learning.! In! this! chapter,! the! neurophysiological! and! neuroanatomical! relevance! of!
each! brain! region! is! first! described.! The! frontal! lobe! is! composed! of! multiple! regions!
associated!with!various!stages!of!motor!learning!permitting!focused!examination.!The!M1!is!
responsible! for!motor!execution,!whilst! the! SMA!and!PMC!both! located!anterior! to! it! are!
implicated!with!storage!of!sequential!motor!skills.!The!PFC!also! located! in!the!frontal! lobe!
anterior! to! the! PMC! and! SMA! is! responsible! for! attention,! which! is! crucial! towards!
supporting! learning! at! early! stages! according! to! motor! learning! theories.! Therefore! if!




task! performance.! Neuroimaging! techniques! either! measure! brain! response! directly! by!
detection! of! electrical! activity! or! indirectly! by!measuring! the! haemodynamic! response! to!
electrical!activity!based!on!the!principle!of!neurovascular!coupling.!The!properties!of!both!
direct! and! indirect! techniques! have! been! described! in! this! chapter.! Although! direct!
techniques! are! advantageous! in! terms! of! superior! temporal! resolution,! poor! spatial!
resolution!limits!its!applicability!in!isolating!activity!from!multiple!brain!regions.!Selection!of!
the!appropriate!neuroimaging!modality!is!also!dependent!on!acceptability!to!the!recruited!
participants,! costQeffectiveness! to! permit! repeated! testing! in! longitudinal! studies! and!
maintenance!of!the!experimental!environment.!As!a!result!PET/!SPECT!scan!is!not!suitable!
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for! the!purpose!of! this! thesis!due! to! the! requirement!of!administration!of! radioQisotopes.!
Although! fMRI! provides! superior! resolution,! it! severely! distorts! the! experimental!
environment! requiring! participants! to! perform! the! task! in! a! lying! down,! claustrophobic!
position,!can!be!noisy!and!does!not!permit!usage!of!ferroQmagnetic!instruments.!!
!
Amongst! functional! neuroimaging! modalities! discussed! fNIRS! provides! the! greatest!
compatibility! towards! examining! surgeons! during! performance! of! MIS! tasks.! The!
justification!to!utilise!fNIRS!as!the!investigative!modality!for!this!thesis!are!its!properties!of!
nonQinvasiveness! and! costQeffectiveness! making! it! acceptable! to! participants! and! allows!
multiple!measurements!a!requirement!for!tracking!neuroplasticity!in!a!longitudinal!study.!In!
comparison! to! other! techniques! it! is! relatively! less! affected! by! motion! artefacts! and! is!




the! frontal! lobe!are!optically!accessible!by! fNIRS!and!have!previously!been! investigated! in!
participants!performing!nonQsurgical!motor!tasks!such!as!apple!peeling227.!!
!
Brain!behaviours!of! surgeons!have!been! investigated! for!almost!a!decade!using!described!
neuroimaging!technique!to!assess!expertise!and!track!learning!for!surgical!tasks!that!involve!
motor! skills! (see!chapter!4).! In! the!next!chapter! the!available!evidence! is! synthesized!and!














display! superior! operative! outcomes4.! Mastery! of! complex! surgical! skills! is! an! acquired!
ability!of!a!surgeon!to!consistently!execute!precise!challenging!manoeuvres!under!dynamic!
conditions.! Therefore,! development! of! objective,! reliable! and! valid! methods! to! describe!
technical! competence! has! value16! in! order! to! define! expertise,! track! skills! learning! and!
scrutinize!!factors!that!have!the!potential!to!impact!on!patient!outcome.!!Minimally!invasive!
surgery! (MIS)! has! revolutionised! surgical! practice! yet! poses! an! additional! challenge! in!
technical! skills! acquisition! due! to! its! associated! longer! learning! curves8,9.! Other! current!
challenges!to!skills!acquisition!include!reduction!in!working!hours13!resulting!in!a!shift!away!
from! the! time! intensive! Halstedian! apprenticeship! model! to! a! competencyQbased!





as! the! next! revolution! in!MIS.! Although! roboticQassisted! surgery! overcame! several! of! the!
highlighted! limitations,! it! introduced!new!challenges! such!as! lack!of!haptic! feedback,!high!
cost! requires! a! longer! learning! curve! than! traditional! open! surgical! approaches12.! To!
overcome! the! enlisted! challenges! there! is! increased! impetus! to! improve! surgical! training!
from! various! stakeholders! such! as! surgical! training! programs229,! governing! bodies230! at! a!
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global!and!local! level16.!A!number!of!methods!over!the!last!decade!have!been!designed!to!
objectively! assess! surgical! skills84.! Early!methods! quantified! performance! by! rating! scales!
(OSATS)87,! yet!were!dependent! on! the! availability! of! a! trained! assessor231.! Later!methods!
employ!time!and!accuracy!as!endQpoints100,104,!which!have!become!a!mandatory!component!
for! surgical! residency! curriculum! in! the! United! States232,! whilst! others! recorded! motion!




surgical! performance! between! surgeons! of! different! grades19,234,235! and! the! inability! for!
residents! to! transfer! skills! gained! by! training! in! the! laboratory! to! the! real! operative!
environment20.!Additionally,!individuals!with!similar!motor!performance!may!be!mistaken!to!
have!achieved!equivalent!technical!competence!and!yet!may!differ!significantly!in!terms!of!





surgery,! it! requires! skilful!motor!manipulation! of! sophisticated! technology! under! variable!
conditions.! ! Human! factors! research! otherwise! known! as! ergonomics! serves! to! examine!
human! interaction! with! technology! by! analysing! behavioural,! psychological! and!
physiological!parameters239.!Over!the!last!thirty!years,!there!have!been!seismic!advances!in!





cognitive! factors! underlying! performance! has! prior! to! this! thesis! been! parsimonious.!
Appreciating! the! importance! of! measuring! cognitive! demand,! subjective! questionnaires!
(NASA!Task! Load! Index)82,241! and!eye! tracking143,242!have!been!utilised! to! capture!effortful!
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cognitive! processing! during! assessment! of! surgical! skill.! However,! they! both! measure!
cognitive!load!indirectly,!the!first!a!subjective!measure!and!although!eye!tracking!provides!




achieve! a! target! end! result!with!maximum! certainty,! in!minimal! time! and! under!minimal!
expenditure!of!physical!and!cognitive!energy22.!The!widely!accepted!definition!by!Schmidt!et!
al22! defines! motor! learning! as! a! set! of! processes! associated! with! practice! or! experience!
leading! to! relatively! permanent! gains! in! the! capability! for! skilled! performance.! Motor!
learning!is!hypothesized!to!follow!three!stages!(see!Figure!4.1)!commencing!from!a!novice!
“cognitive”! phase! to! a! learner’s! “associative”! phase! and! ultimately! to! an! expert!
“autonomous”!phase.!At!the!initial!cognitive!phase,!the!novice!focuses!on!the!elements!of!
the!motor!task,!learns!by!trial!and!error!and!therefore!highly!sensory!feedback!dependent.!
Outwardly,! it! is! observable! by! the! large! number! of! errors! and! erratic! performance.! The!
second,!associative!phase!is!where!the!learner!after!practice!develop!the!ability!to!integrate!
sensory!information!with!appropriate!goal!directed!movement!and!also!link!a!sequence!of!
movements.! Learners! at! this! stage! are! still! dependent! on! attention! whilst! developing!
strategies!to!improve!performance.!Performance!is!characterized!by!reduced!variability!and!
few! errors! than! the! cognitive! phase.! During! the! final! autonomous! phase,! motor! tasks!
become!automatic,!which! is! characterized!by! consistently!high!performance!with!minimal!






Figure! 4.1.! Fitts! and! Posner’s42! threeQstage! model! of! learning! from! novice! cognitive! phase! to! expert!
autonomous!phase.! Shifts! in! requirement! levels!of! time,! accuracy!and!effort! at!each! stage!are! illustrated! in!
relation!to!practice.!!!
!
(‘Neuroergonomics’( a! convergent! field! incorporating! two! disciplines! i.e.! neuroscience! and!
ergonomics,! and! describes! studies! of! brain! behavior! at! work243,244.! It! focuses! on! the!
underlying!brain!behavior!during!physical!and!mental! interaction!with!tools!or!technology.!
They! include! work,! home! or! leisure! activity! environments! ranging! from! interaction! with!
appliances!at!home!to!use!of!highly!sophisticated!technological!machinery!such!as!aircrafts!
and!space!navigation.!The!benefits!of!tapping!into!this!emergent!science!are!vast.!It!has!the!
unique! potential! to! tap! insights! into! cognitive! processes! experienced! by! surgeons! for!
example!during!skills!acquisition!or! the! impact!on!performance!by! factors!such!as! fatigue,!
technological!aids,!sensory!information!and!task!complexity.!Information!obtained!can!thus!




4.2)! can!be!broadly! classified! into! those! that!directly!measure!brain!electrical!activity!and!
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those!that! indirectly!measure!brain!activity!by!the!phenomena!of! ‘neurovascular(coupling’!
157.! Simplistically,! it’s! based! on! the! tight! coupling! between! transient! neural! activity! and!
corresponding!rise!in!cerebral!blood!flow!(CBF)247.!!!
!
Figure! 4.2.! Range! of! functional! neuroimaging! techniques! available! to! interrogate! brain! behaviour! are!
illustrated.!
!
Features! of! the! ideal! neuroimaging! modality! would! possess! portability,! practicality,! nonQ
invasiveness,!costQeffectiveness,!resistance!to!motionQartefacts,!and!excellent!temporal!and!
spatial! resolution.! Temporal! and! spatial! resolution! can! be! simply! described! as! the!
corresponding!ability!to!accurately!measure!the!time!and!location!of!brain!activity.!Currently!
available! devices! suffer! from! a! tradeQoff! between! temporal! and! spatial! resolution176.! For!
example! direct! neuroimaging! modalities! such! as! Electroencephalography! (EEG)! and!
magnetoencephalography! (MEG)! provide! good! temporal! resolution! but! poor! spatial!
resolution.! Conversely! indirect! neuroimaging! modalities! namely! functional! magnetic!
resonance!imaging!(fMRI),!positron!emission!tomography!(PET)!and!single!photon!emission!
computed! tomography! (SPECT)! provide! better! spatial! resolution! but! poor! temporal!
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resolution.! Lastly! functional! near! infraQred! spectroscopy! (fNIRS)! an! indirect! neuroimaging!
modality! may! provide! the! best! compromise! in! terms! of! moderate! temporal! and! spatial!
resolution,!yet!is!unable!to!scrutinize!deeper!cortical!regions248.!Therefore,!selection!of!the!
optimal!neuroimaging!modality! is! reliant!on!the!surgical! task!of! interest!and!brain!regions!
under!interrogation.!!
Functional! brain! behavior! can! be! characterized! by! activity! in! distinct! cortical! regions!
‘functional! segregation’! or! by! the! interaction! of! these! distinct! regions! ‘functional!
integration’! 249,250! (see! Figure! 4.3).! Harder! to! assess,! integration! can! be! measured! by!









neuroimaging! techniques! in! assessment! of! various! factors! that! underlie! operator!
performance!within! the! field! of! surgery.! The! review! incorporates! three! subQdomains! that!
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A! systematic! literature! according! to! PRISMA! guidelines251! was! conducted! for! all! articles!
published! prior! to! December! 2015.! The! search! strategy! included! the! following! electronic!
database! namely! (1)! PubMed,! (2)! EMBASE! and! (3)! OVID! MEDLINE.! In! addition! further!
articles!were!identified!from!reference!lists!of!selected!articles.!A!flow!chart!(see!Figure!4.4)!
displays! the! sequence! of! the! search! strategy.! Keywords! employed! in! the! search! strategy!
were:!(“training”!OR!“assessment”!OR!“learning”!OR!“skills!acquisition”)!AND!“surgery”!AND!
(“brain! imaging”!OR! “neuroimaging”).! ! Each! article!was! screened! for! first! author,! year! of!






All! published! experimental! or! original! studies,! which! utilised! functional! neuroimaging!
techniques! in! interrogation!of! learning,!training!methods,!assessment!or!performance!of!a!
surgical! task!were! included.!Restrictions!were!not! imposed!by! language.! Identified!articles!
were!screened!for!duplication!of!data,!by!screening!the!authors!and! institution.! In!certain!













































control! trials253Q255,! one! as! an! exploratory! case! series! and! the! remaining! 17! observational!
studies! were! either! crossQsectional,! cohort! or! caseQcontrol.! A! total! of! 388! subjects!
participated!across!all!included!reports!resulting!to!an!average!(SD)!of!18.47!(16.49)!subjects!
per! study.! A! wide! variety! of! nonQinvasive! functional! neuroimaging! techniques! were!
employed!to!investigate!brain!behaviour.!Of!the!reviewed!literature!fNIRS!(n=11,!52%)!was!
found! to! be! the! most! frequently! utilised! neuroimaging! modality,! whilst! the! remaining!
utilised!EEG!(n=5,!24%),!fMRI!(n=4,!19%),!and!PET!(n=1,!5%)!(see!Figure!4.5).!!
!
Investigation! of! brain! behaviour! within! the! field! of! surgery! to! assess! expertise,! track!
learning,!and!evaluate!the!impact!of!technology!and!training!methods!remain!parsimonious!
ever! since! the! first! report! in! 2007! by!Wanzel! et! al256.! The! number! of! published! articles!
remained!relatively!constant!ranging! from!one!to! four!per!year.!Majority!of! the!published!












A! wide! variety! of! surgical! technical! tasks! were! selected,! requiring! usage! of! one! or!more!















2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Observational RCT
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67%)29,253,254,257,258,262,264Q270,272! over! traditional! open! surgical! skills! (n=5,! 28%)10,255,256,259Q
261,271,!whilst!a!single!study!solely!examined!nonQtechnical!skills263.!Amongst!MIS!platforms!
the! choice! of! tasks! requiring! laparoscopy! (n=9)! was! most! popular! 29,257,262,264Q266,269,270,272.!






Figure! 4.7.! Brain! regions! interrogated! by! functional! neuroimaging! are! labelled.! The! prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),!
dorsal!premotor!cortex!(dPMC),!pre!supplementary!motor!area!(preQSMA),!supplementary!motor!area!(SMA),!
primary! motor! cortex! (M1)! are! located! in! the! frontal! lobe.! The! posterior! parietal! cortex! (PPC)! and!






functional! brain! regions! (see! figure! 4.7;! table! 4.1).! Five! out! of! twenty! one! (24%)! studies,!
which!employed!either!fMRI!or!PET! investigated!whole!brain!activity256,264Q266,271,!while!the!




Functional! neuroimaging! was! utilised! as! an! assessment! tool! in! a! total! of! thirteen!
studies29,256,258Q261,264Q267,269Q271.! Its! application! was! towards! classification! of! expertise!
(n=7)29,258,259,266,267,271,!identification!of!fatigue!(n=1)261,!identification!of!visuoQspatial!ability!





Scrutiny! of! brain! behaviour! to! improve! the! identification! of! surgical! expertise! was!
investigated!in!various!forms!of!surgery.!Three!studies!investigated!the!impact!of!expertise!
on! brain! function! during! an! open! surgical! skill! (handQknot! tying)259,260,271.! Two! studies!
investigated!expertise!during!performance!of!laparoscopic!skills,!which!varied!from!simpler!
peg! transfer! tasks! 266! to! complex! intraQcorporeal! knot! tying29.! One! study! investigated!
expertise!in!multiple!tasks!using!robotic!surgery267!and!another!in!navigation!via!NOTES258.!
!
Morris! et! al271! assessed! competency! in! an! open! hand! knotQtying! task! using! fMRI! to!
investigate!for!differential!brain!activation.!Participants! (n=9)!evenly!distributed! into!three!
groups!of!novices!(n=3),!intermediates!(n=3)!and!experts!(n=3)!performed!a!blockQdesigned!




of! knots)! and! qualitative! metrics! (quality! of! the! knot).! In! accordance! with! the! level! of!
expertise,! experts! outperformed! intermediates! who! in! turn! outperformed! novices!
(p=0.0147),! yet! this! lacked! statistical! significance! on! postQhoc! paired! comparison! tests.!
Experts! displayed! lower! M1! activation! (p<0.001)! during! the! surgical! task! but! greater! V1!
(p<0.05)! activation! than! novices! during! task! imagination.! However! no! demonstrable!
differences! in! cortical! behaviour! were! observed! between! experts! and! intermediates,!
perhaps! due! to! the! limited! number! of! recruited! participants! in! each! group! (n=3)! or! the!
selection! of! the! task.! Limited! recruitment! in! this! study! could! be! attributed! to! the! costs!
involved! in! usage! of! fMRI.! Intermediates! recruited! may! have! achieved! proficiency! in!
performance! of! the! open! hand! knot! tying! task,! thereby! displaying! similarity! in! cortical!
behaviour!to!experts,!which!otherwise!would!have!been!detectable!if!the!task!was!harder.!








surgical! hand! knot! tying.! Instead! of! the! whole! brain! being! monitored,! the! focus! of!
investigation!was!the!PFC!utilising!a!24Qchannel! fNIRS!system.! ! In!the!first!experiment259!a!
total!of!62!rightQhanded!male!participants!comprised!of!surgical!consultants!(n=19),!surgical!
registrars! (n=21)!and!medical!students! (n=22)!participated! in!a!block!designed!experiment!
were!required!to!execute!five!trials!of!the!task!which!was!interspersed!with!rest!periods,!i.e.!
a! period! of! motor! inactivity.! Technical! performance! was! objectively! measured! by! time!
taken,!path!length!and!number!of!movements!by!utilisation!of!a!validated!motionQtracking!
device! termed! Imperial! College! Surgical! Assessment! Device! (ICSAD)274.! Unsurprisingly,!
consultants!and! registrars!displayed! stable! technical!performance,!outQperforming!novices!
(p<0.001).!Novices! recorded!within! trial! improvement! from! second! to! third! trial! (p<0.01).!
Technical! performance! on! this! basic! surgical! task! did! not! differ! significantly! between!
registrars! and! consultants.! PFC! brain! activation! was! measured! by! changes! in! cortical!
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haemodynamics! inferred! by! a! rise! in! oxyhaemoglobin! (HbO2)! and! a! drop! in!
deoxyhaemoglobin! (HHb).! Akin! to! their! technical! performance! both! consultants! and!
registrars!displayed!stability!in!PFC!haemodynamics.!Novices!displayed!initial!rise!in!cortical!
activation! (rise! in! HbO2,! with! concurrent! drop! in! HHb;! p<0.05)! followed! by! attenuation!
(p<0.05),! which! was! linked! to! improvements! in! performance.! The! novice! cohort! (n=22)!
subsequently! received!5! sessions!of! intensive! training,!which! lasted!40!minutes!each!over!
the! course! of! a! week.! The! aim! of! this! investigation260! was! to! explore! training! induced!
longitudinal!changes!in!PFC!activity!towards!the!direction!of!more!experienced!participants!
(surgical! registrars!and!consultants].! To! facilitate!exploration,!high!dimensional! fNIRS!data!
derived! from!multiple! channels! and!multiple!haemoglobin! species!was!embedded!using!a!
nonQlinear! dimensionality! reduction! technique! known! as! ‘Isomap’275! and! projected! into! a!
lower!dimensional!topographical!space.!Differences!in!cortical!excitation!were!calculable!by!
earth! mover’s! distance! analysis! which! quantifies! the! dissimilarity! between! two! multiQ
dimensional!distributions276.!Technical!performance!was!measured!by!the!aforementioned!
motionQtracking! technique! utilising! ICSAD112.! The! performance! of! novices! improved!
significantly! (p<0.001)! with! training.! Embedded! data! revealed! greater! clustering!
commensurate! with! expertise,! i.e.! experts! and! registrars! clustered! tightly! whilst! novices!




In! both! these! studies259,260! the! PFC! a! brain! region! that! is! responsible! for! attention,!
concentration!and!performance!monitoring!was! interrogated.!According! to!Fitts’!model!of!
learning42,! during! early! stages! of! motor! skills! learning,! task! performance! is! reliant! on!
attention! and! working! memory! in! order! to! select! the! appropriate! response! to! sensory!
feedback!received,!often!learning!by!response!to!errors235,277,278.!The!PFC!at!the!early!stage!
of!learning!serves!as!a!“scaffold”!to!cope!with!novel!task!demands,!which!gives!way!on!wellQ
honed! practice279.! Although! novices! displayed! greater! PFC! activity! than! experts! and! on!




the!ability! to!proficiently!perform!open!hand!knot! tying,! Selection!of!a!harder!motor! task!
may! have! allowed! identification! of! observable! differences! in! PFC! behaviour! between!
experts!and!intermediates.!!
!
Ohuchida! et! al29! similarly! explored! expertiseQbased! neuroplasticity! in! frontal! lobe! activity!
utilising! a! 22Qchannel! fNIRS! system.! Instead! of! simple! hand! knot! tying,! a! more! complex!
laparoscopic! knotQtying! paradigm! was! chosen.! TwentyQone! participants! comprised! an!
unevenly!distributed!number!of!experts!(n=4),!trainees!(n=4)!and!novices!(n=13)!performed!
laparoscopic! intraQcorporeal! knot! tying! within! a! blockQdesigned! experiment.! Technical!







and! then! reQassessed!with! fNIRS.!Novices! in! the! former!group! recorded! increased!cortical!
activation! (p<0.05)! whilst! novices! in! the! latter! group! showed! reduction! in! frontal! lobe!
activation!(p<0.05).!!
!
The! results! of! this! study29! suggests! that! experts! and! intermediates! displayed! PFC! activity!
commensurate! with! motor! learning! literature,! yet! novices! with! no! experience! at! all!
displayed!akin! to!experts!minimal! PFC!activity! and!only! after! receiving! additional! practice!
began!to!display!significant!PFC!activity.!This! finding!of! the! lack!of!PFC!activity! in! the!very!
early!naive!phase!warrants!further!scrutiny,!which!may!suggest!a!lack!of!engagement!in!the!
task.!However,!there!are!several!methodological!flaws!in!the!design!of!this!study.!Subjects!




associated!with!motor! learning! and! activity! in! each! region! is! distinctly! different! based!on!
stage!of!skill!acquired!due!to!their!differing!functions.!
!
A! further! study! examined! whole! brain! function! during! laparoscopy266,! investigated!
correlations!between!functional!brain!activation!and!the!degree!of!laparoscopic!experience.!
However! in! this! study,! differential! brain! activation!was! captured! between! a! laparoscopic!
motor!and!visualisation! task.! !Participants! ! (n=10)!comprised!of!novices! (n=5)!and!experts!
(n=5),!were!required!to!perform!a!laparoscopic!peg!transfer!task,!visualise!the!same!task!but!
with! no!motor! activity! and! also! visualise! a! segment! of! a! laparoscopic! nephrectomy.! Both!
novices! and! experts! were! provided! with! two! sessions! lasting! fifteen! minutes! each! and!





after! the! first! practice! session.! During! execution! of! the! laparoscopic! task! experts! only!




results! of! this! study! suggest! that! for! execution! of! a! simple! laparoscopic! task,! novices!
required!greater!neuronal!resources!whilst!experts!only!activate!the!M1!an!area!responsible!
for!generation!of!motor!execution.!However!the!experimental!design!is!limited!by!the!lack!
of! recruits! at! an! intermediate! stage,!which! in! the! studies!described! so! far29,259,260,271! have!
been! difficult! to! differentiate! from! experts.! Although! PET! scan! provides! the! potential! to!
examine!whole!brain!activity,!the!administration!of!radioQactive!isotopes!may!deter!greater!
participation!as!observed!by!the!limited!number!of!participants!in!each!group!(n=5).!Lastly!









investigated! by! James! et! al258.! Participants! (n=29;! all! rightQhanded)! of! varying! endoscopic!
experience! (novices=18! &! experts=11)! were! required! to! perform! a! simulated! NOTES!
navigation! task! and! 3! independent! experts,! assessed! performance! based! on! time! and!
accuracy.! Brain! activation! within! the! PFC! measured! by! a! 24Qchannel! fNIRS! system! was!
defined! as! a! significant! rise! in!HbO2! coupled! to! a! concurrent! significant! decrease! in!HHb.!
Stress! was! measured! too! both! physiologically! by! heart! rate,! salivary! cortisol! levels! and!
subjectively!by!STAI.!Participants!were!provided!five!minutes!for!familiarisation!prior!to!task!
execution! in! a! blockQdesigned! experiment! of! fixed! task! and! rest! periods.! Experts! out!




being! expert! endoscopists,! they! too! were! inexperienced! in! the! evaluated! task,! which!
required! navigation! with! a! flexible! scope! in! the! intraQabdominal! cavity! as! opposed! to!




Guru! et! al267! investigated! expertiseQbased! differences! in! brain! activity! for! three! different!
daVinci!robotic!surgical!tasks.!They!were!classified!based!on!task!complexity!into!basic!skills!
(ball! placement,! suture! pass! and! ring! peg! transfer! task),! intermediate! skills! (suturing! and!
knotQtying)!and!an!advanced!skill!(urethroQvesical!anastomosis).!Technical!performance!was!
measured! by! a! validated! video! assessment! method,! which! incorporated! 6! metrics! (i.e.!
overall!time,!number!of!times!camera!engaged,! instruments!collided,!objects!dropped!and!
instruments! out! of! view).! Brain! activity! in! the! frontal,! parietal! and! occipital! lobe! were!
measured!by!a!nine!channels!EEG!system,!which!estimated!levels!of!cognitive!load,!mental!
state! and! cognitive! engagement.! Cognitive! engagement!was! further! subQdivided! into!high!
and! lowQlevel! engagement,! the! former! suggesting! increased! attention! required! and! the!
latter! disengagement.! For! basic! skill! technical! performance,! experts! and! intermediates!
outperformed! novices! on! all! technical! metrics! (p<0.013)! however! experts! outperformed!
intermediates! only! on! time! (p=0.025).! EEG! recordings! during! basic! skill! performance!
displayed!higher!level!of!mental!state!and!highQlevel!cognitive!engagement!in!novices!than!
experts! (p<0.001)! and! intermediates! (p<0.017).! Intermediates! recorded! greater! degree! of!
cognitive! load! (p=0.021),! mental! state! (p=0.013)! and! highQlevel! engagement! (p<0.001)! in!
comparison! to! experts.! During! performance! of! intermediate! skills,! novices! recorded! a!
greater! number! of! instrument! collisions! than! experts! (p=0.018)! and! intermediates!
(p=0.028).! Novices! also! required! longer! than! experts! to! complete! tasks! (p=0.006).! No!
significant!differences!were!observed!between!intermediates!and!experts.!However,!on!EEG!
assessment! metrics,! experts! displayed! lower! mental! state,! cognitive! load! and! highQlevel!
cognitive! engagement! compared! to! novices! (p<0.034)! and! intermediates! (p<0.028).!
Intermediates! recorded! lower! in!only!highQlevel!engagement! (p=0.018)! than!novices.!Only!
experts!and!intermediates!performed!the!advanced!skill!task!where!experts!were!observed!
to! be! faster! (p=0.009).! Intermediates! recorded! greater! cognitive! load,! mental! state! and!







the! shortcomings! of! this! study! are! the! small! number! of! unmatched! participants! in! each!
expertiseQgroup.!More!pertinently,!cognitive!metrics!are!poorly!defined!and!there!appears!













and! surgical! instruments! were! used! to! allow! usage! with! fMRI! (see! Figure! 4.8).! Technical!
performance! was! measured! according! to! the! time! taken! and! accuracy! as! defined! in! the!









fMRI,! unlike! EEG! and! fNIRS! can! interrogate! deeper! brain! structures! that! are! involved! in!
motor!skill!acquisition.!Baharami!et!al264!demonstrated!the!feasibility!of!fMRI!to!interrogate!
brain! function! whilst! surgeons! performed! MIS! tasks.! Wider! recruitment! of! sensory! and!
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motor!brain!regions!underlies!performance!of!complex!laparoscopic!tasks!that!necessitates!
bimanual! coQordination,! especially! in! the! SMA.! These! finding! are! in! accordance! with!
bimanual!motor! learning! literature25,281.! Identification!of!neural! correlates! for!biQmanually!
coordinated! surgical! skills! is! valuable,! as! poor! coordination! is! a! prominent! feature! for!
trainee’s! struggles! with! laparoscopy282,! which! has! prompted! interventions! towards!





In!order! to!understand! the!underlying! reason! for! relative!ease! in! robotQassisted!bimanual!
task!performance,!Bocci!et!al270! investigated!brain!dynamics! in!expert!surgeons!comparing!
robotQassisted! versus! laparoscopic! suturing! using! brain! connectivity! analysis.! Technical!
performance! was! measured! by! time! taken! for! completion.! A! 32Qchannel! EEG! system!
measured!electrical!activity!in!various!regions!within!the!frontal!lobe!(preQSMA,!SMA!&!M1),!
parietal! lobe! (S1)! and! occipital! lobe! (V1).! Functional! brain! connectivity! between!
interrogated! brain! regions! of! interest! was! inferred! by! coherence! within! each! brain!
hemisphere!(intraQhemispheric)!and!between!brain!hemispheres!(interQhemispheric).! IntraQ
hemispheric!coherence!was!measured!for!the!following:!(1)!M1QS1,!(2)!M1QSMA,!(3)!M1QpreQ
SMA,! (4)! S1QSMA! and! (5)! S1QpreQSMA.! InterQhemispheric! coherence! was! measured! for!
following:!(1)!Lt!M1QRt!M1,!(2)!Lt!S1QRt!S1,!(3)!Lt!M1QRt!preQSMA!&!(4)!Rt!M1–Lt!preQSMA.!
!
Sixteen! rightQhanded! subjects! with! an! average! experience! of! more! than! seven! years! of!
experience!in!each!robotic!and!laparoscopic!surgery!performed!the!suturing!task!using!both!
platforms!in!a!blockQdesigned!experiment.!Shorter!completion!times!(p<0.001)!with!robotic!
assistance! are! in! accordance! with! current! literature284Q287.! Greater! connectivity! between!
intraQhemispheric!motor!(preQSMA,!SMA!and!M1)!and!nonQmotor!sensory!(S1)!regions!were!
observed!during!laparoscopic!performance,!whilst!greater!interQhemispheric!coherence!was!
observed! under! robotQassistance270.! These! findings! are! commensurate! with! studies! that!
have! identified! extensive! interQhemispheric! connections! via! the! corpus! callosum! are!
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necessary! for! interQmanual! coQordination288,289.! However,! it! is! challenging! to! make!
meaningful! interpretations! of! this! study270! as! participants! seemed! to! have! greater!
laparoscopic! than! robotic! experience.! ! ! Secondly,! a! longitudinal! study! design!would! have!
been! useful! as! interQhemispheric! connectivity! using! a! similar! investigative! technique!may!
have!displayed! initial! rises! in! connectivity!was! followed!by!a! subsequent!drop290.! ! Thirdly,!
SMA!activity! for!bimanually!coQordinated!tasks!vary,!dependent!on!discrepancies!between!
movement!directionality!and!magnitude!referred!to!as!‘interference’281.!For!example,!antiQ
phase!bimanual!movements! i.e.!movements! in! opposite! directions! are! harder! to! perform!
and!are!observed!to!have!increased!SMA!activity291.!!
!
A! study! by! Miura! et! al269! examined! the! link! between! optical! axisQtoQtarget! view! angle!
(OATVA)! in! MIS! and! locoQregional! brain! activation! within! the! intraparietal! sulcus! (IPS).!
Activation! in! the! IPS! signifies! embodiment292! a! degree! of! similarity! between! the! body’s!
natural!movement!and!in!usage!of!instruments.!A!24Qchannel!fNIRS!device!measured!brain!
activation!whilst!predominantly!rightQhanded!male!novice!participants!performed!the!initial!











and! cognitive! skills261.! Surgical! registrars! (n=7)! between!10!PM!at! night! until! 8!AM! in! the!
morning!were!serially!assessed!on!a!two!hourly!basis!(six!sessions)!in!the!performance!of!a!
motor! (handQknot! tying! task)! and! cognitive! task! (arithmetic).! Brain! behaviour! in! the!
prefrontal! cortex! was! investigated! via! a! 24Qchannel! fNIRS! system! measured! changes! in!
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further! decline!was! observed.! Significant! variance!was! recorded! in! technical! performance!
(p<0.05)!where!initial!improvement!was!followed!by!decline!and!subsequent!stability.!NonQ
significant! variation! was! observed! in! performance! of! the! arithmetic! task.! Introspective!
fatigue! corresponded! to! increases! in! PFC! response!when! required! to! perform! a! cognitive!
task.!The!cognitive!task!evoked!significantly!greater!PFC!excitation!than!the!surgical!task!on!
HbO2!and!Total!haemoglobin! (THb)!analysis! (p<0.001),!which!was!presumably!because!the!
technical! task!was!better!honed.!Although! it! can!be! inferred! that! cognitive! tasks! requires!




value! in! selection! for! surgical! residency.! To! establish! a! link! between! pattern! of! cortical!
activation!and!visuoQspatial!ability!in!surgeons!(n=18),!Wanzel!et!al256!recorded!whole!brain!
activity! via! a! 1.5T! MRI! system.! VisuoQspatial! ability! was! assessed! by! a! blockQdesigned!
experiment! where! during! task! periods,! participants! were! required! to! perform! a! mental!
rotation!task!(MRT)296!which!comprised!of!determining!whether!quasiQ3D!figures!rotated!on!
one!or! two!axes!were! identical! (see!Figure!4.9).!A!previous! study!by! the! same!group!had!
demonstrated! correlation! between! visuoQspatial! ability! assessed! by! MRT! and! technical!
performance! of! a! surgical! task! in! this! case! a! ZQplasty! procedure297.! MRT! performance!
assessed!by!speed!and!accuracy!of!response!observed!interQsubject!variability!(Score!range!




However! the! findings! of! this! study! are! severely! limited! by! firstly! the! lack! of! correlation!
between!mental!rotation!task!performance!by!the!same!participants!in!the!first!and!second!
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study.! Secondly,! ZQplasty! performance! was! not! reQevaluated! in! the! subsequent! study!








Eight! studies! included! track! learning! related! changes! in! brain! behaviour! by! various!
functional! neuroimaging! techniques253Q255,257,259,260,266,272.! Of! these,! three29,260,266! were!
discussed! in! the! earlier! section! (4.3.1.1.)! as! they! each! contained! multiple! experiments!




Neuroplasticity!associated!with! laparoscopy!was! initially! investigated!by!Leff!et!al262.!A!24Q
channel!fNIRS!system!interrogated!cortical!activity!in!the!left!PFC!and!right!parietal!cortex.!
Novice!participants!performed!a! laparoscopic!tracking!task!under!different!visual!feedback!
conditions! (rotated! and! normal! laparoscopic! camera! views).! Cortical! activation! in!
aforementioned!regions!was!derived!by!changes!in!HbO2!and!HHb.!High!dimensional!fNIRS!
data!was!dimensionally!reduced!by!isomapping!into!a!geospace.!A!Markov!chain!was!then!
used! to! detect! temporal! flow! in! the! created! geo! space! to! analyse! frontoQparietal!
neuroplasticity.! Markov! chain! suggests! global! convergence! towards! a! region! of! minimal!




!Similarly,! neuroplasticity! underlying! complex! skills! acquisition! was! serially! tracked! by!
Crewther!et!al257.!Participants!(n=12)!were!trained!to!perform!laparoscopic! intraQcorporeal!
suturing!and!knot!tying!over!7!distributed!sessions!across!a!fortnight.!They!were!assessed!at!
regular! intervals! after! 2! hours! (BASE),! 5! hours! (MID)! and! 8! hours! (POST)! of! practice.! ! All!
participants! were! also! tested! for! retention! four! weeks! from! the! last! training! session!
(RETEST).! Motor! performance! was! assessed! by! time! and! accuracy! based! on! the! FLS!
criteria104.! ! !Stress!was!measured!perceptually!by!(STAI)!and!mental!workQload!(NASAQTLX),!
and! physiologically! by! heart! rate! variability,! and! hormonal! markers! (salivary! and! cortisol!
levels).! PFC! activity! was! measured! by! changes! in! cortical! haemodynamics! via! fNIRS.!
Technical! performance! improved! incrementally! from! BASE! to! MID! and! MID! to! POST! &!
RETEST! (p<0.001).! Perceptual! stress! (STAI)! decreased! from! MID! to! POST! (p<0.001)! and!
workload! (NASAQTLX)! reduced! between! BASE! &! MID! to! POST! &! RETEST! (p<0.018).! NonQ
significant! fluctuation! in! hormonal! levels! was! observed.! PFC! activation! remained! stably!
elevated! in! all! sessions! (p<0.035)! with! no! lateralisation! despite! associated! performance!
improvements.!These!findings!highlight!that!attenuation!of!PFC!activity!is!taskQspecific,!does!
not! necessarily! accompany! improvement! in! performance! and! automaticity! is! slow! to!
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skills! acquisition! of! which! two!were! randomised! control! trials.! All! three! studies! explored!
brain!behaviour!by!using!brain!connectivity!analysis.!!
!
The! first! study!by! James!et! al253! examined! learning!unassisted! (control)! to! learning!under!
gaze!assisted!motor!channelling!guidance!(experimental).!!Participants!(n=21)!were!required!
to! track! a! moving! target,! a! simulation! of! ablation! on! a! beating! heart.! Both! groups!
underwent!six!sessions!of!training!over!eight!days!and!then!tested!for!retention!after!two!
months.! Participants! in! the! experimental! group! learnt! under! conditions! where! hand!
movements!were!constrained! to! the! focus! (gaze)!of! interest! to! improve!accuracy.!Control!
group!participants! learnt! the! tracking! task!unaided.!Motor! task!was! assessed!by! accuracy!
and!time.!Cortical!activity!in!the!PFC!and!PPC!was!analysed!by!changes!in!HbO2!and!HHb.!A!
frontoQparietal! brain! network! created! to! measure! network! economy.! Incremental!
improvement! in! technical! performance! was! observed! in! both! groups! (p<0.001).! Initial!
performance!improvements!from!session!1!to!3!were!greater!in!the!control!group.!However!
from! session! 3! to! 6,! and! on! retention! the! experimental! group! performed! better.! The!
experimental! group! displayed! rapider! attenuation! in! cortical! activation! of! PFC! and! PPC.!





brain! activity! posteriorly! from! PFC! to! the! PPC! and! a! more! economical! cortical! network,!
commensurate! to!motor! learning! literature25,246,299,300.! ! The!PPC!plays!a! role! in! translation!
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between!spatial!and!motor! information!during!early! stages!of!motor! learning!and!at! later!
stages! is! involved! in! storage! of! acquired! skill246.! ! In! addition! this! study! demonstrates! the!
value! of! interrogating!more! than! one! functional! brain! region! associated!with!motor! skills!
acquisition.!
!
Similarly,! Leff! et! al! 254! utilised! a! randomised! crossover! design! to! compare! neuroplasticity!
underlying!learning!a!collaborative!simulated!robotic!surgical!task.!Participants!(n=20)!were!
required! to! take! virtual! biopsies! from! seven! locations! in! randomised! order! under! either!
verbal! instruction! (control)! or! visual! guidance! (experimental)! from! their! trainer.! Trainer’s!
eye! fixation! was! tracked! and! telecasted! on! the! participant’s! screen! to! provide! visual!
guidance.!Motor!task!performance!was!assessed!by!number!of!biopsies!taken!and!accuracy!
of!movement!(path!length).!Gaze!behaviour!of!participants!was!tracked.!Cortical!activation!
in! the! occipital! cortex!was! analysed! by! changes! in! HbO2,! HHb! and! THb.! OccipitoQparietal!
brain! networks! were! created! to! measure! network! econometrics.! Under! visual! guidance,!
participants! in!the!experimental! learning!group!performed!better!detected!by!the!number!
of!virtual!biopsies!taken!(p=0.003)!and!accuracy!(p<0.001).!A!more!focussed!gaze!behaviour!
(p<0.001),! and! lesser! occipital! activation! according! to! HbO2! (p<0.001)! and! THb! (p<0.001)!




potential! to! facilitate! training,! which! otherwise! suffers! from! loss! of! face! to! faceQtoQface!
communication! because! both! trainee! and! trainer! are! perceptually! docked! onto! spatially!
separate!consoles.!This!finding!has!been!similarly!observed!when!a!laparoscopic!task!learnt!
under!visual!guidance!provided!by!the!trainer’s!eye!fixation!was!compared!to!expert!verbal!
guidance301.! Trainee! gaze! behaviour! under! visual! guidance! was! also! more! focussed! and!
resulted!in!attenuation!in!occipital! lobe!activation.!Therefore,!by!monitoring!eye!and!brain!
behaviour,! the! former! study! was! able! to! provide! a! possible! explanation! for! improved!
performance! under! visual! guidance.! The! visual! cortex! (V1)! located! in! the! occipital! lobe! is!
involved! in! visual! search! behaviour.! By! casting! gaze! behaviour! of! the! expert! onto! the!
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trainee’s! screen,! it! streamlines! visual! search! allowing! location! of! the! intended! target! by!
visual!saliency.!This!visual!strategy!known!as!a!“bottomQup!approach”!differs!from!the!more!
effortful! “topQdown! approach”! which! relies! on! additional! attention! and! sensory! regions!
namely! the!PFC!and!PPC302.! In!addition! the! finding!of! streamlined!visual! search!behaviour!
results! in! decreased! V1! activation! commensurate! with! existing! literature303.! However,!
cortical!network!analysis!did!not!display!significant!differences254.!This!can!be!explained!by!
the! limited! coverage! of! fNIRS! channels,! which! solely! focussed! on! the! occipital! lobe.!
Redistribution!of!cortical!activity!and!greater!information!on!the!underlying!cortical!network!
would!have!been! feasible! if!additional! regions!such!as! the!PFC!and!PPC! implicated! in! topQ
down!visual!search!strategies302!were!interrogated.!!
!
Zhu! et! al! 272! investigated! the! impact! of! learning! a! laparoscopic! task! under! different!
conditions!on!brain!efficiency.!Over!eight!training!blocks,!novice!participants!(n=18)!learnt!a!
bimanual! laparoscopic! tracking! either! under! no! feedback! (implicit! learning,! n=9)! or! were!
provided! in! advance! visually! the! path! of! the! moving! object! that! needed! to! be! tracked!
(explicit! learning,! n=9).! Participants! from! both! explicit! and! implicit! learning! groups! were!
tested!for!retention,!whilst!simultaneously!cognitively!monitored.!A!7Qchannel!EEG!system!
measured! brain! connectivity! by! T3QFz! (verbalQanalytic)! and! T4QFz! (visuospatial)! coherence!
analysis.!Technical!proficiency!was!measured!by!accuracy!of!tracking!task.!Participants!in!the!
explicit! group! technically! outperformed! those! in! the! implicit! group,! yet! there! was! no!
difference! at! retention! (p=0.231).! Implicit! group! participants! displayed! significantly! lower!
T3QFz! coherence! (p=0.027)! suggestive! of! lesser! verbal! analytic! activity.! The! authors272!
suggest!that!the!lesser!verbal!analytic!activity!to!support!learning!in!the!implicit!group!infers!
greater!neural!efficiency.!However!information!is!not!provided!on!whether!the!participants!












from!both! groups! received! eight! sessions! of! feedback! training! lasting! thirty!minutes! each!




a! 2Qpoint! scale! on! 54! criteria.! Anxiety! during! performance! was! measured! using! the!
Spielberger! Anxiety! Inventory.! Participants! in! the! SMR! group! displayed! greater! overall!
improvement!by!a!reduction!in!time!taken!(p=0.019)!and!on!qualitative!analysis!(p=0.028),!
especially! during! the! most! complex! ‘suturing’! subQtask! (p=0.018).! SMR! participants! were!
also!observed! to!display! increased!pause! time!between!subQtasks,! yet! it! resulted! in! lower!
overall!task!time!(R=Q0.72;!p=0.019).!SMR!feedback!also!resulted!in!decreased!trait!anxiety!
(p=0.017).!The!effects!of!neural!feedback!with!the!aim!to!promote!a!relaxed!cerebral!state!
conducive! to! motor! learning! is! interesting! and! requires! further! scrutiny.! However!
attendance!of!neural!feedQback!sessions!on!a!biQweekly!basis!was!not!strictly!compliant!due!
to! the!working!schedules!of! recruited!ophthalmic!surgeons.!Some!participants! in! the!SMR!
group! had! longer! intervals! between! neural! feedback! sessions,! which! might! have! had! an!





technical! skill.! Surgeon’s! cognitive! processes! intraQoperatively! are! invested! in! other!
functions! namely! intraQoperative! decisionQmaking! and! vigilance.! For! instance,! an! expert!
surgeon! in! a! trainer’s! role!may! not! be! performing! the! technical! task! but! will! instead! be!
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cognitively! invested! on! observing! the! task! and! mapping! out! intraQoperative! decisions.!!!
Instead! of! examining! cognitive! processes! in! the! trainee! during! training,! Hussein! et! al! 268!
explored! the! relationship! between! objective! cognitive! metrics! of! the! trainer! (EEG)! to!
subjective! cognitive!metrics! of! the! trainer! and! trainee.! Brain! behaviour! of! a! single! expert!
surgeon! was! assessed! using! a! 24Qchannel! wireless! EEG! device! to! measure! cognitive!
processes!whilst!mentoring!a!trainee!surgeon!perform!(n=20)!urological!procedures!namely!
urethroQvesical!anastomosis! (UVA)!and!extended! lymph!node!dissection! (LND).! In!addition!
cognitive!demands!on!the!expert!surgeon!between!observing!and!actual!performance!were!
compared.! Cognitive! processes!measured! by! EEG! were! distraction,! mental! workload! and!
mental!state.!Subjective!cognitive!assessment!of!trainee!and!trainer!surgeon!was!measured!
by!a!validated!assessment!tool!namely!NASAQTLX.!!Whilst!training!LND!procedure,!trainer’s!
EEG! mental! workload! negatively! correlated! with! his! corresponding! subjective! mental!
demand! (r=Q0,74,! p=0.05),! effort! (r=Q0.86,! p=0.01,! r=Q0.84,! p=0.02)! whilst! no! significant!
correlation!was!observed!during!UVA.!No!significant!correlation!was!also!observed!between!
trainer’s! EEG! and! trainee’s! subjective! cognitive! load! during! LND.! However,! during! UVA,!
trainer’s!distraction!negatively!correlated!with!trainee’s!subjective!mental!demand!(r=Q0.82,!
p<0.01),! physical! demand! (r=Q0.76,! p=0.01)! and! temporal! demand! (r=Q0.69,! p=0.03).! In!
addition!trainer’s!mental!state!correlated!with!trainee’s!subjective!mental!demand!(r=0.77,!
p=0.01),!physical!demand!(r=0.68,!p=0.03)!and!temporal!demand!(r=0.64,!p=0.01).!Finally!no!
significant! differences! were! observed! when! the! trainer! was! observing! or! performing! the!
task.! These! results! are! interesting!but! limited! as! only! one!expert! surgeon!was! cognitively!
monitored.!In!addition!the!results!lack!an!appropriate!neuroscientific!explanation,!especially!
when! mental! workload! measured! on! a! subjective! scale! negatively! correlated! with! the!
objective!cognitive!metric.!!
!
IntraQoperative! decisionQmaking! a! key! ability! of! a! surgeon! to! make! logical! and! safe!
judgements! based! on! dynamic! sensory! information!were! assessed! by! Leff! et! al263.! In! this!
study,! 22! participants! of! various! grades! ranging! from! novice! to! experts! (novices=10,!
residents=7,! experts=5)! were! assessed! for! decisionQmaking! quality,! confidence! and!
consistency.! The! task! involved! selection! of! the! optimal! next! surgical! manoeuvre! on! 12!
videos!of! simulated! laparoscopic! cholecystectomies.!Video!clips!were! termed!“primed”!or!
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“unprimed”,! based! on! indication! of! the! next! surgical! manoeuvre! by! the! presence! of! a!
corresponding!surgical! instrument! in! the!video!clip.!Cortical!activation!within! the!PFC!was!
estimated!by!changes!in!HbO2!and!HHb.!Unsurprisingly!experts!and!residents!were!not!only!
more!confident!than!novices!(p<0.001)!but!also!more!consistent!(experts!p<0.001,!residents!




activation,! an! area! found! to! play! a! critical! role! in! complex! valueQbased! decisionQmaking!
processes304.! Unlike! novices,! more! experienced! participants! (residents! and! experts)!
displayed! a! lack! of! significant! activation! in! the! PFC! which! was! attributed! to! effortless!
habitual!decisionQmaking.!!
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This! systematic! review! synthesizes! current! evidence! for! the! application! of! functional!
neuroimaging! in! objective! assessment! of! technical! and! non=technical! skills,! and! track!






artefacts,! cost=effectiveness! and! allows! the! surgeon! to!maintain! his! natural! posture.! The!
advantages!of!PET!and!fMRI!are!that! it!captures!whole!brain!activity!as!a!result! it!helps! in!
locating!neural!correlates!for!a!particular!technical!task,!however!the!disadvantages!are!the!
need! to! perform! tasks! in! a! lying! down! posture,! incremental! costs,! prohibition! of! ferro=
magnetic! instruments! for! fMRI! and! the! administration! of! radioactive! substances! for! PET.!
Although! EEG! offers! good! temporal! resolution! its! disadvantages! are! poor! spatial!
information.! fNIRS! in! comparison! to! EEG! also! allows! scrutiny! of! multiple! motor! regions,!
which!play!a! role!at!various!stages!of! skills! learning.! !Therefore! for! the! reasons!stipulated!
above!fNIRS!was!the!chosen!investigative!modality!for!the!purposes!of!this!thesis.!
!
The! vast! majority! of! studies! included! in! this! review! examined! technical! skills! over! non=
technical! skills! of! which! MIS! skills! were! more! often! scrutinized! than! open! skills,!
understandably! due! to! the! scale! of! the! problem! faced! in! MIS! skills! acquisition.! Cortical!
behaviour!modulates! in!response!to! learning!a!property!referred!to!as!neuroplasticity!and!
these! changes! are! captured! by! mapping! loco=regional! brain! activity! or! by! inter=regional!
brain! activity! otherwise! known! as! connectivity305.! Several! studies! have! established! strong!








allowed! differentiation! between! experts! and! novices! for! simpler! motor! tasks259,260! (open!
hand! knot! tying)! but! did! not! characterise! differences! between! experts! and!
intermediates259,260,271! presumably! because! the! skill! was! proficiently! acquired! by!
intermediates.!
One! would! expect! a! harder! task! to! help! characterization! between! different! groups! of!
expertise,! but! James! et! al258! in! a! NOTES! task! demonstrated! the! opposite! effect.! More!
interestingly! Ohuchida! et! al29! during! performance! of! a! challenging! laparoscopic! task!
(laparoscopic! suturing)! detected! experts! and! intermediates! displayed! PFC! activity!
commensurate! with! motor! learning! literature,! yet! novices! with! no! experience! at! all!
displayed!similar!to!experts!minimal!PFC!activity.!Only!after!receiving!practice!novices!began!
to! display! significant! PFC! activity.! The! lack! of! PFC! activity! detected! during! the! very! early!
naive! phase! in! performance! of! a! complex! bimanual! laparoscopic! task! warrants! further!
scrutiny,!which!may! suggest!disengagement! in! the! task.!However,! several!methodological!
flaws!were!identified!in!the!design!of!this!study!namely!the!uneven!distribution!of!subjects!
in! each! expertise! group,! the! task! was! performed! under! temporal! demand! and! most!
importantly!does!not!provide!adequate!spatial! information!on!which!specific!brain!regions!
within! the! frontal! lobe!were!evaluated29.! Spatial! information!whilst! interrogating!a!motor!
sequence!task! is!vital!as!the!frontal! lobe! is!composed!of! functionally!diverse!brain!regions!
namely! the! PFC,! SMA,! PMC! and! M1,! which! are! involved! at! various! stages! of! motor!
learning25,245,246,307.!!
!
In! order! to! circumvent! gaps! in! knowledge!of! expertise! development! it! is! important! to! go!
beyond! simple!expert! versus!novice! comparisons!and! instead! track!progression!with! skills!
acquisition308,309.!Few!studies!included!in!this!review!have!employed!a!longitudinal!design!to!




expert! “autonomous”! phase310.! Experts! display! the! characteristic! of! automaticity,! which!
essentially! is! the! ability! to! perform! a! skill! with! little! effort! and! minimal! demands! on!
attention46.! Rather! than! testing! automaticity! indirectly! by!measuring! the! ability! to!multi=
task,!Leff!et!al235!proposed!that!learning!associated!reduction!in!attentional!demands!could!
be! investigated! by! monitoring! the! PFC,! a! brain! region! that! is! responsible! for! attention,!
concentration! and! performance!monitoring.! ! During! early! stages! of!motor! skills! learning,!
task! performance! is! reliant! on! attention! and! working! memory! in! order! to! select! the!





essential! during! early! learning! stages! and! with! practice! it! attenuates! trending! towards!
automaticity311=313.!This!is!further!validated!by!studies!in!the!aviation!and!motoring!industry!
where! practice! or! expertise! in! a! task! has! inversely! correlated! with! magnitude! of! PFC!
activity314,315.! Hence! the! results! of! several! studies29,253,259,260,266! included! in! this! review,!
which!display!attenuation!of!PFC!activity!in!experts!are!inline!with!motor!learning!literature.!








all! located! in! the! frontal! lobe! play! a! crucial! role! in! both! early! and! late! stages! of! motor!
learning25,306.! The! PMC! is! responsible! for!movement! selection! according! to! visual! cues316!
and! storage!of! sequential!motor! skills306.! The! SMA!not! only! plays! a! vital! role! in! encoding!
sequential!motor!skills!but!also!in!bimanual!co=ordination281,288,311.!Lastly!the!M1!plays!a!role!
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A! complex!MIS! task! such! as! laparoscopic! suturing! and! knot! tying! serves! as! useful! task! to!
employ! for! interrogation!of!motor! learning.!Firstly! it! is! challenging! to!acquire! serving!as!a!
barometer! to! perform! complex! MIS! operations! warranting! several! investigations! into!
assessing! and! learning! the! skill27,29,80,82,100,114,121,228,270,319,320.! Secondly! the! motor! skill!






the! benefits! of! functional! neuroimaging! represent! an! emergent! stream! of! research! with!
abundant!potential!towards!enhancing!performance!in!surgery.!All!but!one!study!included!in!
this! review!were!undertaken! in! a! simulated!environment!and! the!one! study! that!did!not,!
monitored!a!trainer’s!cognitive!engagement!during!mentoring!of!trainees268.!Although!it! is!
appreciably!important!to!progress!towards!cognitive!monitoring!in!a!live!OR!environment,!a!
proper! understanding! of! the! neural! correlates! underlying! MIS! skills! acquisition! within! a!
controlled! environment! must! be! first! realised.! Noticeably,! exclusion! criteria! in! several!
experiments254,256,264,267,269,270! were! not! sufficiently! stringent.! Participants! were! neither! of!
homogenous!gender!nor!handedness,!both!are! recognised! factors! that! can!cause!variable!
brain! activation! patterns! during!motor! performance199,321.! Elimination! of! left! handed! and!
female! participants! might! not! be! the! solution,! considering! that! approximately! 10%! of!








































Laparoscopic! intracorporeal! suturing! and! knot! tying! (LICS)! is! an! advanced! surgical!
manoeuvre! that! is! technically! challenging! to! perform! owing! to! ergonomic! constraints.!
Proficiency!in!LICS!is!an!essential!component!of!the!Fundamentals!of!Laparoscopic!Surgery!
curriculum!(FLS)263,!which!all!emerging!General!surgery!trainees!must!achieve!in!order!to!be!
certified! by! the! American! Board! of! Surgeons323.! Critically,! LICS! serves! as! a! barometer! to!
perform!advanced! laparoscopic!procedures,!as!the! inability! to!achieve!stable!performance!
in! this! skill! is! likely! to! constrain! progress! in! performing!more! complex!minimally! invasive!
surgery! (MIS)27.! Furthermore,! complex! MIS! skills! necessitate! protracted! practice! and! yet!





Current! assessments! of! LICS! performance! including! dexterity! analysis320,324,! blinded! video!




tracking! progression! from! the! early! cognitive! phases! through! to! associative! and! finally!
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automated! stages! of! performance18,42,! which! may! explain! why! certain! trainees! progress!
rapidly!whilst!others!struggle.!However,!to!date,!the!focus!of!technical!skills!assessment!in!
surgery!has! centred!on!behavioural!manifestations!of! learning! i.e.!motor!outputs!and!not!
necessarily! cognitions! or! surgeon! brain! function;! arguably! leading! to! oversimplified!
interpretations! regarding! progress! and! performance.! For! example,! two! individuals! with!
similar!motor! performance!may! be!mistaken! to! have!made! equivalent! technical! progress!
and!yet!may!differ!significantly!in!terms!of!workload!and!attentional!demands!that!portray!
underlying!differences! in! their! levels! of! expertise80.! Similarly,! at! times!of! stress!or! fatigue!
significant! changes! in! attention!may! occur,! potentially! limiting! capacity! for! safety! critical!
judgements!despite!seemingly!stable!technical!performance261.!
!
Monitoring! demands! on! surgeons’! attention! is! clearly! as! important! as! evaluating! their!





cope!with!extra!demands21.!Such!differences! in! the!allocation!of!attentional! resources!are!
evidenced! through! disparity! in! the! magnitude! of! recruitment! (known! as! “activation”)! of!
executive!control!and!motor!centres! in! the!brain.!Brain!activation!and! inter=regional!brain!
communication!(known!as!“connectivity”)!are!dynamic!and!change!in!response!to!practice,!
learning!or!expertise25,246,277.! This!phenomenon! termed!“neuroplasticity”! occurs!at! several!
levels! within! the! central! nervous! system! and! can! be! inferred! by! changes! in! maps!
(spatiotemporal! resolution)! of! brain! activation245.! Specifically,! early! stages! of!motor! skills!
learning!rely!on!executive!control!regions!such!as!the!prefrontal!cortex!(PFC).!However,!with!
practice,!PFC!activation!typically!attenuates25,227,245,246,259,279,325!and!recruitment!shifts!to!the!






of! cortical! substrates! located! in! the! frontal! lobe.! Schematic! illustration! depicts! the! relative! importance!
(denoted! by! size! of! red! squares)! of! the! PFC! (prefrontal! cortex),! PMC! (dorsal! premotor! cortex),! SMA!
(supplementary!motor!area)!and!M1!(primary!motor!cortex)!according!to!expertise.!
!
Advances! in! functional! neuroimaging! technology! now! permit! non=invasive! mapping! of!
dynamic! changes! in! brain! activation! associated! with! technical! skills! training! in! realistic!
environments277.! Investigators! have! recently! capitalised! on! these! developments! to! map!
learning=related! changes! in! surgeon! brain! behaviour! during! open259,260! and! laparoscopic!
skills!acquisition29,265,266!using!a!range!of!neuroimaging!technologies!(see!Chapter!4).!These!
studies!highlight!the!complexity!of!brain!activations!during!MIS29,265,266,!confirm!the!relative!
importance!of!the!PFC!during!novel!tasks!demands259!and!are! in! line!with! learning=related!
attenuation! in! executive! control25,227,245,246,259,260,277,279,325.! However,! for! MIS! skills! in!
particular! published! studies! suffer!methodological! flaws! and! are! incongruous!with!motor!
learning! theory29.! Neuroimaging! studies! of! surgical! brain! behaviour! have! focused!
predominantly!on!activation!and!not!inter=regional!communication,!interrogate!the!PFC!but!
not!other!relevant!brain!regions246,!and!have!failed!to!adequately!deconstruct!complex!MIS!






The! theory! that! underpins! this! thesis! is! that! there!may! be! a! preliminary! stage! in! motor!








Figure! 5.2.#Motor! learning! hypotheses! for! complex! bimanual! skills! in! laparoscopic! surgery.! Attenuation! of!
Prefrontal!cortical!(PFC)!activation!(bold!red)!with!expertise!in=line!with!motor!learning!literature!in!contrast!to!
alternate! tested!PFC!activation! (dashed! red! line)! for!a! complex!motor! task.! Similarly,!predicted!neuroplastic!




modulation! in! the! strength!of! functional! connectivity299.! Theoretically,!with!more! time!on!
the!task,!the!brain!network!is!moulded!in!such!a!way!to!form!neighbourhoods!(modularity)!
with! increased! local! connectedness! whilst! retaining! fewer! long=range! connections! to!
minimise! the! overall! network! characteristic! path=length! (see! Figure! 5.3).! These! network!
properties! commonly! characterise! complex! biological! networks327! and! are! collectively!
referred! to! as! “small$ world”$ topology.$ A! network! displaying! small! world! topology! has!
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distinct! advantages! over! a! random$ network! or! a! lattice$ network! in! its! capacity! for!
information!transfer328.!Repeated!task!practice!has!been!shown!to!increase!the!small!world!
topology!of!functional!brain!networks329.!Therefore,! it! is!conceivable!that!through!years!of!
training,! the! brain! of! the! expert! surgeon! is! wired! to! maximise! efficiency,! minimise!
redundancy!and!optimise!small!world!properties.!In!contrast,!the!brain!network!of!a!novice!
surgeon! is!more! likely! to!be!a!characterised!by!a!haphazard!arrangement!of! spurious!and!
random!connections.!!!
!




cost! and! efficiency! as! it! has! numerous! local! connections! in! nodes! close! together! and! few! long=range!
connections! depicting! a! network! property! called! “small$ worldness”,! which! is! optimized! for! information!
transfer.!This!arrangement!also!results!in!a!smaller!mean!characteristic!path!length.!Under!the!focused!portion!
of! the! functionally! connected!brain! [A]!a! segment!of! the!network! [B]! consists!of!nodes! (dots)! connected!by!
edges!(lines).!The!degree!of!the!node![C]!of!interest!(shaded)!is!3,!derived!by!the!number!of!connected!edges!
to!other!nodes.!Shortest!path! length!between!the!shaded!nodes! is!3,!denoted!by!the! least!number!of!edges!







dependent! disparity! in! activation,! network! connectivity! and! small! worldness.! The!
hypotheses!are!as!follows:!(a)!novices!will!not!activate!the!PFC!after!limited!training!on!LICS!
and! any! differences! in! PFC! recruitment! between! novices! and! experts! shall! be! statistically!
insignificant;!(b)!activations!in!secondary!motor!brain!regions!will!be!significantly!greater!in!




directional’! phases! such! as! knot=tying! phases,! which! may! place! greater! demands! on!
executive!control!processes!since!anti=phase!co=ordination!patterns!are! less!stable,!harder!
to!perform!and!require!greater!attention!and!practice!291,330,!In!this!regard,!LICS!sub=phases!
place! idiosyncratic! demands! on! bimanual! co=ordination,! are! uniquely! influenced! by!
directional! interference!and!therefore!offer!a!paradigm!for! further!exposing!differences! in!
brain!response!to!‘anti>directional’$versus!‘iso>directional’$co=ordination!patterns,!and!allows!
identification! of! task! phases! that! may! enable! better! discrimination! between! learners.!





Following! Local!Research!Ethics!Committee! (project!number:! 05/Q0403/142)! approval,! 32!
right=handed!male! subjects!were! recruited! from! the!National!Health! Service! and! Imperial!
College! London.! Subjects!were! consented!and! screened! for!neuropsychiatric! illnesses! and!
for!left=handedness.!!Participants!abstained!from!consuming!caffeine!or!alcohol!for!24!hours!
to!avoid!any!spurious!effects!on!cerebral!haemodynamics199.!Based!on!previous!operative!
experience! subjects! were! classified! as! novices! (n=12),! trainees! (n=11)! and! experts! (n=9).!
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Novices! comprised! of! medical! students! (mean! age! ±! S.D.! =! 22.4! ±! 1.6! years)! with! no!







The! experiment! was! conducted! in! a! controlled! laboratory! setting! devoid! of! distracting!
stimuli!(see!Figure!5.4).!Subjects!performed!three!sets!of!LICS!in!a!box!trainer![iSurgicals,!UK]!
on!a!penrose!drain!which!had!pre=marked!entry!and!exit!points!on!either!side!of!a!laceration!











uses! long! rigid! instruments! under!multi=sensory! adaptation! to! perform! a!motor! task! in! a!
confined!workspace!(see!Figure!5.4).!Here,!LICS!was!deconstructed!into!three!sub=tasks!(see!
Figure!5.5)!namely!needle!drive!insertion!(NDI),!double!throw!knot!(DTK)!and!a!pair!of!single!
throw! knots! (STK)! 319,331.! Task! deconstruction! is! necessary! for! a! complex! serial! skill!




In! the!first!sub=task!namely!NDI! (see!Figure!5.5!Panels!A=B)! the!operator’s!dominant!hand!
(right)! adopts! a! manipulative! role! to! grasp! the! needle! in! the! optimal! position! and!
angulation,!and!insert!it!through!the!edges!of!the!tissue.!Movements!of!the!non=dominant!
hand! (left)! although! ‘iso>directional’,! play! a! supportive! and! postural! role.! DTK! involves! at!
first! synchronised! precise! bimanual! rotatory! ‘anti>phase’! movements! to! enable! twice!



















undertake! the! study.! The! maximum! time! restriction! was! based! on! the! notion! that! any!
additional!time!would!result!in!a!negative!FLS!score.!Prior!to!study!commencement,!trainees!
and!experts!were!provided!with! time! for! task! familiarisation! (15!minutes).!A!block!design!
experiment! (see!Figure!5.5)!was! conducted!comprising!of! three!blocks!each! incorporating!
episodes!of!baseline!‘rest’!episodes!(30s),!‘task’!(variable!temporal!duration)!and!‘post=task’!


























a! Friedman! test! (p<0.05)! and! post=hoc! paired! analyses!were! performed!using! a!Wilcoxon!
Sign!Rank!test!(Bonferroni!adjustment!p<0.017)!to!determine!which!sub=phase!of!LICS!was!







(HbO2)! and! a! decrease! in! deoxygenated! haemoglobin! (HHb)! which! is! washed! out! of! an!
activated!area!faster! than!oxygen!consumption157.! !Optical! imaging!techniques!such!as!OT!
facilitate! detection! of! local! haemodynamic! changes! indicating! the! magnitude! of! brain!
activation!simultaneously!at!multiple!different!brain!regions!(referred!to!as!“channels”).!!As!
a! functional! neuroimaging! modality,! OT! is! non=ionising,! portable,! relatively! resistant! to!
motion!artefacts,!and!allows!the!use!of!ferromagnetic!devices!within!the!study!field!making!
it! suitable! for! interrogating! surgeons.! In! OT,! each! channel! represents! a! volume! of! brain!








Cortical! activity! was! recorded! throughout! using! a! commercially! available! 44=channel! OT!
system! (ETG=4000;!Hitachi!Medical!Corp,!Tokyo,! Japan).! In! this!OT!experiment,!a! series!of!





Figure!5.6.!Participant!with!OT!optodes! (A)!positioned!over! the!brain!regions!of! interest.!Optodes!are!either!
emitters! (red)! or! detectors! (blue)! arranged! in! a! grid! like! fashion! and! between! them! lie! channels,! which!
represent!a!loci!of!cortical!tissue!assessed.!In!a!given!channel!(under!the!lens)!cortical!activity!is!recorded.!As!
depicted! in! the! signal! recording! a! rise! in! HbO2! (bold! red! line)! and! concomitant! fall! of! HHb! (bold! blue! line)!





Positioning! of! emitters! and! detectors! were! guided! by! adopting! the! International! 10=10!
system!to!ensure!that!channels!were!positioned!accurately!over!the!brain!regions!of!interest!
by!measuring!and!placing! scalp!markers!at! ten!positions! in! relation! to! standard! reference!
points.!Registration!of!emitter! /!detector!positions! to!underlying! cortical! channel!position!





visualize! the! estimated! cortical! structures! underlying! each! position! using! 3D! Composite!







yellow.! (Left)!The! first! set!of!22!channels! (channel!number!1=22)!was!positioned!over! the!Prefrontal!Cortex.!








Optical! data! was! processed! utilising! a! bespoke! Matlab=based! software! package! named!
Imperial! College! Neuroimage! Analysis! (ICNA)334.! Relative! changes! in! optical! data! were!
converted! to! changes! in! haemoglobin! data! by! applying! the! modified! Beer=Lambert! law!
(MBLL).! Converted! haemoglobin! data! was! decimated! from! 10Hz! to! 1Hz! to! reduce!
physiological! noise! and! linearly! detrended! to! eliminate! system! drift! before! undergoing!
integrity! checks! to! eliminate! unreliable! data! caused! by! abrupt! optode! displacement! or!




blocks.! Rest! data! used! for! resampling! comprised! only! 15s! of! data! prior! to! task! onset,!
thereby! allowing! for! temporal! delay! in! the! recovery! of! cortical! haemodynamics! following!
task! offset.! Average! rest! was! calculated! by! averaging! each! block! of! resampled! rest! data.!
Temporal!windows!of!data!representing!a!given!LICS!subtask!for!analysis!comprised!of!55s!
of!data!commencing!6s!after!task!onset,!allowing!for!the!inertia!in!cortical!haemodynamics!
following! stimulation.! For! a! given! LICS! subtask,! average! task! data! was! calculated! by!
averaging!blocks!of!these!task!windows.!
!
Two! complementary! analytical! approaches! were! adopted! to! evaluate! and! compare! task=
evoked! activation(s).! The! first! approach! enabled! the! detection! of! the! spatial! location! of!
channel! activations! within! each! experience! group.! Specifically,! for! a! given! channel,! LICS!












the!average!!Hb!of!all! sub=tasks.!Between=group!comparison! in!ROI!Hb!was! conducted!
using! the! Kruskall=Wallis! (KW)! test! (p<0.05).! For! a! given! ROI,! if! the! difference! in!!Hb!
between! groups! was! statistically! significantly,! the! Mann=Whitney! U! (MWU)! test! was!
employed! to!compare!ROI!Hb!between!any! two!experience!groups.!To!account! for! total!
potential! number! of! comparisons! (×72),! Bonferroni! correction! was! applied,! adjusting! for!
threshold!of!significance!to!p<0.0007.!!
!
Finally! in! order! to! eliminate! confounding! effects! of! practice! and! learning,! only! data! from!
experts!was!used!to!compare!cortical!haemodynamic!changes!(!HbO2!and! HHb)!across!
the! PFC,! PMC,! SMA! and! M1,! between! sub=tasks! based! on! differential! interference.!
Specifically,! for! a! given! ROI,! ΔHb! data! acquired! during! ‘anti>phase’$ co=ordination! tasks!




Cerebral! haemodynamics! are! known! to! be! influenced! by! stress! induced! changes! in!
sympathetic! autonomic! activity232.! Hence,! heart! rate! (HR)! was! continuously! monitored!
throughout!the!experiment!using!a!portable!electrocardiogram!(ECG)!fastened!as!a!belt!over!
the! chest! of! each! participant! (Bioharness! v2.3.0.5;! Zephyr! Technology! Limited,! Annapolis,!
MD).!HR!data!obtained!during!rest!and!task!periods!were!separated!accordingly.!R=waves!of!









group! averaged! haemodynamic! data!was! obtained! for! each! LICS! sub=task.! An!association$
matrix! was! generated! by! cross! correlation! of! the! group! averaged! haemodynamic! time!
course!(step!III)253.!In!the!association!matrix,!each!channel!can!be!considered!as!a!‘node’!in!
the! network! while! the! functional! associations! derived! from! the! bidirectional! cross!
correlation!between!every! two!nodes! form!the!edges!as!graphically! represented! in!Figure!
5.3.! The! association! matrix! was! subsequently! pruned! to! form! an! adjacency$ matrix! by!








extracted! in! terms!of!node!metrics! (degree),!edge!metrics! (number!of!edges,!path! length)!














Network! small! world! topology,! a! signature! property! observed! in! real! world! complex!
networks327! is!characterized!by!high! local!clustering!and!optimised! long=range!connections!
facilitating!short!mean!characteristic!path! lengths! in!network!circumnavigation!(see!Figure!
5.3).! A! measure! of! small! world! topology! known! as! the! small=world! index! (SWI)338! was!
computed!by!taking!the!average!value!of!the!ratio!between!the!quotient!of! the!clustering!
coefficients! and! characteristic! path! lengths! of! the! derived! network! against! 100! random!
networks,! each! of! which! preserve! the! same! degree! distribution! as! the! derived! network!
while! maintaining! connectedness328,337.! A! network! with! a! SWI! of! greater! than! one! is!
considered! to! be! small!world338.! Between=group! comparison! in! SWI!was! performed!using!
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A! total! of! 30! of! 32! participants! successfully! completed! three! LICS! procedures! with!
concomitant!frontal!cortical!brain!monitoring.!Two!subjects!were!excluded!from!the!study.!
One!novice!could!not! complete!a!double=throw!knot!within! the! stipulated! time!allocation!







then!used! to! quantify! expertise=related! differences! in! technical! skill! (median! FLS! scores! ±!
IQR:! Experts! =! 487! ±! 53,! trainees! =! 400! ±! 90,! novices! =! 334! ±! 76,! KW:! p<0.001).! As!











NASA! TLX! scores! ±! IQR! =! experts:! 29.16! ±! 24.8,! trainees:! 54.66! ±! 31.33,! novices! 63.33! ±!
36.50,! KW:! p<0.001).! Post=hoc! analysis! revealed! that! experts! found! LICS! less! cognitively!
challenging! than! both! trainees! (MWU! p<0.001)! and! novices! (MWU! p<0.001).! Although!
novices! appeared! to! find! LICS! more! burdensome! than! trainees,! differences! in! workload!
indices!did!not!reach!statistical!significance!(MWU!p=0.128).!As!illustrated!in!Table!1,!upon!
LICS!segmentation!novices!found!needle!drive!insertion!and!double=throw!knots!significantly!
more! burdensome! than! experts! (NASA! TLX! scores!median! ±! IQR:! ! novices! NDI! =! 64.33! ±!
36.65,! experts! NDI! =! 32.16! ±! 24.08,!MWU! p=0.026;! Novices! DKT! =! 72.33! ±! 26.33! versus!
experts!DKT!=!38.33!±!22.83,!MWU!p=0.016).!Mental!workload!did!not!vary!between!LICS!
sub!tasks!in!trainees!and!experts,!whereas!novices!found!the!double=throw!knot!significantly!




































































sub=task.! Channels! reaching! statistical! threshold! for! activation! are!denoted! in! red.! Channels! failing! to! reach!




single=throw! knots! and! needle! drive! insertion! (%PFC:! DKT=45.4,! SKT=13.6! and! NDI=0).!
Engagement!of!the!PMC,!SMA!and!M1!was!observed!to!be!greater!during!single!throw!knots!
versus! double! throw! knots! and! needle! drive! insertion! (%PMC! =! SKT:! 50.0,! DKT:! 25.0! and!
NDI:!0;!%SMA:!!SKT=40.0,!DKT=30.0!and!NDI=!10.0;!%M1!=!SKT=75.0,!DKT=50.0!and!ND=0).!
Trainees:! In! comparison! to! experts! and! novices,! trainees! displayed! cortical! responses! of!
greatest! intensity! in! the! PMC,! SMA! and!M1! regions.! PMC! engagement! was! found! to! be!
greater!during!needle!drive!insertion!versus!double=throw!and!single!throw!knots!(%!PMC!=!




Novices:! Limited! recruitment! of! the! PFC! was! observed! during! needle! drive! insertion! and!
double=throw! knot! tying! (%PFC! =! NDI:! 13.6,! DKT:! 4.5,! SKT:! 0).! Additionally,! compared! to!




SubETask# Group# PFC#(n=22)# PMC#(n=8)# SMA#(10)# M1#(n=4)#
Needle#Drive#
Insertion#[NDI]#
Experts! 0!(0%)! 0!(0%)! 1!(10%)! 0!(0%)!
Trainees! 3!(13.6%)! 7!(87.5%)! 9!(90%)! 4!(100%)!
Novices! 3!(13.6%)! 1!(12.5%)! 2!(20%)! 1!(25%)!
Double#Throw##
Knot#[DTK]#
Expert! 10!(45.4%)! 2!(25%)! 3!(30%)! 2!(50%)!
Trainee! 5!(22.7%)! 6!(75%)! 9!(90%)! 4!(100%)!
Novice! 1!(4.5%)! 0!(0%)! 4!(40%)! 1!(25%)!
Single#Throw##
Knot#[STK]#
Expert! 3!(13.6%)! 4!(50%)! 4!(40%)! 3!(75%)!
Trainee! 1!(4.5%)! 4!(50%)! 9!(90%)! 3!(75%)!






results!with! respect! to! supporting! or! refuting! the! specific! hypotheses! of! interest.! Cortical!
haemodynamic! change! in! all! ROI! was! found! to! significantly! depend! on! surgical! expertise!
(KW:!p<0.05),!with!the!exception!of!M1!during!DTK!(see!tables!5.3!and!table!5.4).!!
Prefrontal" Cortex:$ As! depicted! (see! Figure! 5.10),! during! DTK,! greater! PFC! cortical!
haemodynamic! change! was! observed! amongst! novices! and! trainees! when! compared! to!
expert!surgeons![ΔHbO2!(μM!cm)!median!±!IQR:!novices!=!10.19!±!21.75,!trainees!=!7.46!±!
12.57,! experts! =! 1.56! ±! 11.37;! KW! p<0.05,! novices! >! trainees! >! experts!MWU:! p<0.001].!







throw!knots! (STK)! are! illustrated.! a)!Median! change! in!Hb! species! (μM!cm)! is! depicted!by!expertise! for! the!
cross=sectional! experiment.! Dotted,! dashed! and! bold! lines! represent! Haemodynamic! signals! of! experts,!
trainees!and!novices!respectively.!
!




>! novices! MWU:! p<0.001].! For! knot=tying! tasks,! greater! PMC! activation! was! observed!
amongst! trainees! compared! to! experts! and!novices! [DTK:!ΔHbO2! (μM!cm)!median! ±! IQR:!
novices!=!7.71!±!19.94,!trainees!=!8.78!±!16.68,!experts!=!4.71!±!14.18;!KW:!p<0.05,!trainees!
>! experts! MWU:! p<0.001;! STK:! ΔHbO2! (μM!cm)! median! ±! IQR:! novices! =! 1.83! ±! 14.82,!
trainees!=!9.54!±!14.19,! experts! =!6.61!±!13.97;!KW:!p<0.05,! trainees!>!experts! >!novices!
MWU:!p<0.001].!
!
Supplementary"Motor" Area:! The!magnitude! of! task! evoked! SMA! cortical! haemodynamic!
change! was! found! to! be! significantly! greater! amongst! trainees! and! experts! than! novices!












Primary" Motor" Cortex:! No! expertise! related! differences! in! M1! cortical! haemodynamic!
change! was! observed! across! knot! tying! sub=tasks! [i.e.! DTK! and! STK].! However! for! NDI,!

















! ΔHbO2! ΔHHb! ΔHbO2! ΔHHb! ΔHbO2! ΔHHb!
NDI! "! "*! "*! "*! "*! "*!
DTK! "*! "*! "*! "*! "*! "*!
STK! #*! "*! $! "*! "*! "*!
PMC!
NDI! #*! "! $! "! $! $!
DTK! $! "! $! $! "*! #*!
STK! #*! $! #*! $! $! "*!
SMA!
NDI! #*! $! #*! $! $! $!
DTK! $! $! $! $! $! #*!
STK! #*! $! #*! $! $! $!
M1!
NDI! #*! $! #*! $! $! $!
DTK! $! $! $! $! $! $!
STK! $! $! $! $! $! $!
!
Table!5.3.#Depicts!between=group!differences!in!cortical!haemodynamic!change!between!paired!comparisons!
of! novices,! trainees! and! experts.! Regions! examined! are! the! prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),! dorsal! premotor! cortex!
(PMC),!supplementary!motor!area!(SMA)!and!primary!motor!cortex!(M1).!Comparative!increase!and!decrease!
in! oxygenated! haemoglobin! change! (+ΔHbO2)! and! deoxygenated! haemoglobin! change! (=ΔHHb)! are!








































PFC! 6.10!±!21.68! 5.24!±!11.49! 1.49!±!12.55! <0.001! 0.312# <0.001# 0.001!
PMC! 4.03!±!15.97! 7.91!±!14.46! 5.44!±!14.03! <0.001# <0.001! 0.033! 0.019!
SMA! 2.50!±!14.62! 6.70!±!13.02! 6.37!±!12.17! <0.001# <0.001! <0.001! 0.609!
M1! 3.35!±!12.94! 7.80!±!12.91! 8.16!±!12.20! <0.001# <0.001! <0.001! 0.859!
!
ΔHHb!NDI!
PFC! 2.52!±!7.66! 0.70!±!5.87! =0.06!±!3.65! <0.001# <0.001# <0.001# <0.001#
PMC! 0.76!±!5.86! =1.95!±!7.84! =1.64!±!5.31! <0.001! <0.001! <0.001! 0.285!
SMA! =0.28!±!7.05! =1.32!±!6.88! =0.80!±!4.96! 0.002! 0.007! 0.592# 0.001!
M1! =0.95!±!7.65! =0.56!±!5.71! =0.26!±!4.53! 0.838# 0.574! 0.660! 0.982!
!
ΔHbO2!DTK!
PFC! 10.19!±!21.75! 7.46!±!12.57! 1.56!±!11.37! 0.001! <0.001! <0.001! <0.001!
PMC! 7.71!±!19.94! 8.78!±!16.68! 4.71!±!14.18! 0.001! 0.050# 0.009! 0.001!
SMA! 5.52!±!19.10! 6.59!±!12.44! 5.53!±!12.51! 0.067! 0.037! 0.473! 0.076!
M1! 7.57!±!20.85! 6.85!±!12.11! 4.10!±!13.62! 0.212! 0.864! 0.249! 0.057!
!
ΔHHb!DTK!
PFC! 3.01!±!9.13! 1.08!±!5.67! 0.09!±!4.16! 0.001! <0.001# <0.001# <0.001#
PMC! 0.96!±!7.41! =1.60!±!6.65! 0.46!±!5.12! 0.001! <0.001! 0.302! <0.001!
SMA! =0.16!±!7.70! =1.21!±!7.22! 0.16!±!5.43! 0.001! 0.009! 0.138! <0.001!
M1! 0.81!±!8.16! =0.92!±!6.42! =0.05!±!4.14! 0.250! 0.122! 0.445! 0.301!
!
ΔHbO2!STK!
PFC! 3.97!±!19.09! 8.50!±!15.95! 4.20!±!11.45! 0.001! <0.001! 0.585! <0.001!
PMC! 1.83!±!14.82! 9.54!±!14.19! 6.61!±!13.97! 0.001! <0.001! <0.001! <0.001!
SMA! 2.89!±!10.51! 6.57!±!12.65! 7.15!±!13.30! 0.001! <0.001! <0.001! 0.870!
M1! 5.20!±!13.60! 7.50!±!15.69! 6.07!±!11.03! 0.042! 0.025! 0.039! 0.920!
!
ΔHHb!STK!
PFC! 2.39!±!7.16! 1.14!±!6.54! 0.03!±!3.82! 0.001! <0.001! <0.001! <0.001!
PMC! =0.23!±!6.21! =1.12!±!8.94! =1.03!±!5.56! 0.332! 0.214! 0.830! 0.199!
SMA! =0.53!±!5.88! =1.74!±!7.38! =0.42!±!4.26! 0.001! 0.003! 0.061! 0.001!
M1! =0.59!±!8.03! =0.49!±!6.59! 0.007!±!3.90! 0.649! 0.883! 0.377! 0.451!
!
Table!5.4.!Comparison!of!the!derived!regional!ΔROI!Hb!for!HbO2!and!HHb!species!for!each!sub=task,!namely:!















As! summarised! in! Table! 5.5,! significantly$ greater! PFC! cortical! oxygenation! change! was!
observed!amongst!experts!during! ‘anti>directional’! knot=tying! tasks! (KT)! compared! to! ‘iso>
directional’$NDI!tasks![ΔHbO2!(μM!cm)!median!±!IQR:!KT!=!2.67!±!11.30,!NDI!=!1.49!±!12.55!















PFC! 1.49!±!12.55! 2.67!±!11.30! <0.001#
PMC! 5.44!±!14.03! 5.30!±!14.32! 0.471!
SMA! 6.37!±!12.17! 6.16!±!13.08! 0.394!
M1! 8.16!±!12.20! 5.73!±!12.11! 0.037!
ΔHHb!
PFC! =0.06!±!3.65! 0.06!±!4.04! 0.329!
PMC! =1.64!±!5.37! =0.30!±!5.36! <0.001#
SMA! =0.80!±!4.96! 0.18!±!5.03! 0.077!




double! throw! knots! (DTK)! and! single! throw! knots! (STK)! in! experts!within! the! cross=sectional! study.! Regions!





brain! networks! showed! variations.! Mean! characteristic! path! length! was! observed! to!
decrease!with!increasing!expertise!(mean!±!S.D.!=!novices!0.23!±!0.02,!trainees!0.22!±!0.04!
and! experts:! 0.18! ±! 0.02).# The! resulting! trainee! and! expert! group! networks! consisted! of!
nodes!with! fewer! functional! connections! (i.e.! edges)! than! that! of! novices! (mean!network!
edges!±!S.D:!novices!=!356!±!98.76,!trainees!=!256!±!54.72,!experts!=!264!±!39.95).!On!the!
other! hand,! modularity! of! the! network! was! observed! to! increase! with! expertise! (mean!
networks!modularity!±!S.D.!=!novices!0.26!±!0.06,!trainees!0.33!±!0.09,!experts:!0.36!±!0.03).!
As! illustrated! in!Figure!5.14!and!Table!5.6,# the!SWI!varied!according! to! surgical!expertise.!





a! trend! towards! greater! small! worldness! with! increasing! expertise,! particularly! for! knot=
tying!episodes!(SWI!median!±!IQR:!DKT!novices!=!1.21!±!0.01,!trainees!=!1.54!±!0.07,!experts!
=! 1.88! ±! 0.07,! experts! >! trainees! and! novices! MWU! p<0.001,! trainees! >! novices! MWU!
p<0.001;!SKT!novices!=!1.67!±!0.07,!trainees!=!1.55!±!0.06,!experts!=!2.10!±!0.17,!experts!>!
trainees! and! novices!MWU! p<0.001,! novices! >! trainees!MWU! p<0.001).! However,! in! the!












Overall# 1.87!±!0.26! 1.68!±!0.97! 1.46!±!0.41! E!>!T!>!N!p<0.001!
Needle#Drive#
Insertion#[NDI]#
1.71!±!0.08! 2.75!±!0.37! 1.46!±!0.03! T!>!E!>!N!p<0.001!
Double#Throw#
Knot#[DTK]#
1.88!±!0.07! 1.54!±!0.07! 1.21!±!0.01! E!>!T!>!N!p<0.001!
Single#Throw#
Knots#[STK]#
2.10!±!0.17! 1.55!±!0.06! 1.67!±!0.07! E!>!N!>!T!p<0.001!
#









In! this! study! functional! neuroimaging! was! employed! to! investigate! expertise=related!
disparities!in!recruitment!of!cortical!substrates!and!changes!in!cortical!networks!within!the!
entire! frontal! lobe! that! are! likely! to! be! vital! for! complex! laparoscopic! skills! acquisition.!
Mental! workload! reduced! whilst! technical! performance! improved! in! line! with! operator!
experience! and! brain! function! varied! according! to! surgical! expertise.! The! primary!
observation!is!that!cortical!network!architectures!became!progressively!more!small=world!in!
line!with! increasing! surgical! technical! skill.! ! Conceivably,! with! practice,! surgeons! learn! to!
retain! only! vital! long=range! cortical! connections! whilst! simultaneously! tuning! local!
connectedness;!wiring!specifically!designed!to!maximise!neural!efficiency338.!Contrary!to!the!
hypothesis! and! the! findings! of! a! similar! study! evaluating! surgeons! brain! function! during!
LICS29,!novices!do!appear!to!activate!the!PFC!to!a!greater!extent!than!trainees!and!experts,!a!
finding! commensurate!with!motor! learning! theory42,279! and! studies! of! open! surgical! skills!
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acquisition259,260.!Despite! this,! experts!may! still! recruit! centres!of!executive! control!during!
episodes! of! high! mental! workload;! indeed! the! magnitude! of! PFC! recruitment! amongst!
expert! surgeons! appears! to! depend! on! the! degree! of! task! complexity.! One! advantage! of!
entire! frontal! lobe! neuro=monitoring! is! the! capacity! for! assessment! of! brain! excitation!
beyond! isolated! evaluation! of! the! PFC29,259=261,326.! Indeed,! trainees! and! experts! appear! to!
recruit! frontal! motor! regions! (PMC,! SMA! &! M1)! to! a! greater! extent! than! novice!
laparoscopists,! compatible! with! the! notion! that! they! have! progressed! beyond! the!
“cognitive”!phase!of!motor!learning18,25,42,246,277,325.!
!
It! is! perhaps! unsurprising! that! experts! outperform! trainees! and! novices!when! objectively!
assessed! on! LICS.! However,! the! current! study! provides! further! data! to! reinforce! the!
construct!validity!of! the!FLS!assessments!and!adds!to!a!wider!body!of! literature!regarding!
objective! assessment! of! technical! laparoscopic! skills! per! se320,324.! However,! as! previously!
discussed,!scoring!systems!such!as!FLS!provide!a!one=dimensional!assessment!of! technical!
skill! and! are! not! designed! to! evaluate! attention! and! concentration! or! the! amount! of!
neuronal!resources!invested!in!performance!which!arguably!better!reflect!the!degree!of!task!
internalisation! that!defines! the!extent!of!motor! learning.!Therefore,! surgeons!with! similar!
technical!performance!scores!may!differ! significantly!with! respect! to! task!automation!and!
hence!capacity!for!multitasking!and!attention!sharing.!For!example,!in!a!study!by!Stefanidis!
and! colleagues80! whilst! trainees! and! experts! were! indistinguishable! on! the! basis! of! LICS!
technical! skills,! significant! differences! in! their! ability! to! perform! a! secondary! attentional!
demanding! task! was! exposed80.! Whilst! the! introduction! of! secondary! tasks! may! provide!
clues!to!the!extent!of!task!internalisation!and!phase!of!motor!learning,!the!cognitive!burden!
of! the!primary! technical! task! can!be!provided!by! either! indirect! (e.g.!NASA!TLX)! or! direct!
assessments!of!mental!workload!(e.g.!brain!function).!!
!
Experts! develop! automaticity! with! deliberate! practice! presumably! liberating! mental!
resources! to! deal! with! new! or! unfamiliar! tasks,! a! surrogate! of! which! is! amelioration! in!
mental!workload83.!Commensurate!with!this!theory,!novices!found!performing!LICS!subtasks!
significantly! more! burdensome! than! expert! surgeons.! Interestingly,! despite! significant!
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differences! in!FLS!performance,!novice!and!trainees!were! indistinguishable!on!the!basis!of!
differences! in!workload! scales.! Therefore,!whilst! the!NASA! TLX! is! a! useful! instrument! for!
workload! evaluation,! between=group! differences! in! workload! may! not! be! sufficiently!
construct!valid!for!assessment!on!LICS,!and!it!may!be!that!performance!gains!made!early!in!
practice! are! independent!of! changes! in! task=evoked! cognitive!burden.! Interestingly,! other!
MIS! studies! have! failed! to! demonstrate! significant! differences! in!mental! workload! scales!
between!surgeons!with!significantly!different!technical!performance339.!Other!limitations!of!
the!NASA!TLX! include!context!effects! (ratings! influenced!by!environmental!effects!prior! to!
rating),!range!or!anchor!effects!(rator!tailors!of!use!of!scales!to!experience!in!experimental!
environment)! as!well! as! being! labour! intensive! to! administer332.!Despite! these! limitations!





role! during! the! early! ‘cognitive’! phase! of! learning!when! novice! performance! is! unskilled,!
inconsistent,!highly!dependent!on!sensory!feedback!and!effortful279.!During!early!stages!of!
skills! acquisition! it! serves! as! a! scaffolding! framework! to! help! cope! with! novel! task!
demands279.!Prefrontal!activity!is!observed!to!attenuate!with!practice!often!associated!with!
performance! improvements259,277,312,325.! Indeed,! unlike! novice! surgeons! who! activate! the!
PFC! during! open! surgical! knot=tying326! a! relative! prefrontal! redundancy! was! identified! in!
experts.! In! this! context,! there! is! a!misalignment!between! the!parsimonious!observed!PFC!
activation! and! the! anticipated! prefrontal! response! amongst! novice! laparoscopists.! One!
theory!accounting! for! this! low=level!of!PFC!activity! is! the!complexity!of!LICS! is! such! that!a!
limited! 2=hour! training! session! is! simply! insufficient! for! subjects! to! enter! the! “cognitive!
phase”! of! learning.! Izzetoglu! et! al340! observed! that! PFC! oxygenation! initially! rose! linearly!











al29! the! findings! of! the! current! study! were! congruent! with! motor! learning!
literature25,245,246,277,312.! These! differences! are! possibly! attributed! to! a! difference! in! OT!
equipment,! the!study’s!experimental!design!where!participants!performed!LICS!as!per! the!
FLS!curriculum!and!were!asked!to!focus!on!the!quality!of!the!task!instead!of!being!provided!
a! fixed! time!period!where!performance!was!assessed!by! the!number!of!knots!performed,!
which!may!lead!to!increased!temporal!demand.!
!
Unlike! open! hand! knot=tying259! demonstrable! differences! in! technical! skill! of! LICS! was!
observed! between! trainees! and! experts,! which! was! reflected! in! significantly! greater! PFC!
oxygenation! amongst! trainees.! Motor! learning! behaviour! and! associated! motor!
performance!is!task!specific25.!Open!hand!knot!tying!is!comparatively!easier,!well!rehearsed!
and! overlearned! compared! to! LICS,! which! permits! trainees! to! rapidly! progress! to!







Unsurprisingly,! trainees! and! experts! accordant! to! their! stage! of! skills! acquisition! engaged!
secondary!motor! regions! (PMC,! SMA! and!M1)! greater! than! novices! based! on! number! of!
activated! channels! and!magnitude! in! activation! on! both! haemoglobin! species! (HbO2! and!
HHb),! which! lends! support! to! the! secondary! hypothesis! of! this! study.! Experts! who!
assumedly!with!extended!practice!had!begun!to!exhibit!a!shift!in!engagement!from!anterior!
regions! associated! with! early! learning! to! posterior! and! subcortical! regions! appropriately!
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exhibited! less! activation! than! trainees! in! the! PMC.! The! PMC! is! recruited! for! retrieval! of!
learned! motor! sequences! at! early! stages25,246,312,325.! SMA! activation! is! observed! at! late!
stages!of!motor! learning25,245,246,277,312,325!where! it! too! is! involved! in!generation!of! learned!
sequences! but! unlike! PMC,! it! is! implicitly! driven.! Lefebvre! et! al342! highlighted! the!
importance!of!engagement!of!the!SMA,!which!was!observed!amongst!individuals!who!were!
better!performers!and!had!made!early!performance!gains342.!Similarly,!as!observed!by!Karni!
et! al317! trained! participants! (experts! and! trainees)! displayed! greater! and! a! wider!map! of!
activation! in! the! M1! than! novices.! Finally,! Puttemans! et! al312! through! 10,500! cycles! of!
practice! uniquely! tracked! learning=related! neuroplasticity! extensively! beyond! motor!
performance! reaching! asymptotic! levels.! In! this! longitudinal! study! of! bimanual! motor!
learning,! at! different! stages! down=regulation! of! all! cortical! motor! learning! centres! were!
observed! whereas! attenuation! of! SMA! and! M1! was! observed! at! late! stages! when!
participants!continued!to!practice!beyond!asymptotic!levels.!Shifts!in!activation!foci!and!up=
regulation!of!activation!were!only!observed!in!sub=cortical!structures!namely!the!putamen!
and! the! anterior! cerebellum! at! the! final! autonomous! stage! of! learning312.! In! this! regard,!




Extensive! research! on! bimanual! movements! has! revealed! that! humans! show! a! basic!
tendency! to! symmetrical! movements! (in>phase)! as! opposed! to! directionally! different!
asymmetric! movements! (anti>phase)! 343,344.! Allocentric! constraints! in! human! motor!
behaviour! result! in! ‘anti>phase’$movements! being! less! stable,! more! difficult! to! perform,!
requiring! greater! attention! and! practice! 330.! Recent! evidence! suggests! a! distributed! brain!
network!of! fronto=parietal! regions! involved! in!bimanual! coordination! 330,345=348.! The!added!
value! of! LS! sub=tasks! selected! here! was! to! expose! potential! differences! in! the! neural!
correlates!underlying!differences! in!bimanual! co=ordination! according! to!demands.! Expert!
surgeons!provide!a!rare!opportunity!to!explore!patterns!of!bimanual!coordination!that!are!
both!exceptional!and!relatively!free!from!learning!confounds.!Despite!displaying!significantly!




during! knot=tying! episodes! relative! to! needle! insertion! during! suturing.! However,! unlike!
other!studies!implicating!the!pre=SMA!and!SMA!in!‘anti>phase’$or!incongruent!bimanual!co=
ordination! 291,349=351! greater! SMA!activation! during! knot=tying! relative! to! needle! drive!was!
not!observed!in!the!current!study.!Finally,!comparatively! lower!M1!excitation!during!knot=
tying! is!commensurate!with!other! fNIRS!studies!suggesting! that!complex!uni=manual! tasks!





Connectivity!measures! (inter=regional!activity)!have!been! found!to!be!more!sensitive! than!
regional! cortical! activation! when! evaluating! neuroplasticity! associated! with! long=term!
training220.! The! final! hypothesis! underpinning! this! thesis! chapter!was! that!with! increasing!
expertise! the! cortical! network! of! the! motor! learning! regions! would! evolve! into! an!
architecture!characterised!by!a!shorter!path!length!(indicative!of!greater!global!efficiency!of!
network),! higher! clustering! (robustness! to! random! error)! and! more! modular! structure!
(presence! of! sub=systems! or! neighbourhoods)328,! all! of! which! ultimately! increase! the!
network! SWI.! All! groups! exhibited! networks! with! SWI! of! greater! than! 1,! suggesting! LICS!





shorter! path! length! between! any! pair! of! nodes! due! to! the! presence! of! few! long! range!
connections! (edges)338.! In! a! seminal! paper,! Watts! et! al327! found! that! most! real! world!
complex!networks!either!biological! (Neural!network!of!the!worm!C.elegans),! technological!
(power! grid! of! the! United! States)! and! social! network! (collaboration! graph! of! film! actors)!
were! shown! to! be! small! world=networks.! In! order! to! maximize! information! transfer!
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(efficiency)! at! a! low! wiring! cost! due! to! the! finite! space! in! which! the! human! brain! is!
contained,! it! is! found! to! possess! small! world! architecture! at! both! a! macro! and! micro!








exposed! which! has! a! direct! impact! on! their! operative! outcomes4.! The! magnitude! of!
activation! in!motor! centres! of! the! brain! and! the! strength! of! connectivity! between! these!
regions! such! as! SWI! could! potentially! bolster! surrogate! objective!markers! of! expertise! in!
credentialing! of! expert! surgeons! based! on! efficient! neural! behaviour.! Future! work! to!
strengthen! our! observations! would! focus! on! longitudinal! studies! of! procedural! motor!
learning!of!LICS!over!multiple!sessions.!The!type!of!feedback!(positive,!negative!and!neutral)!
also! has! differential! effects! on! procedural! learning! in! terms! of! performance! gains! and!
retention356.! It!would!be!desirable! to! investigate! the!underlying!neuroplasticity!associated!
with!each!form!of!feedback,!which!could!guide!structuring!of!current!training!methods!for!





investigating! surgical! skill.! Limited! availability! of! experts!who!perform!enough!procedures!
involving! LICS! prevented! recruitment! of! more! experts.! Indeed,! only! bariatric! or! upper!
gastrointestinal! surgeons! who! most! often! perform! this! manoeuvre! were! eligible.! To!




haemoglobin! species! a! plethora! of! results! (see! Table! 5.4)! was! obtained! which! required!
summary.! A! variable! “combined$ LICS”! was! created,! which! represents! the! average!




statistical! significance! as! were! limited! by! the! generation! of! nine! group=averaged! brain!
networks!representative!of!each!sub=task.!Finally,!OT!cannot!quantify!deeper!brain!regions!
that!are!associated!with!motor! learning! such!as! the!basal!ganglia!and!cerebellum.!On! the!
other!hand!DOT!is!advantageous!as!it!neither!restricts!surgeons!from!performing!technical!


















Practice! dependent! neuroplasticity! describes! changes! in! brain! activation! or! network!
connectivity! that!occur!with! improved! speed!and! task! accuracy!as! a! result! of!motor! skills!
training,!and!which!can!be!mapped!to!traditional!models!of!learning!25.!Procedural!training!
and! expertise! development! is! associated! with! neuroplasticity! in! primary! and! secondary!
motor! regions! in! the! brain! 25,245,246,277,306.! Regarding! frontal! lobe! plasticity,! empirical! data!
suggests! an! “associative/premotor”! network! including! the! dorsolateral! prefrontal! cortex!
(DLFPFC)!and!dorsal!premotor!(PMC)!which!supports!novel!demands!early!in!practice!311,312,!
and! a! “sensorimotor”! network! that! involves! the! supplementary! motor! area! (SMA)! and!
primary!motor!cortex!(M1),!recruited!in!advanced!stages!of!training!299,307,325,357.!!
!
Surgeons! represent! a! unique! population! in! whom! to! study! such! learning=related!
neuroplasticity! due! to! the! intensity! of! training,! and! the! precision! and! complexity! of! the!
bimanual! motor! skills! they! need! to! assimilate.! These! skills! comprise! bimanual! sequence!
learning!under!error=based!paradigms!requiring!adaptation!to!the!external!environment!and!
inter=limb! co=ordination! 245,281,358=360.! Critically,! functional! neuroimaging! provides! objective!
data! to! inform!the!stage!of! learning! for! trainee!assessment;! technical!aptitude! for! trainee!
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selection! 259,313! and! enables! evaluation! of! strategies! geared! to! enhance! learning! or! re=
learning!255,!especially!important!in!high=risk!industries!such!as!healthcare.!
!
Studying! ambulant! subjects! performing! complex! tasks! with! ferromagnetic! equipment!
imposes! experimental! challenges! for! which! traditional! scanning! environments! such! as!
functional! magnetic! resonance! imaging! (fMRI)! are! ill! suited.! Investigators! have! therefore!
exploited! recent! technical! developments! in! electroencephalography! (EEG)267,270,272! and!
multi=channel!functional!near!infrared!spectroscopy!(fNIRS)253,254,258,259!to!study!motor!skills!
acquisition,!implicit!and!explicit!skills!learning!schedules!272,!and!neural!feedback!to!improve!






Amongst! operative! manoeuvres,! laparoscopic! suturing! (LICS)! is! putatively! the! most!
challenging! motor! skill! to! acquire! 114,319,362,363.! LICS! represents! a! complex! bimanual! task!
requiring!the!operator!to!overcome!paradoxical!movements!due!to!the!fulcrum!effect!under!
restricted!kinematics! (degrees!of! freedom),!execute!a!precise! sequence!movements!using!
long!rigid! instruments!via!miniature! incisions!that!amplify!hand!tremors,!besides! imposing!
sensorimotor!disruptions! such!as! the!distortion!of! tactile! feedback,!movement!adaptation!
according!to!the!visual!scalar!difference!and!the!loss!of!depth!perception!319.!!
!
Contrary! to! published! literature! implying! an! expertise=associated! gradient! in! prefrontal!
responses! 259,260,312,325,361,! experts! and! novices! could! not! be! differentiated! based! on!
prefrontal! responses!during!LICS,!and! further! training! led! to! incremental!PFC!engagement!
and!not!attenuation!29.!Importantly,!extended!training!was!not!provided,!practice!associated!
prefrontal! attenuation! was! not! observed,! and! secondary! motor! areas! such! as! the! SMA!
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which! may! better! characterise! differences! in! cognitive! processing! between! expert! and!
novices!were!not!studied!29,364.!!
!
In! the! current! study,! a! longitudinal! experiment! was! designed! to! interrogate! frontal! lobe!
plasticity!associated!with!LICS!acquisition!using!fNIRS.!Based!on!established!motor!learning!
literature! and! the! results! of! the! cross=sectional! study! (see! Sec! 5.3! of! Chapter! 5)! our!
hypotheses!were!as!follows:!(i)!attenuation!in!PFC!activation,!(ii)!an!initial!increase!followed!
by!a!decrease!in!PMC!and!SMA!activation,!(iii)!an!initial!reduction!followed!by!a!late!increase!
in!M1! activation! and! (iv)! sustained! increases! in! PMC! and! SMA! activation! upon! retention!
testing!due!to!off>line!learning!gain.!A!fortnight!of!deliberate!practice!is!expected!to!lead!to!





relation!to!training!on! laparoscopic! intracorporeal!suturing! (LICS).!The!functional! regions! interrogated!within!
the!frontal!lobe!are!the!prefrontal!cortex!(pink),!premotor!cortex!(green),!supplementary!motor!area!(purple)!
and! primary! motor! cortex! (yellow).! The! size! of! the! red! circles! in! each! of! the! aforementioned! regions!











was!deconstructed! into! three! sub=tasks! (see! figure!5.5! in!Chapter! 5)! namely!needle!drive!
insertion!(NDI),!double!throw!knot!(DTK)!and!a!pair!of!single!throw!knots!(STK)!319,331.!Task!














Figure! 6.2.! Experimental! set=up! illustrating! a! surgeon!performing! laparoscopic! intracorporeal! suturing! (LICS)!
using! hand! held! laparoscopic! needle! holders! within! a! box! trainer! under! two=dimensional! visual! feedback.!
Cortical! haemodynamic! data! is! captured! using! a! 44=channel! fNIRS! device! (ETG=4000,! Hitachi!Medical! Corp.,!
Japan).! The!magnified! workspace! depicts! the! “fulcrum! effect”! at! the! entry! point! into! the! body! (blue! box),!





Methodologically,! task!deconstruction!also!aimed!to!reduce!the!variance! in! task!durations!




the! long!end!of!suture!around!the!needle=holder.!The!short!end!of!suture! is! then!grasped!
and!the!knot!tied!through!opposing!forces!on!the!suture,!which!apposes!the!wound!edges.!
The! final! sub=task!STK! requires! formation!of!a! single! loop,! tying!a!knot!and! repeating! this!











A! block! design! experimental! paradigm! was! conducted,! consisting! of! baseline! rest! (30s),!
alternating! blocks! sub=task! execution! (variable! duration)! and! post! task! motor! rest! (40s).!
During! rest! periods,! participants! were! instructed! to! view! the! centre! of! the! screen.!
Experiments! were! conducted! in! a! controlled! laboratory! bereft! of! natural! light! and!








13! right=handed,! task!naive,!males!medical! students!were! recruited! from! Imperial!College!
London! (mean! age! ±! S.D.! =! 21.6! ±! 0.8! years).! All! participants! were! screened! for!
neuropsychiatric! illnesses! and! handedness! 365.! All! participants! withheld! from! caffeine! or!
alcohol!consumption!for!24!hours!prior!to!neuroimaging!assessments!given!the!influence!on!
regional! cerebral! haemodynamics! 199.! Participants! were! consented! for! a! total! of! eight!
sessions! including! LICS! practice! and! neuroimaging! sessions! as! outlined! (see! Figure! 6.3).!
During! the! first! session! referred! to!as!“initial$ session”,!novices! received! two!hours!of! task!
training!from!a!single!trained,!certified!proctor!(author!KS).!Training!comprised!a!ten=minute!
instructional!video,!followed!by!one!to!one!instruction!for!two!hours.!At!the!end!of!training,!
a!minimal! level!of! competency! i.e.!execution!of!one!cycle!of! LICS!within!600!seconds!was!
ascertained.!This!threshold!was!both!logistical!and!methodological.!A!pilot!study!determined!
that! 2! hours! was! the! duration! required! to! train! 80%! (12/15! participants)! to! reach! basic!
proficiency! 228! and! it!was! impractical! to! study! subjects!who! took! too! long! to!execute!one!
cycle! of! LICS.! Similarly,! if! during! the! experiment! a! participant! required! more! than! 300!
seconds! to!perform!one! LICS! sub=task,! data! collection!was! terminated.!Competent!novice!
participants!progressed! to! the!block!designed!experiment! (see! Figure!6.3)! as!described! in!





final! session.! Prior! to! retention! testing,! only! 15! minutes! of! task! familiarisation! was!
permitted,!akin!to!that!allowed!for!trainees!and!experts!in!the!cross=sectional!study.!At!each!
assessment! session! (initial,! mid,! final! and! retention)! participants! were! assessed! in! an!




A! single! assessor! ‘blinded’! to! the! identity! of! participants! retrospectively! assessed!
performance.! Task! completion! times! (seconds),! end=product! analysis! of! the! sutured!drain!
and!knot!quality!were!incorporated!into!a!single!performance!score.!The!validated!formula!
adopted!accounted!for!time!and!accuracy![FLS!Score!=!600!=!(time!in!seconds)!=!(penalties!×!
10)]! 27.! Penalties! were! levied! on! inaccuracies! namely! distance! (mm)! from! entry! and! exit!
points!marked!on!the!Penrose!drain,!distance!(mm)!between!the!cut!edges!of!the!drain!and!








using!non=parametric! statistical! tests! of! significance! (IBM!SPSS! v22;! SPSS! Inc.,! Chicago,! IL,!
USA).!Inter!session!data!was!compared!using!the!Friedman!test!(statistical!threshold!p<0.05)!





A! 44=channel! fNIRS! device! (ETG=4000;! Hitachi! Medical! Corp,! Tokyo,! Japan)! was! used! to!
acquire! functional! neuroimaging! data.! Optodes! comprising! emitters! and! detectors! were!
placed! three! centimetres! apart! and! held! in! two! thermoplastic! 3! ×! 5! array! holders.! The!
International! 10=10! system! was! employed! in! tandem! to! fixed! reference! points! on! the!
subjects!scalp!(i.e.!nasion,!inion,!vertex!and!bilateral!external!auditory!meati)!to!locate!ten!
inferred! scalp! markers! 200.! The! fixed! reference! points! and! all! optode! positions! were!
registered!using!a!3D!digitizer!(Isotrak,!Polhemus!Inc,!Vermont,!US)!to!provide!locations!of!
each!intended!channel!position!333.!22!channels!were!situated!over!the!PFC,!8!channels!over!
the! PMC,! 10! channels! over! the! SMA! and! 4! channels! over!M1.! Employing! 3D! Composite!






(channel! number! 1=22)!were! positioned! over! the! Prefrontal! Cortex! (pink)! and! 22! channels!were! positioned!





Bespoke!MATLAB!based! software! named! Imperial! College!Neuroimage!Analysis! (ICNA)! 334!
was! employed! to! process! fNIRS! data.! Relative! changes! in! light! data!were! transformed! to!












A!new!variable!ΔHb!was! created! for! each! given!haemoglobin! species! (HbO2! and!HHb),! to!
estimate! the! magnitude! of! task=evoked! cortical! activation.! For! each! given! channel! and!
haemoglobin! species,!ΔHb!was!calculated!by! subtracting! rest!haemoglobin!data! from!task!
haemoglobin!data!(i.e.!ΔHb!=!ΔHbTask!–!ΔHbRest).!Regional!changes!in!cerebral!blood!flow!
(ROIΔHb)!for!each!region!of!interest!(ROI)!namely!PFC,!PMC,!SMA!and!M1!was!calculated!by!
averaging! ΔHb! across! all! channels! located! in! that! ROI! for! a! given! sub=task.! ROIΔHb! was!
compared! between! training! sessions! using! Friedman! (Fr)! tests.! If! statistically! significant!
(p<0.05),! a! post=hoc! paired! comparison! was! performed! using! Wilcoxon! Sign! rank! (WSR)!








The! relationship! between! longitudinal! changes! in! PFC! cortical! haemodynamics! and!
behavioural! improvements! in! technical! performance! was! investigated! using! correlation!
analysis.!A!crude!fixed=effect!model!(Hb!~!1!+!Session!+!FLS!score!+!Session:FLS!score)!was!




Clustering! of! ΔHb! data! was! anticipated! due! to! inter=subject! variability! associated! with!
longitudinal! studies! 366.! Therefore,! for!each!Hb! species!each! (ΔHbO2!and!ΔHHb)!ΔHb!data!







heart! rate! (HR)! and/or! derived! heart! rate! variability! (HRV).! To! quantify! stress=induced!
changes! in! systemic! haemodynamics,! a! portable! electrocardiogram! (Bioharness! v2.3.0.5;!
Zephyr!Technology!Limited,!Annapolis,!USA)!was! fastened!over!each!participant’s!chest! to!
capture!HR!and!derive!HRV!data.!R!waves!were!detected!using!bespoke!MATLAB!software!
and! then! visually! inspected! and! verified! by! two! investigators.! Capturing! the! R=R! intervals!
and!R=R!standard!deviation!(SDRR),!enabled!mean!HR!and!HRV!to!be!derived.!An!increase!in!
HR! and! decrease! in! HRV! (SDRR)! represent! an! increase! in! stress! 367.! Between=group!
































53!±!20! 58!±!35! 51!±!33! 39!±!34! 0.407! Nil!significant!
NASA=TLX!!
(a.u)!DTK!
66!±!23! 50!±!25! 37!±!27! 43.5!±!41! 0.005# I!>!F#(0.005)#
NASA=TLX!!
(a.u)!STK!








FLS! performance! data! are! summarised! (see! Table! 6.1),! and! illustrated! (see! Figure! 6.5).!
Technical! performance! improved!with! practice! (median! FLS! scores! ±! IQR:! initial! session! =!
302!±!128,!mid!session!=!421!±!86,!final!session!=!471!±!40,!retention!session!=!468!±!56,!Fr:!
p<0.001).!Significant! improvements!were!observed!from!initial! to!mid!(WSR:!p<0.001)!and!
mid! to! final! sessions! (WSR:! p<0.001).! On! retention! testing! no! significant! deterioration! in!

















































HbO2! HHb! HbO2! HHb! HbO2! HHb! HbO2! HHb! HbO2! HHb! HbO2! HHb!
!
PFC!
!NDI! $! $! "*! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! #*! $!
DTK! $! "*! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! "*! $! $!
STK! "*! $! $! $! $! $! #*! $! #*! $! $! $!
!
PMC!
NDI! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! #*! $!
DTK! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $!
STK! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $!
!
SMA!
NDI! $! $! $! $! $! "*! $! $! $! $! $! $!
DTK! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $!
STK! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! "*! $! $! $! $!
!
M1!
NDI! $! $! $! "*! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $!
DTK! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! $!
STK! $! $! $! $! $! $! $! "*! $! $! $! $!
!
Table!6.2.!Longitudinal!variations!in!cortical!haemodynamic!change!associated!with!learning!LICS,!from!initial!
practice! (2! hours)! to! mid! practice! (5! hours),! through! to! final! practice! (8! hours),! and! finally! from! practice!
termination! to! retention! testing! four! weeks! later.! Brain! regions! examined! are! the! prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),!
dorsal! premotor! cortex! (PMC),! supplementary!motor! area! (SMA)! and!primary!motor! cortex! (M1).! Increases!















































PFC! 12.55!±!24.13! 10.43!±!19.88! 6.92!±!14.79! 10.07!±!18.97! <0.001! 0.125! <0.001! 0.936! 0.112! 0.006! <0.001!
PMC! 8.34!±!17.20! 7.47!±!18.92! 3.78!±!14.89! 8.37!±!14.22! 0.006! 0.692! 0.002! 0.848! 0.007! 0.733! <0.001!
SMA! 8.23!±!17.35! 7.31!±!13.89! 4.20!±!12.17! 5.71!±!13.28! 0.003! 0.759! 0.001! 0.089! 0.001! 0.015! 0.353!




PFC! 0.54!!±!8.15! 0.42!±!7.42! 0.59!±!5.70! 0.70!±!7.88! 0.276! 0.048! 0.929! 0.271! 0.002! 0.144! 0.284!
PMC! .0.76!±!8.49! .2.39!±!8.87! .1.49!±!7.50! .1.91!±!7.08! 0.319! 0.013! 0.205! 0.206! 0.710! 0.206! 0.263!
SMA! .1.22!±!7.54! .2.38!±!6.51! .1.91!±!6.40! .2.79!±!7.04! 0.024! 0.049! 0.015! 0.008! 0.724! 0.258! 0.031!




PFC! 8.08!±!19.95! 7.67!±!21.12! 7.77!±!17.91! 8.88!±!19.92! 0.030! 0.098! 0.727! 0.787! 0.007! 0.004! 0.988!
PMC! 6.26!±!19.33! 5.73!±!17.22! 4.20!±!15.54! 5.24!±!14.72! 0.740! 0.647! 0.626! 0.608! 0.203! 0.533! 0.184!
SMA! 4.84!±!16.22! 4.80!±!14.71! 3.77!±!13.16! 3.42!±!11.34! 0.558! 0.085! 0.547! 0.467! 0.673! 0.150! 0.416!




PFC! 1.17!±!7.17! 0.49!±!7.37! 0.65!±!5.22! 1.41!±!6.10! <0.001! <0.001! 0.037! 0.375! 0.051! <0.001! 0.001!
PMC! .0.51!±!9.09! .1.30!±!8.43! .0.68!±!8.84! .0.62!±!7.08! 0.670! 0.062! 0.086! 0.294! 0.563! 0.116! 0.128!
SMA! .0.91!±!6.91! .1.49!±!6.62! .1.19!±!6.56! .0.82!±!6.05! 0.749! 0.510! 0.150! 0.439! 0.347! 0.820! 0.854!




PFC! 8.59!±!19.21! 3.86!±!14.24! 7.31!±!12.09! 8.77!±!17.47! <0.001! <0.001! 0.315! 0.252! <0.001! <0.001! 0.011!
PMC! 6.49!±!15.59! 5.69!±!14.22! 5.27!±!15.23! 7.63!±!14.63! 0.235! 0.181! 0.!274! 0.406! 0.356! 0.092! 0.002!
SMA! 7.15!±!16.91! 6.40!±!16.99! 5.14!±!12.74! 6.48!±!11.99! 0.767! 0.083! 0.278! 0.834! 0.294! 0.905! 0.608!




PFC! 0.83!±!6.79! 0.50!±!7.13! 0.93!±!6.07! 1.03!±!5.70! 0.188! 0.019! 0.086! 0.984! 0.116! 0.014! 0.433!
PMC! .0.26!±!7.3! .1.27!±!8.22! .0.76!±!7.1! .0.67!±!5.35! 0.338! 0.260! 0.691! 0.145! 0.849! 0.581! 0.479!
SMA! .1.57!±!6.3! .0.69!±!6.61! .1.60!±!6.60! .1.65!±!6.15! 0.055! 0.181! 0.865! 0.719! 0.008! 0.032! 0.479!







14.79,! retention! =! 10.07! ±! 18.97;! Fr:! p<0.05,! initial! >! final!WSR:! p<0.001].! However,! PFC!
attenuation! was! not! sustained! and! a! greater! response! was! observed! during! retention!
(retention!>! final!WSR:!p<0.001).! Similarly,! contrary! to! the!attenuation!hypothesis,!paired!
between\session!comparisons!suggested!that!PFC!excitation!during!STK!was!greater!during!
latter! (‘final’! and! ‘retention’)! versus! intermediate! (‘mid’)! practice! runs! [ΔHbO2! (μM!cm)!
median!±!IQR:!initial!=!8.59!±!19.21,!mid!=!3.86!±!14.24,!final!=!7.31!±!12.09;!retention!8.77!±!













Premotor* Cortex:! For! NDI,! practice\related! attenuation! was! identified! in! PMC!
haemodynamic!responses!from!initial!to!final!practice,!followed!by!a!subsequent!significant!
increase! at! retention! [ΔHbO2! (μM!cm)!median! ±! IQR:! initial! =! 8.34! ±! 17.20,!mid! =! 7.47! ±!




Supplementary* Motor* Area:! During! NDI,! SMA! cortical! haemodynamic! change! decreased!
with! practice! (see! figure! 6.8)! from! initial! to! final! practice,! and! increased! between! final!
practice!and!retention![ΔHbO2!(μM!cm)!median!±! IQR:! initial!=!8.23!±!17.35,!mid!=!7.31!±!
13.89,!final!=!4.20!±!12.17,!retention!=!5.71!±!13.28;!Fr!p<0.05].!However,!after!Bonferroni!
adjustment,! post\hoc! paired! comparison! failed! to! reach! significance.! Practice\related!




Motor* Cortex:! Only! during! NDI! was!M1! activation! found! to! decrease! until! final! practice,!
followed!by!an!increase!on!retention![ΔHbO2!(μM!cm)!median!±!IQR:!initial!=!13.39!±!17.42,!
mid!=!9.41!±!16.84,!final!=!4.43!±!14.93,!retention!=!9.03!±!17.37;!Fr:!p<0.05;! initial!>!final!
WSR:! P<0.001].! A! similar! trend! was! observed! for! STK,! although! changes! failed! to! reach!











































































































































Table! 6.4!Random!effect! analysis! of! the! effect! of! practice! session! on! task! induced! change! in! regional! (ROI)!
cortical!haemodynamic!change!!(ΔHb).!Regions!interrogated!were!the!prefrontal!cortex!(PFC),!premotor!cortex!
(PMC),!supplementary!motor!area!(SMA)!and!primary!motor!cortex!(M1).!Change!in!cortical!haemodynamics!

























Frontal! lobe! neuroplasticity! associated! with! bimanual! complex! skills! acquisition! was!
interrogated! in! a! longitudinal! study!design.! The!motor! skill! studied! is! both!occupationally!
relevant! for! a! high\risk! field! and! requires! a! precise! sequence!of!movements! under!multi\
sensorimotor! adaptations.! Direct! one! to! one! practice! led! to! significant! improvements! in!
motor!skills!and!behavioural!performance!stabilization.!Motor!performance!adaptation!was!
associated! with! predicted! longitudinal! changes! (increases)! in! haemodynamic! changes! in!
secondary!motor!areas!such!as!the!SMA,!but!not!across!areas!of!executive!control.!Indeed,!
in! spite! of! behavioural! gains,! and! at! odds! with! motor! learning! literature! 25,246! predicted!
attenuation! in! prefrontal! responses! was! not! identified,! and! no! significant! correlation!




As!expected,! trained!novices!displayed! improvements! from!the!beginning!until! the!end!of!
practice.! Indeed,! performance! gains! were! relatively! greater! at! the! early! “fast”! learning!





task! whereby! a! reduction! in! subjective! workload! would! indicate! preparedness! to!
progression! to! the! next! level! of! training! 80.! Moreover,! subjective! assessments! of! mental!
workload! such! as! the! NASA\TLX! correlate! with! PFC! haemodynamic! change! during!
visuospatial! tasks! 314.! In! the! current! study,! as! predicted,! an! inverse! relationship! between!
burden!and!duration!of!practice!was!demonstrated.!Greatest!impact!in!reducing!burden!was!
associated! with! double! knot\tying,! since! mental! workload! indices! on! this! subtask! were!
significantly! lower! upon! practice! termination.! This! notwithstanding,! significant! stepwise!
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gains! in! technical! performance! between! each! training! session! were! not! necessarily!






Following!8!hours!of! training!over! the!course!of! two!weeks,! the!cohort!of! trained!novices!
made! significant! gains! towards! expert! levels! of! technical! performance.! As! postulated,!
longitudinal! increases! in! PMC,! SMA! and!M1! activation! was! suggested! from! progressively!
larger! changes! in! HHb.! Employing! fMRI,! Karni! et! al317! detected! an! inter\practice! session!
increase!in!M1!activity,!and!suggested!that!this!reflected!an!expanded!representation!of!the!
trained!sequence.!In!the!current!study,!random!effect!analysis!indicated!that!practice!was!a!
significant! predictor! of! HHb! change! across! SMA! channels! reflecting! embedding! of! the!




in!primary!and!secondary!motor! regions! 277,300.!However,!no!such!sustained,! significant!or!
sequential!decrease!in!PFC!activation!was!identified!with!short\term!training.!Results!of!the!
random!effect!analysis!and! longitudinal!correlation!analysis! imply!that!PFC!haemodynamic!
change! was! independent! of! practice\related! changes! in! performance.! Considering! the!
complexity! of! this! task,! the! duration! of! practice! may! have! been! too! limited! and! more!













participants! gain! positive! feedback! 370.! Therefore,! hypothetically,! attention\related! PFC!






haemodynamic! change! 314,371,372! but! this! is! not! universal! 373.! Conversely,! it! follows! that!
alleviation!of!burden!as!a!result!of!training!may!prompt!prefrontal!attenuation,!as!observed!
in! flight! simulation! training! 314.! Therefore,! the! disconnect! between! improving! workload!
scores!on!the!one!hand!and!sustained!PFC!activation!merits!further!discussion.!Firstly,!these!
results! imply! that! at! a! given! level! of! performance,!measurements! of! neuronal! activation!




Chapter! 5).! Learners!may!misperceive! the! level! of! attention,! concentration! and! on\going!
load,! falsely! perceive! a! reduction! in! their! subjective! workload! or! that! the! NASA\TLX!





Finally,! in!accordance!with! the!hypothesis,!upon!retention! testing! following!several!weeks!
without! practice,! progressive!prefrontal! excitation!was!observed! in! all! sub\tasks,! and!was!
significant!for!needle!insertion.!It!is!anticipated!that!the!lack!of!deliberate!practice!may!have!
led! to! a! rebound! increase! in! recruitment! of! executive! control! regions! to! support!
performance.!Interestingly,!progressive!PMC!activation!between!final!practice!and!retention!
was!observed.! Improvements! that!occur!without!physical!practice!are! referred! to!as! “off$




The! results!of! this! study! revealed!asynchronous! temporal! cortical!haemodynamic!changes!
within! the!PMC,!SMA!and!M1.!For!example,!hypothesised! longitudinal!decreases! in!∆HHb!
across! the! SMA! signifying! increased! activation! were! not! accompanied! by! progressive!
increases!in!∆HbO2.!Similarly,!across!PFC!channels!increases!in!both!∆HbO2!and!∆HHb!were!
observed!concomitantly.!Clearly,! the!relationship!between!changes! in!∆HbO2!and!∆HHb! in!
an! activated!brain! are! complex! 377\379! and! comprise! the! cumulative! effects! of! a!mismatch!
between!an! increased! cerebral! blood! flow! \! CBF! (increase! in!HbO2! and!decrease! in!HHb),!
increased!cerebral!blood!volume!(increase!in!HbO2!and!HHb)!and!cerebral!metabolic!rate!of!
oxygen! –! CMRO2! (decrease! in! HbO2! and! increase! in! HHb)186.! Therefore,! the! observed!
increase! in! ∆HHb! in! relation! to! the! increased! HbO2! may! suggest! decreased! oxygen!
consumption! in! relation! to! an! increase! in! HbO2! or! arteriolar! dilatation! with! a! regional!
cerebral!blood!flow!increase.!HHb!increases!are!associated!with!cerebral!venous!dilatation!
leading!to!cerebral!congestion!as!has!been!observed!in!a!rat!model!181!and!attributed!to!an!
immature! cerebral! haemodynamic! system! in! neonates! 380.! Similarly,! the! post\stimulus!
undershoot! in! the!BOLD! response! that! arises!because! cerebral! blood! volume! is! slower! to!
recover! than! CBF! and! CMRO2! 377!may! be!measured! as! HHb! increases! and! yet! still! reflect!




Importantly,! the! disparity! in! longitudinal! trends! between! Hb! species! exposed! here! (i.e.!
change!in!one!chromophore!as!predicted!whilst!the!other!remains!stable!or!progresses!in!a!
juxtaposed! direction)! are! challenging! to! contextualise! since! numerous! fNIRS! studies! base!
their!interpretations!on!cortical!oxygenation!changes!alone!29,314,381,382!and!there!is!a!paucity!
of! repeated!measures! fNIRS! studies.! One! approach! to! reconcile! the! disconnect! between!








The! pattern! of! practice! related! changes! in! frontal! lobe! activation! on! an! LICS! task! is!
commensurate!with!established!motor!learning!models!that!describe!changes!in!secondary!
motor!areas.!!Specifically,!eight!hours!of!distributed!intensive!practice!led!to!improvements!
in! skilled!motor!performance!and!strengthening!of!activation! in! secondary!motor! regions.!
However,! concurrent! prefrontal! attenuation!was! not! observed! suggesting! that! either! the!
challenges! in! executing! complex! bimanual! tasks! such! as! LICS! demand! sustained! attention!
and!executive!control!despite!performance!gains,!or!else!that!other!cognitive!factors!such!as!
rewards!may! lead! to! persistently! high! prefrontal! responses.! For! highly! complex! bimanual!




In! comparison! to! fMRI,! the! established! gold! standard! for! studying! human! brain! function,!
fNIRS!has!several!limitations!including:!lower!signal\to!noise!ratio;!poorer!spatial!resolution;!
and!the!inability!to!capture!activity!of!deep!cortical!and!subcortical!such!as!the!cerebellum!










by! stress.! Specifically,! experiments! aiming! to! de\couple! cortical! and! skin! flow! responses!
using!near!(5mm)!and!far!(30mm)!inter\optode!distances!385,386! identified!that!a!significant!
proportion!of! task\evoked!changes!assumed!to!be! from!cortical!origin! (far!channels)!were!
explained!by!changes!in!scalp!haemodynamics!(near!channels)!386.!This!notwithstanding,!the!
rigid! inter\optode! distance! of! the! current! head\gear! and! the! fixed! emitter\detector!
multiplexing! configuration!of! our! system! (ETG\4000)! and! the! sparse! numbers! of! channels!
across! the! PFC!made! it! technically! impractical! for! us! to! adopt! both! near! and! far! optode!
arrangements.!Instead,!to!control!for!likely!disparity!in!stress!responses!between!groups,!HR!









acquire! knowledge! regarding! permissible! forces! through! experience.! I! acknowledge! that!
differences! in!movement! intensity! 273,388,! velocity! 291,! amplitude! 389,! and! frequency! 390\392,!
which! were! not! measured! here! may! have! influenced! my! results.! However,! given! that!
increasing!motor! force! or! intensity! is! associated!with! increased!M1! activation! 273,388,! and!
that!novices!are!anticipated!to!use!greater!force,!then!the!prediction!would!be!greater!M1!
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receive! practice! but! whom!were! repeatedly! assessed! with! fNIRS.! A! control! group! would!
have! enabled! me! to! better! decouple! short\term! learning! related! changes! in! cortical!
responses!from!habituation!effects.!However,!if!the!findings!were!dominated!by!habituation!
then!one!might!expect!a!decrease!in!the!PFC!response!or!signal!as!a!result!of!boredom!on!
the! task,! when! in! fact! the! converse! was! observed.! Additionally,! there! are! ethical!
considerations! when! seemingly! only! providing! training! to! one! group! of!medical! students!
and!not!to!another.!!
!
Subjects! are! also! known! to! display! idiosyncratic! patterns! of! activation! during! motor!
execution,! which!may! be!masked! by! group! analyses! due! to! clustering! effects.! Variability!
between!subjects!in!fNIRS!responses!has!been!previously!reported!393.!To!address!clustering!
caused! by! inter\subject! and! within! subject! variability,! the! study! was! analysed! using! a!
random!effect!model.!Finally,! it!should!be!acknowledged!that!the!current!experiment!was!
deliberately!controlled!(familiarisation,!minimising!distractions,!etc),!to!monitor!task\specific!

















performance,!safety!and!efficiency243,394.!This! is!particularly! relevant! to! fields! that!warrant!
operator! vigilance,! technical! skill! levels! and! decision\making! such! as! command! control! in!
aviation340!and!surgery395.!Of! these,! surgery! is!unique! in! that! the!operator’s! technical!and!
cognitive! skill! levels!have!a!direct! impact!on!patient! safety.! In! theory,!enhanced!neuronal!
efficiency! in! surgeons! acquired! through! practice! and! training! or! through! improved!
ergonomics! may! manifest! as! improved! patient! safety.! Deepening! our! understanding! of!
operator! brain! behaviour! may! have! value! when! applied! to! improve! performance,!
particularly! in!high\risk!procedures.!Advances! in! functional!neuroimaging! technology!have!
made!it!possible!to!monitor!operators!in!more!realistic!settings!and!track!evolution!in!brain!
behaviour! that! accompanies! motor! skill! levels! learning.! To! this! end,! there! has! been! an!
increasing! number! of! research! studies! focused! on! studying! evoked! cortical! response! to!
complex! motor! behaviour! in! the! context! of! open! and! minimally! invasive! surgery!
(MIS)29,259,260,265,266,272,361.! In! this! study! we! used! functional! near\infrared! spectroscopy!
(fNIRS),!which!has!raised!increasing!interest!in!recent!years!for!performing!less!constricted,!
hence!more!naturalistic!neuroscience!experiments396.!!!




activation! within! executive! control! centres! such! as! the! prefrontal! cortex! (PFC)! has! been!
observed!in!novices!and!PFC!excitation!appears!to!attenuate!following!practice260.!In!a!study!
of! 18! subjects,! decreasing! ratios! of! oxygenated! haemoglobin! were! observed! in!
supplementary!motor! area! (SMA)! and!preSMA!when! learning! a!motor! skill227.! Similarly,! a!
decrease!in!cortical!activation!of!the!sensorimotor!cortex!was!reported!during!the!learning!
of! a! multi\joint! discrete! motor! task397.! This! is! commensurate! with! evidence! that! re\
organisation!of!brain!function!(i.e.!neuroplasticity)!accompanies!motor!skill! levels! learning,!
such! that! operator! skill! level! may! be! best! reflected! in! the! magnitude! of! regional! brain!
excitation!or!shifts! in!activation!foci246,277,398.!This!notwithstanding,! investigations!of!highly!
complex! motor! skill! levels! such! as!MIS,! have! failed! to! demonstrate! differences! between!
naïve! subjects! and! expert! operators29.!One! theory! is! that! for! highly! complex!motor! tasks!
such!as!MIS!that!require!2D!to!3D!perceptual!transformation!and!precise! inter\manual!co\
ordination,! skill! level\related! disparity! may! manifest! as! differences! in! frontal! lobe!
connectivity!rather!than!changes!in!activation!per!se.!This!can!be!deduced!from!the!cortical!
network!differences!reported!in!Sun!et!al221!across!early!and!late!motor!learning!states,!as!






master! operators! is! that! they! facilitate! interrogation! of! motor! plasticity! as! a! result! of!
repeated! practice! of! a! technical! skill! level! over! many! years.! Indeed,! few! studies! have!
investigated! learning\related! changes! in! connectivity! across! such! timescales,! and! current!
reports! are! restricted! to! minutes! or! weeks25,221,299,354,399.! Nevertheless,! existing! literature!
seems!to!suggest!greater!connectivity!between!frontal!and!cortical!motor!regions!in!‘early’!
versus! ‘late’! learning221! and! longitudinal! attenuation! in! functional! integration! in! motor\




Differences! in! functional! connectivity!may!help!discriminate!operators!based!on! their! skill!
level.!Classification!of!operator!proficiency!based!on!brain!behaviour!may!prove!invaluable!
for! objective! assessment! of! technical! skill! levels,! evaluation! of! trainee! progress,! and! if!
“interfaced”! to! the! operator! or! team,! may! improve! performance! or! aid! patient! safety!
through! cognitive! biofeedback400\402.! Whilst! amplitude! of! the! evoked! response! has! been!
used!for!classification!of!operator!states!previously403\405,!there!have!been!no!such!reports!
in!surgeons.!Indeed,!whilst!differences!in!amplitude!signal!change!in!executive!control!and!




posed! to! solve.! Machine! learning! (ML)! techniques! such! as! least\squares! support! vector!
machine! (LS\SVM)! generate! predictive! models! that! can! discriminate! data! based! on! the!
complexity!of!multivariate!relationships!such!as!those!arising!from!functional!connectivity.!!
In!this!study,!we!aim!to!investigate!and!discriminate!operator!skill!level!during!laparoscopic!
(key\hole)! surgical! manoeuvres! using! brain! connectivity! derived! from! evoked! optical!
imaging! responses.! Specifically,! we! employ! Optical! Topography! (OT)! to!monitor! operator!
brain!function!during!a!highly!complex!surgically!relevant!motor!task!(i.e.!key\hole!surgical!
suturing).! We! hypothesize! that! frontal! lobe! connectivity! in! associative! (prefrontal)! and!
premotor!seed!regions!will!decrease!in!line!with!increasing!operator!experience.!Functional!
connectivity! computed! from!one\second!epochs!of! filtered!oxygenated!and!deoxygenated!
haemoglobin!signals! (HbO2!and!HHb,!respectively)!was!used!to!classify!operator!skill! level.!







Local! Research! Ethical! Council! approval! was! obtained! (05/Q0403/142).! Participants! were!
screened! for! handedness365,! gender! and! neuropsychiatric! illness.! Participants! abstained!
from!consumption!of!alcohol!and!caffeine!for!24!hours!before!the!study!date199.!Thirty\two!
right\handed! male! surgeons! were! recruited! from! the! National! Health! Service! (NHS)! and!







FLS! was! performed! using! Kruskal! Wallis! (KW),! followed! by! Dunn’s! Test! (DT)! for! multi\
comparisons.! During! each! of! the! three! sessions,! the! surgical! procedure! was! segregated!









600!–! (time! in! seconds)!–! (penalties!!10)].! Penalties!were!measured!as!per!needle!entry!
and!exit!distance!points!from!pre\marked!points!(mms)!as!well!as!gap!between!the!edges!of!











Cortical! hemodynamic! data!were! recorded! at! 10! Hz! using! a! 44\channel! OT! system! (ETG\
4000,!Hitachi!Medical!Corp,!Japan).!To!capture!functional!behaviour!relating!to!motor!skill!
levels!acquisition,!channels!were!positioned!over!the!PFC,!premotor!cortex!(PMC),!SMA!and!
motor! cortex! (M1)! regions!of! the!brain!according! to! landmarks!of! the! International!10\10!












Figure! 7.2.! Registration! of! channel! positions! in! MNI! space! illustrate! the! approximate! locations! over! the!





to!each! task!onset! to!allow! for!haemodynamic!normalisation!after! task!offset.!During! this!
period,! subjects! were! asked! to! refrain! from! any! motion! prior! to! task! onset! and! not! to!
engage!in!deliberate!cognitive!work.!For!each!subtask,!the!first!6s!of!data!were!discarded,!
thereby! allowing! for! the! temporal! delay! between! task! onset! and! cortical! haemodynamic!
change.!At!each!channel,!changes!in!the!concentration!of!HbO2!and!HHb!were!reconstructed!
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from! variations! in! light! attenuation! using! the! modified! Beer\Lambert! law188.! To! reduce!
systemic! interference,! haemodynamic! data! were! low\pass! filtered,! linearly! detrended! to!




The!methodology! for! computing! the! between\group! differences! consists! of! the! following!
sequential!steps:!









!) = +),-. /0/102021+),-. (/0/1)5 ×0+),-. (2021)5 ; 000000/ = !&'(%8$9: , !&&'8$9:02 = !&'(%8$9% , !&&'8$9%0 ! !!(1)!
!
where! we! denote! Rv! coefficients! with! the! function! r! taking! as! inputs! the! mean\
centered!/! and!2!matrices;! and! the! indexes! ROI1! and! ROI2! represent! two! distinct!
regions!of! interest.!Once!computed,!Rv!coefficients!return!values!between!0!and!1!
that! can! be! interpreted! as! an! approximation! of! the! squared! Pearson! correlation!
coefficient410,411.!!























duration! of! one! trial).! Each! correlation!matrix! represents! a! session.! Each! element!
within! the! matrix! corresponds! to! a! scalar! that! represents! the! 2D! relationship!
between! two! channels! when! jointly! considering! both! signals! of! interest,! namely!
"HbO2!and!"HHb.!The!resulting!dimensionality!of! the!correlation!matrix! is!44!44,!
i.e.! one!element! for! each! channel,! out! of!which!22! are!on! the!PFC,! 10! are!on! the!
SMA,!8!are!on!the!PMC,!and!4!on!the!M1.!
!
b)! Time$course) based) networks:! Due! to! the! averaging! used! to! construct! an! exemplar!
network! across! a!whole! session,! some! latent! discriminatory! information!might! be!
omitted.!A!short!period!connectivity!network!can!be!constructed!using!Spearman’s!
correlations!between! channels,! this! time! considering!"HbO2!and!"HHb! separately.!
To! increase! the! granularity,! correlations! are! computed! within! one\second! epochs!
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across! the! whole! session.! Hence,! each! correlation! matrix! corresponds! to! a! single!
epoch!and!each!element!within!the!matrix!is!a!single!correlation!of!either!"HbO2!or!




For! the! analysis! of! the! functional! connectivity! datasets,! a! least\squares! support! vector!
machine! (LS\SVM)!with! a! non\linear! radial! basis! function! kernel! is! used.! ! In! LS\SVMs! the!
parameters!of!the!separating!hyper\plane!are!formulated!as!a!closed\form!linear!system!of!
equations412,413.!The!entire!data!are!first!divided! into!5!cross\validation!subsets!and!one! is!
held! out! for! testing.! Before! each! test,! optimization! of! the! L2! internal! regularization!
parameter! is! performed!over! a! 5\fold! cross\validation!process! using!only! the! training! set.!




To!evaluate! the!performance!of! the! classifier! for!each!of! the! two! sub\datasets!defined! in!
7.2.4.1,! standard!metrics! are! computed! from! the! true/false! positive/negative! (i.e.! TP,! TN,!
FP,!FN)!frequencies.!These!metrics!of!performance!are:!
!











! JKKLDG,)= = >? ∗ >A − B? ∗ BA(>? + B?)(>? + BA)(>A + B?)(>A + BA) ;! (3)!
!
!
MCC! can! be! re\formulated! to! be! multiclass! and! define! a! global! performance! metric!
representative! of! all! classes406,415.! In! order! to! make! it! multiclass,! the! whole! multiclass!
confusion!matrix!can!be!used!as!the!reference!to!compute!the!MCC!statistics.!The!multiclass!










Where!K . (.)!is!a!single!element!of!the!confusion!matrix!and!all!matrix!indexes!(Y, ., C)!start!
with!1!and! finish!with!Z,! unless!when! specified.! Formula! (4)! generalises!MCC!and!can!be!


















2)! Functional! connectivity:! coefficients! are! computed! as! a! proxy! for! functional!
connectivity! for! all! between\channel! signal! pairs,! thus! generating! a! functional!
connectivity!matrix.!The!elements!of!the!resulting!matrix!are!translated!into!a!sample!
vector,! in!which!each!vector!dimension!corresponds!to!an!element!of!the!matrix.! In!
the! case! where! two! functional! connectivity! matrices! are! generated! (one! for! each!
haemoglobin! species),! the! elements! of! both! matrices! are! linked! together! within! a!
same!sample!vector.!
!
3)! Skill! level! estimation:! In! advance! of! testing,! a! LS\SVM! algorithm! is! trained! and!
parameter! optimization! is! performed! as! described! in! 7.2.4.2.! The! sample! vector!
obtained!in!step!3!is!tested!against!a!support!vector!machine!model!by!using!one!of!









It! is! valuable! to! explore! the! relative! importance! of! each! brain! area,! by! considering! the!
connectivity! within! and! between! brain! areas! in! the! frontal! lobe,! as! opposed! to! solely!
considering! classifier! performance! based! on! the! fully! connected! adjacency! matrix.! The!
extended!dataset!is!used!in!this!analysis.!In!this!regard,!the!classifier!is!adapted!to!consider!
only! the! within\region! (local)! or! between\region! (inter\regional)! connectivity! for! a! given!
brain! region!of! interest! (ROI).! As! illustrated! in! Figure! 7.4,! for! a! given!ROI! the! local,! inter\
regional!or!combined!functional!connectivity!data!may!be!considered!and!defined!as:!!





b)! Inter$regional) connectivity:) Involves!observed!connections!between!channels!of!
different!brain!areas,!capturing!distant!functional!relationships!between!areas!of!
the!brain,!pruning!local!connections!within!the!region.)
c)! Combined) (within$region) and) inter$regional):! Includes) all! possible! functional!
connections,! both! within! a! given! ROI! and! between! that! ROI! and! other! brain!






Figure! 7.4.! Graphical! representation! of! local,! inter\regional! and! combined! (inter\local! regional)! connectivity!
showing! channels! over! the! PFC! (red),! PMC! (blue),! SMA! (green)! and! M1! (yellow).! Each! edge! represents! a!





Table!7.1!summaries! the!results!of! task\related!change! in!MHR,!MHRV!and!assessment!of!
motor!laparoscopic!skill!levels!(FLS).!As!anticipated,!technical!performance!was!significantly!
different! between! groups! (p<0.001,! Chi\square=58,! df=2,! KW).! Experts! displayed! superior!





























































For!all! groups,! the!null!hypothesis! is! retained!under!Shapiro\Wilk’s! (SW)! test!of!normality!
(Novices:!p=0.31,!Trainees:!p=0.11,!Experts:!0.09).!
7.3.2.1.! Needle!insertion!!
Frontal! lobe! connectivity! during! needle! insertion! varied! according! to! surgical! skill! level!
(Figure! 7.5).! Correlations! between! PFC! and! PMC! seed! regions! and! other! frontal! motor!
cortical!regions!were!observed!to!be!lower!in!trainees!and!experts!than!novices.!Overall,!a!
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significant!main!effect!of!skill! level!was!observed! for! the! interactions!PFC\SMA!(p<0.01,!F\
value=20.06,! df=2;! ANOVA),! PFC\PMC! (p<0.01,! F\value=16.05,! df=2;! ANOVA),! SMA\PMC!
(p<0.01,! F\value=36.67,! df=2;! ANOVA).! Upon! post\hoc! analysis! no! significant! differences!
between! trainees! and! experts!were! observed! (PFC\SMA:! p=0.56,! PFC\PMC:! p=0.97,! SMA\
PMC:! p=0.09;! Tukey’s! HSD).! However,! comparisons! between! novices! and! trainees! (PFC\
SMA:!p<0.01,!PFC\PMC:!p<0.01,!SMA\PMC:!p<0.01;!Tukey’s!HSD),!and!novices!and!experts!
were! statistically! significant! (PFC\SMA:! p<0.01,! PFC\PMC:! p<0.01;! SMA\PMC:! p<0.01;!
Tukey’s! HSD).! No! main! effect! of! skill! level! was! observed! for! M1\PFC! or! M1\SMA! seed!







Figure!7.5.! Sagittal!brain!views!of! learning\related!changes! in! connectivity! for! the!needle! insertion! sub\task.!
The!three!sagittal!brains!at!the!top!display!the!mean!Rv!connectivity!strength,!while!the!following!three!at!the!






for! double\throw! knot! tying.! No! significant! differences! were! found! for! PFC! seed!
interactions.!However,! interactions!between! the!PMC!and!other! frontal! lobe!seed! regions!
varied!with!skill!level.!For!example,!a!main!effect!of!skill!level!was!observed!for!interactions!
between!the!SMA!and!PMC!(p<0.01,!F\value=8.574,!df=2;!ANOVA).!The!interaction!strength!
of! this! connection! was! significantly! lower! in! experts! than! novices! (SMA\PMC:! p<0.01;!
Tukey’s! HSD).! Of! all! frontal! lobe! interactions,! differences! between! trainees! and! experts!





Figure!7.6.!Sagittal!brain!views!of! learning\related!changes! in!connectivity! for! the!needle!double\throw!knot!












(Figure!7.7.).! Interestingly,!differences!between!experts!and! trainees!were!only!evident! in!
















a)*Needle*insertion* Precision! Specificity! Sensitivity!
Novices) 0.66! 0.83! 0.66!
Trainees) 0.65! 0.76! 0.76!
Experts) 0.77! 0.92! 0.60!
Model!accuracy:!0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!F\measure:!0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MMCC:!0.52!
a)*DoubleFthrow*knot! Precision! Specificity! Sensitivity!
Novices* 0.71! 0.84! 0.74!
Trainees* 0.65! 0.77! 0.70!
Experts* 0.68! 0.89! 0.59!
Model!accuracy:!0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!F\measure:!0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MMCC:!0.50!
a)*SingleFthrow*knot) Precision! Specificity! Sensitivity!
Novices) 0.66! 0.85! 0.61!
Trainees) 0.59! 0.70! 0.73!





a)*Needle*insertion* Precision! Specificity! Sensitivity!
Novices) 0.83! 0.80! 0.92!
Trainees) 0.85! 0.94! 0.78!
Experts) 0.8! 0.8! 0.67!
Model!accuracy:!0.83!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!F\measure:!0.81!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MMCC:!0.71!
a)*DoubleFthrow*knot! Precision! Specificity! Sensitivity!
Novices* 0.83! 0.90! 0.85!
Trainees* 0.83! 0.86! 0.86!
Experts* 0.76! 0.95! 0.67!
Model!accuracy:!0.82!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!F\measure:!0.81!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MMCC:!0.70!
a)*SingleFthrow*knot) Precision! Specificity! Sensitivity!
Novices) 0.82! 0.82! 0.91!
Trainees) 0.85! 0.92! 0.81!






Classification!using! session$based)networks! yields! a! greater!number!of! true!positives! than!
false!positives!in!all!subtasks,!with!low!MMCC!scores!(<0.5)!for!certain!trials.!In!contrast,!the!
time$course) based! networks) consistently! achieves! high! MMCC! scores! (≥! 0.70)! across!
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subtasks.! For! this! latter! case,! the! classifier! appears! to! perform! equally! well! in! each! LS!
subtask.!Overall,!novice! identification!was!highly!precise! (≥!0.8! for!all! three! subtasks)!and!
sensitive! (0.92! for!needle! insertion,! 0.85! for!double\throw!knot! and!0.91! for! single\throw!
knot)! whilst! trainee! and! expert! identification! was! precise! and! specific! (e.g.! precision! for!
trainees!≥!0.83!and!specificity!≥!0.86!across!all!subtasks).!The!discrimination!of!experts!also!
exhibits!high!specificity!(≥!0.95)!and!precision!(≥!0.76),!but!with!lower!sensitivity!versus!the!






Notwithstanding! established! models! of! motor! skill! levels! learning307! and! evidence!
supporting! learning\related! changes! in! brain! function221,299,354,! disparate! technical!
performance! does! not! necessarily! translate! into! differences! in! functional! activations! on!
highly! complex! bimanual! co\ordination! tasks29.! Our! hypothesis! is! that! differences! in!
technical! skill! level! on! tasks! of! such! complexity!may! be! better! reflected! in! differences! in!
functional! connectivity! within! associative! and/or! sensorimotor! brain!
networks299,307,354,416,417.!Here,!skill!level\related!differences!in!frontal!lobe!connectivity!were!
revealed,! summarised! as! a! reduction! in! connectivity! strength! between! cortical! regions!
involved! in! the! associative! network.! This! suggests! that! frontal! lobe! cortico\cortical!
connectivity! on! a! bimanual! co\ordination! task! varies! according! to! operator! skill! level! and!
technical! skill! level,! thereby!confirming!the!dynamic!nature!of!coupling! in!cognitive\motor!
circuitry.! In! particular,! interaction! strength! between! prefrontal! and! premotor! seeds! and!
other!motor\related!cortical!regions!were!found!to!attenuate!with!skill!level.!In!other!words,!
novices! appear! to! depend! on! the! interactions! between! associative! and! motor! cortical!
networks! more! than! experts.! Of! these! frontal! lobe! interactions,! PFC\SMA,! PFC\PMC! and!
SMA\PMC! connections! were! consistently! stronger! in! novice! operators! whereas! SMA\M1!
interactions!remained!stable!or!even!increased!in!expert!compared!with!trainee!operators.!
These!data!align!with!models!of!motor! learning! implying!a!high! level!of! integration!which!
decreases! with! practice! in! the! associative/premotor! network! and! between! this! and! the!
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sensorimotor! network307.! Moreover,! the! results! are! consistent! with! empirical! data! that!
suggest! large\scale! functional! re\organisation! accompanies! motor! skill! levels!
learning221,299,338,354,417.!!
!
Among! studies! investigating! spatial! and! temporal! changes! in! recruitment!of! brain! regions!
involved! in! motor! skill! levels! learning277,307,! few! have! interrogated! functional!
connectivity221,299,338,354,417,418.! Whilst! investigations! have! explored! changes! in! modularity!
and! allegiance! of! network! nodes338,! variation! in! functional! network! econometrics354! and!
hierarchical! integration! within! associative! and! sensorimotor! networks299,! only! one! study!
specifically! interrogated! changes! in! cortico\cortical! connectivity! during! explicit! bimanual!
motor! skill! level! learning221.! Commensurate! with! our! findings,! this! study! by! Sun! and!
colleagues221! demonstrated! enhanced! cortico\cortical! network! connectivity! during! early!
phases!of!explicit!bimanual!motor! sequence! learning.! ! Interestingly,! connectivity!between!
higher! cognitive! centres! (PFC)! and! the!motor! network! (PMC)! increased! only! during! early!
learning! and! subsequently! decreased! during! late! within\session! learning! when! subjects!
improved!their!performance221.!Fast!motor!learning!is!characterised!by!increased!functional!




functional! connectivity! in! premotor! associative! networks! over! extended! practice!
schedules299.! Slow! learning! (weeks)! is! accompanied! by! decreased! integration,! a! metric!
reflecting!functional! interactions!amongst!several!brain!regions,! in!a!premotor\associative\
striatum! cerebellar! network299.! The! current! analysis! both! supports! and! extends! these!
findings,! suggesting! that! attenuation! in!associative! cortico\cortical!network! connectivity! is!
durable! across! many! years! of! practice,! i.e.! from! novice! to! trainee.! More! importantly,! it!
appears! that! progression! from! intermediate! (trainee)! to! advanced! (expert)! phases! of! skill!
level! execution! are! potentially! independent! of! further! changes! in! connectivity! strength!
within! this! associative! cortico\cortical! network.! Contrary! to! variation! observed! in! the!
strength! of! connectivity! between! prefrontal! and! premotor! regions! associated! with! skill!
level,!SMA\M1!connectivity!strength!was!more!stable!and!skill!level\related!differences!were!
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less! apparent.!Despite!models! of! learning! suggesting! that! integration! in! the! sensorimotor!
network!is!anticipated!to!increase307,!stability!in!the!strength!of!SMA\M1!integration!across!
motor! skill! levels! learning!has!been!observed!previously,! further! supporting! the! results!of!





Moreover,! correlation! data! obtained! at! one\second! intervals! of! the! time! course! were!
subsequently!used!as!an!input!to!a!LS\SVM!algorithm!towards!automated!discrimination!of!
operator!skill!level.!Overall,!the!approach!was!found!to!precisely!classify!skill!level,!although!
it! was! significantly! influenced! by! the! subset! of! connectivity! data! under! consideration.!
Specifically,! local!(within\region)!connectivity!significantly! improved!classifier!performance.!
Passive!Brain!Computer!Interfaces!(pBCI)!offers!the!potential!to!feedback!implicitly!derived!
information! regarding! user! states.! In! this! regard,! through! immediate! automated!
categorisation! of! short! epochs! of! brain! inputs,! optical! neuroimaging! data! if! appropriately!
decoded! may! be! interfaced! with! a! learner! toward! improvements! in! motor! skill! levels!
training255.! ! Previous! research! on! fNIRS\BCI! has! focused! on! modelling! patterns! of! signal!
amplitude403\405,! failing! to! incorporate! functional! connectivity! data.! Here,! discriminatory!
patterns!of!operator!skill!level!based!on!functional!connectivity!have!been!exposed!through!
the! multi\class! machine! learning! approach,! and! were! not! revealed! with! a! conventional!
analytical!framework29,259,260,265.!The!algorithm!for!classification!of!operator!skill!level!states!
has!proven!to!be!accurate,!sensitive!and!specific!for!detection!of!operator!skill!level!during!
LS,! regardless! of! the! subtask.! This! suggests! that! the! algorithm! is! capable! of! capturing!
experience\related!differences! in! frontal! lobe!connectivity!equally!well! in!each!task!phase.!
Whilst! each! LS! subtask! has! a! unique! and! specific! goal,! the! rudimentary! bimanual! co\
ordination! required! to! achieve! these! goals! may! be! similar! and! hence! generic! learning\
related! differences! in! frontal! lobe! connectivity! may! exist,! thereby! aiding! discrimination.!
Moreover,! the! results! highlight! the! importance! of! within\region! correlations! in!
discrimination! of! operator! skill! level.! Finally,! classification! results! using! M1! connectivity!
appeared! inferior! to! the! results! obtained! from! other! frontal! regions! possibly! owing! to! a!
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relative! paucity! of! channel! information! and! hence! a! smaller! number! of! nodes.! More!




data! regarding! skill! level! to! the! operator! in! the! hope! of! improving! the! cognitive! abilities!
required! to! execute! the! task.! Automated! classification! of! skill! level! based! on! cortical!
connectivity! rather! than! technical! performance! or! abstracted! end\points! may! serve! to!
improve! skill! levels! learning! by! interfacing! decoded! brain! data! to! the! learner,! trainer! or!
team.! Incorporation!of! instrument!motion!tracking! in!conjunction!with!brain!function!may!
further! improve!workflow!segmentation!and!proficiency!detection.! Future!work!will! focus!
on! measuring! the! impact! of! neural! feedback! training! to! determine! if! learning! and!
performance!can!be!improved.!In!this!way,!online!neural!feedback!regarding!operator!skill!
level!may!minimise!the!dependency!on!human!assessors!allowing!learners!to!rapidly!access!
objective! assessments,! thereby! facilitating! self\directed! training.! In! addition,! we!
acknowledge!potential!confounds!due!to!individual!characteristics!that!were!not!controlled!
for,!such!as!the!potential!influence!of!intellectual!ability!(IQ),!which!could!be!of!interest!to!
consider! in! future! studies.! Likewise,! incorporating! electrophysiological! signals! that!
overcome!some!of! the! limitations!of!optical! imaging! technology! such!as! inferior! temporal!




In! summary,! the! current! study! highlights! differences! in! frontal! brain! connectivity!
underpinning!operator!skill!level!on!a!complex!bimanual!co\ordination!task.!Operators!well!
versed! in! bimanual! co\ordination! appear! to! depend! less! on! associative! and! premotor!
connectivity! than! novices.! Moreover,! the! disparity! in! learning\related! changes! in!
connectivity! facilitates!an!algorithmic!solution!toward!online!classification!of!operator!skill!
level!which!is!both!highly!accurate!and!precise.!Automated!classification!of!operator!states!










In! addition,! reforms! to! surgical! careers,! cumulative! pressures! from! increased! public!
scrutiny15!and!medical! litigation14!have!necessitated!multiple!stakeholders! to! implement!a!
framework! to! facilitate! MIS! skills! and! assessment16.! Current! methods! of! objective!
assessment! of! surgical! skills! primarily! utilise! speed! (time)! and! accuracy,!which! have! been!
useful! in! separating!novices! from!experts!but!may! fail! to!adequately!differentiate!experts!
from!proficient!trainees80.!Understanding!motor!learning!theory!and!the!changes!in!cortical!
brain! activation! that! accompany! learning!may! provide! valuable! insights! into! tracking!MIS!
skills!acquisition,!and!differentiating!experts! from!proficient!performers.!Motor! learning! is!
an! internal! process! that! occurs! within! the! central! nervous! system.! However,! validated!
assessments! of! MIS! skills! acquisition! are! reliant! on! surrogate! markers! that! measure!
technical! performance.! However,! they! do! not! utilise! objective! physiological! markers! of!
cognition,! mental! workload,! nor! measure! the! intensity! of! attention,! concentration! and!
effort.!!!
!
The!motivation! of! this! thesis! was! to! utilise! functional! neuroimaging! to! identify! objective!
neurophysiological!markers!that!accompany!motor!learning!of!complex!bimanual!MIS!skills.!
For!this!purpose!fNIRS!and!laparoscopic!suturing!were!chosen!as!the!investigative!modality!
and! motor! task! respectively.! Selection! of! fNIRS! was! based! on! its! features! of! non\
invasiveness,! portability,! resistance! to! motion! artefacts,! and! its! adaptability! to! the!
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experimental! environment.! Despite! its! limited! spatial! resolution! it! allows! adequate!
interrogation!of!multiple!cortical! sites! linked! to!various! stages!of!motor! learning.!The!MIS!
task!was!chosen!from!the!Fundamentals!of!Laparoscopic!Surgery!curriculum26!on!the!basis!
of! its! task! complexity! and! difficulty! to! master,! which! enabled! better! between! group!
classification! in! technical! skills! (especially! between! specialty! registrars! in! training! and!
experts)!than!has!been!demonstrated!for!open!surgical!techniques259,260.!!
!
There! is! now! a! decade! worth! of! literature! describing! interrogations! of! surgeon’s! brain!
behaviour! using! a! variety! of! functional! neuroimaging! modalities.! Chapter! 4! provides! a!
systematic! review! on! the! valuable! role! of! brain! behaviour! analysis! in! differentiating!
between! surgical! experts! and! non\experts,! evaluating! the! impact! of! task! complexity264,!
surgical! technology269,270,! fatigue261! and! determining! visuo\spatial! ability256.! In! addition!
neuroimaging! is! a! useful! adjunct! in! tracking! technical! surgical! skills! acquisition257,260! and!
allows!comparison!of!different!training!regimes253\255,272.!However,!prior!to!this!thesis,!data!
regarding!functional!neuroimaging!results!acquired!during!laparoscopic!surgery!from!other!
groups!did!not!parallel!motor! learning! theory! regarding! the! role!of! the!prefrontal! lobe! in!
novel!task!performance.!Indeed,!the!magnitude!of!PFC!activation!during!initial!execution!of!
complex!MIS!tasks29!amongst!novices!did!not!resemble!that!of!simpler!open!surgical!tasks259!




lobe!neuroplasticity,! for!a! complex!bimanual! laparoscopic! task!using!a!cross\sectional!and!
longitudinal! design.! The! task! was! deconstructed! based! on! interference! in! bimanual! co\
ordination,! temporal! demand! was! not! induced! and! most! importantly! multiple! motor!
associated! regions! in! the! frontal! lobe! were! interrogated! for! patterns! of! functional!
segregation!and!integration.!!
!
Although! fNIRS! has! been! previously! used! to!measure! brain! function! during! surgical! skills!
acquisition253,254,258\263,361,395,419,!to!our!knowledge!this!is!the!first!evaluation!of!complex!MIS!
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skills! acquisition! by! interrogation! of! multiple! cortical! regions! situated! in! the! frontal! lobe!
associated! with! motor! skill! learning.! In! Chapter! 5,! a! cross\sectional! design! was! used! to!
explore! disparity! in! regional! cortical! activation! and! small\world! index! a!measure! of! brain!
connectivity.! In! relation! to! expertise,! technical! performance! improved! and! subjective!
mental! workload! decreased! respectively.! The! task! recruited! the! greatest! PFC! response!




Trainees! and! experts! displayed! greater! engagement! of! PMC! and! SMA! regions! that! are!








that! progressed! towards! the! pattern! of! brain! behaviour! exhibited! by! expert! surgeons.!
Distributed! training! over! a! fortnight! provided! to! laparoscopic! novices! led! to! significant!
improvements! and! stabilisation! of! technical! performance! up! to! expert! levels.!
Commensurate! with! motor! learning! literature! PMC,! SMA! and! M1! regions! showed!
progressive! increase! in! cortical! activation.!However,! improved! technical! performance!was!
not! accompanied! with! corresponding! decrease! in! prefrontal! activation.! This! interesting!
finding!suggests!that!although!expert!benchmarks!were!achieved!for!technical!performance!
based!on!time!and!accuracy,!unlike!experts!who!have!attained!automaticity!a!high!degree!of!




In!Chapter!7,! functional!connectivity!was!used!to!explore!variations! in!frontal! lobe!activity!
on! the! basis! of! expertise.! Commensurate! with! concurrent! motor! learning! literature221,!
associative!cortico\cortical!motor!network! located!within! the! frontal! lobe!attenuated!with!
increase! in! skill! level! suggesting! that! novices! were!more! reliant! on! interactions! between!
associative! and! motor! cortical! networks.! Correlation! data! inputed! into! a! least\squares!
support! vector!machine! algorithm!provided! precise! automated! classification! of! expertise\




Findings! of! this! thesis! represent! early,! albeit! important! steps! towards! understanding!
neuroplasticity! that! underlies! complex! MIS! skills! acquisition.! Several! questions! outlined!






in! Chapter! 6,! a! longitudinal! study! where! despite! novices! achieving! expert! levels! of!
proficiency! in! task! performance,! persistently! high! engagement! of! PFC! observed! was!
suggestive! of! failure! to! off\load! attentional! demands.! Persistently! raised! PFC! activity!may!
either! be! attributed! to! the! challenges! faced! in! proficiently! executing! a! complex! bimanual!
task! such! as! laparoscopic! suturing! or! other! cognitive! factors! such! as! reward! related! PFC!
activity.! This! raises! the! question! at! what! point! during! training! will! PFC! activity! begin! to!
attenuate!for!complex!bimanual!skills?!Practice!beyond!achievement!of!asymptotic!levels!of!
proficient! performance! is! known! as! overtraining.! ! An! extended! longitudinal! study! where!
participants! are! serially! monitored! cognitively! after! achievement! of! proficiency! in! task!




of! learning! a! complex! bimanual! task,! thus!making! the! transition! process!more! apparent.!
Rather! than! adopting! the! three\stage! Fitts! model42,! the! five\stage! Dreyfus! model2! may!













Figure! 8.1! Graphical! illustration! of! hypothetical! attenuation! in! PFC! activity! induced! by! extensive! training.!
Proficiency!(black!line)!and!PFC!activity!(red!line)!are!plotted!in!relation!to!practice!or!expertise!of!a!complex!









various! feedback!conditions,!where!good!performance! is! rewarded!with!positive! feedback!
and!bad!performance!results!in!negative!feedback.!Although!positive,!negative!and!neutral!
feedback!result!in!improvement!in!behavioural!performance,!underlying!cognitive!processes!




The! effects! of! differential! feedback! during! skills! learning! in! open255! and! laparoscopic!
surgery272! have! been! undertaken,! however! comparison! between! effects! of! positive,!
negative!and!neutral!feedback!remains!to!be!explored.!Research!in!this!arena!might!provide!
important!neuroscientific!basis! to!guide!surgical!mentors!chose!the!right!type!of! feedback!






analytic! process! remains! complex.! Machine! learning! algorithms! enable! interpretation! of!
complex!high\density!neuroimaging!data!by! identifying!multivariate! relationships!between!
multiple! functional!brain!regions!as!demonstrated! in!Chapter!7.! In!addition,! features! from!
neuroimaging! data! enabled! automated! classification! that! has! the! added! advantage! of!
providing!instant!feedback.!A!major!drawback!of!surgical!assessments!like!OSATS!or!GOALS!
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brain! computer! interface! (see! Figure! 8.2).! A! number! of! studies! have! demonstrated! the!
feasibility!of!implementing!fNIRS!data!to!form!a!BCI403,405,423\425,!although!the!majority!have!
been! devoted! towards! rehabilitation! processes! in! individuals! with! movement! disorders.!
Research!towards!improving!surgeons’!dexterity!via!auto\regulated!neural!feedback!has!the!









A!major! limitation! of! fNIRS! towards! brain! computer! interfacing! is! its! dependence! on! the!
haemodynamic! response! to! neural! activation,! which! has! a! lag! of! approximately! 6! to! 8!
seconds.!Ultimately! this! results! in!a!delay! in! feature!extraction!necessary! for!classification!
and! production! of! output! in! the! BCI! cycle! (see! figure! 8.2).! EEG! a! direct! neuroimaging!





from! EEG! data! of! surgeon’s! monitored! during! performance! of! surgical! tasks.! LDA,! a!
machine\learning!algorithm!enabled!detection!of!whether! the!user!was!performing!a! low\
load! (open! hand! knot\tying)! or! a! high\load! task! (laparoscopic! knot\tying).! The! potential!
applications! of! BCI! in! surgery! are! vast.! Detected! brain! signals! can! be! used! to! control!




occur! in! the! OR.! Surgeon’s! whilst! performing! a! cognitively! burdensome! aspect! of! an!
operative!task,!can!potentially!be!detected!in!real\time!via!available!wireless!neuroimaging!




In! conclusion,! in! this! thesis! fNIRS! has! been! used! to! identify! neuroplasticity! underlying!
acquisition! of! complex! bimanual!motor! skills! required! in!MIS.!Monitoring!multiple!motor!
regions!located!in!the!frontal!lobe!enabled!identification!of!expertise!dependent!disparity!in!
cortical! activation! patterns! commensurate! with! motor! learning! literature.! Interaction!



























with! the! introduction! of!Minimally! Invasive! Surgery! (MIS),! propelled! by! patient! demand,!
smaller!operative!incisions!and!faster!recovery.!However,!surgeons!take!significantly!longer!
to! reach! proficiency! in! MIS427! and! find! it! cognitively! more! burdensome! compared! to!
traditional! open! operative! procedures10.! For! example,! open! hand! knot! tying! (OHKT),! a!
routinely!performed!surgical!manoeuvre,!is!far!less!challenging!than!knot\tying!performed!in!
minimally! invasive!surgery!(MISKT),!and!an! inability!to!perform!MISKT!efficiently! limits!the!
surgeon! from! performing! advanced! MIS! procedures27.! This! is! attributed! to! poorer!
instrument!ergonomics!such!as!the!loss!of!depth!perception,!reduced!degrees!of!freedom!of!
movement,!amplification!of!tremors!from!using!long!instruments,!a!lack!of!tactile!feedback,!
and! paradoxical!movements! as! a! result! of! the! fulcrum!effect10.! Additionally,! the! influx! of!
new! technology! that! supports! MIS! necessitates! the! operators’! vigilance! to! attend! to!
auditory!alarms!that!alerts!the!surgeon!to!a!faulty!technical!device!or!declining!status!of!the!
monitored! patient.! If! an! alarm! suggesting! failure! of! a! device! is! undetected,! it!may! cause!
potential!harm!to!the!patient.!!
!
Surgeons!are!unique!amongst!doctors!because! they!are!often! required! to!make!decisions!
based!on!the!presentation!of!the!real\time!problem!whilst!operating,!and!therefore!should!
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not! just! possess! the! technical! capability! but! also! the! cognitive! resources! to! deal! with!
unanticipated!scenarios21.!Moreover!whilst!operating,!surgeons!on!average!are!interrupted!
13.5!times428!and!at!times!these!interruptions!warrant!immediate!decisions!on!management!
of! a! critically! unwell! patient! outside! the! theatre.! The! impact! of! such! secondary! tasks!
(decision\making,!detection!of!sensory!stimuli)!has!been!observed!to!degrade!performance!
of! the!primary! task! (technical! performance)! albeit! to! a! lesser! extent! in! experts!who!have!
presumably!achieved!automaticity79,80,241,429.!According!to!resource!theory,!humans!have!a!
finite!pool!of!resources!that!can!be!allocated!or!shared!across!tasks430!with!the!assumption!
that! the! more! challenging! a! task,! the! greater! the! resources! it! consumes.! Therefore,! a!
cognitively! challenging! surgical! task! can! not! only! impair! situational! awareness! but! also!
degrade!optimal!performance,!which!ultimately!could!jeopardize!patient!safety.!To!enhance!




Compared! to! traditional! cognitive! state! measures! such! as! behavioural! correlates431! or!
subjective!questionnaires! such!as! the!NASA!Task! Load! Index! (NASA\TLX)432! the!analysis!of!
neural! mechanisms433! has! a! number! of! advantages.! The! measurement! can! be! done!
continuously!and! in!real!time,! i.e.! in!the!very!moment!the!relevant!events!take!place,!and!
the!measurement!does!not! interfere!with! the!actual! task.!Also! influences!of!memory,!e.g.!
primacy! and! recency! effects,! do!not! play! a! role! in! such!measurements.!Most! importantly!
however,!measures! of! brain! activity!may! provide!more! detailed! and! fine\grained! insights!
into!the!state!of!the!surgeon!than!traditional!measures.!Neural!correlates!may!be!used!to!
accurately! identify! current! tasks,! but! potentially! also! carry! information! on! e.g.! task! load,!
attention,!and!error!detection.!Studying!brain!behaviour!in!surgeons!enables!the!impact!of!
novel! technologies! on! operators’! cognitions! to! be! assessed.! Non\invasive! neuroimaging!
technologies!such!as!electroencephalography!(EEG)272!and!functional!optical!brain! imaging!
have!previously!been!applied!to!assess!technical!expertise259!skills!acquisition29,259,!cognitive!




Robotic!MIS! platforms! can! conceivably! acquire! and! learn,! in! situ,! operator\specific!motor!
and! cognitive! behaviour! through! human\robot! interaction.! This! novel! concept! termed!
‘perceptual! docking’436! can! be! realised! from! emerging! multimodal! sensing! and! feedback!
rather!than!one!aspect!of!surgeon\robot!interaction.!Surgical!robotic!platforms!with!tremor!
filtration! capabilities,! image!magnification! and! improved! actuation! offer! a! high! degree! of!
surgical! precision! and!may! offload! a! degree! of! cognitive! burden! placed! on! the! operator!
during! MIS.! Critically,! analyses! of! operator! brain! function! when! synergized! with! online!
learning!algorithms!may!enable! the!robot! to!benefit! from!human!surgical! intelligence!and!
learn! to! better! assist! the! surgeon,! preventing! errors! and! enhancing! patient! safety.! Brain!
activity!may!provide!an!additional! seamless!communication!channel!between!the!surgeon!
and!robot,!and!thus!improve!the!robot’s!understanding!of!the!cognitive!challenges!faced!by!







EEG\based! BCI! system! to! detect! tasks! and! assess! task! load! over! surrogate!measures! that!
have! been! employed! in! other! studies.! Traditionally,! BCI! is! defined! as! a! non\muscular!
communication! and! control! channel! for! people! suffering! from! diseases! that! disrupt! the!
neural! pathways! through! which! the! brain! communicates! with! and! controls! its! external!
environment439.!Brain!activity!associated!with!the!user’s! intent!is!measured!and!translated!
in! real! time! into! control! signals! for! communication! systems! or! other! external! devices.! A!
recent! development! within! the! field! of! BCI! broadens! this! general! BCI! approach! by!
substituting! the! user’s! volitionally! generated! command! (e.g.! intentionally! imagined! hand!
movements)!with!passively!conveyed! implicit! information438,440.!Such!a!passive!BCI!derives!
its! input! from! brain! activity! arising! without! the! purpose! of! voluntary! control,! e.g.!
spontaneous! activity! indicative! of! task\induced! cognitive! or! affective! states438,441.! This!
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activity! reflects! covert! aspects! of! the! user’s! state.! Therefore,! it! carries! task\relevant!
information,!and!can!thus!be!used!to!goal!directedly!enrich!the!human\machine!interaction!
without!requiring!any!overt!communication!from!the!user438.!This!extends!the!potential!field!
of! application! of! BCI! technology! to! include! users! without! disabilities439,! for! example,! in!
critical! working! environments! where! mental! state! measurements! can! provide! tangible!
benefits.! Indeed,! passive! BCIs! have! proven! to! be! a! valuable! tool! for! detecting! cognitive!
load442! and! working! memory! load443.! These! effects! have! been! demonstrated! under!





an! increase! of! frontal! theta! activity! is! observed! while! parietal! alpha! power! decreases! as!
















Nine!participants!were! recruited! from! Imperial! College! London! after! seeking! consent! and!
screening!for!neuropsychiatric! illnesses.!Participants!comprised!of!eight!residents!(PGY3\8)!





seconds! using! suture! material! (2/0! Polysorb)! on! a! bench! knot\tying! trainer! (Ethicon! Ltd,!
Sommerville,! New! Jersey,! USA)! as! illustrated! in! Figure! A.2.! MISKT! was! performed! in! a!
laparoscopic! box! trainer! (iSurgicals,! UK)! using! 2/0! Polysorb! suture! material! with!
laparoscopic! needle! holders! (model! 26173KC;! Karl! Storz! GmbH! and! Co,! Tuttlingen,!
Germany)!as!illustrated!in!Figure!A.1.!!
!
In! order! to! simulate! a!more! realistic! setting,! a! secondary! auditory! task!was! added! to! the!
experiment.! In! addition! to! performing! OHKT/MISKT,! participants! were! required! to!
simultaneously! count! the! number! of! high\toned! beeps! randomly! introduced! amongst! a!
series! of! low! tone! beeps! (secondary! task).! The! auditory! stimuli! were! generated! at! a!
standardized!decibel!level!from!a!speaker!placed!at!a!set!distance!away,!on!the!right!side!of!

























32\channel! EEG! was! recorded! from! all! subjects! with! a! BrainAmp! system! (Brain! Products! GmbH,!
Gilching,! Germany).! Data! was! transferred! wirelessly! between! cap! and! amplifier! by! a! BrainAmp!
MOVE!system!(Brain!Products!GmbH,!Gilching,!Germany),!in!order!not!to!restrict!the!free!movement!
of! the! participants! (see! figure! A.1).! Due! to! technical! failure,! EEG! data! from! the! first! three!






the! continuous! EEG! data! was! transformed! into! a! set! of! features! of! lower! dimensionality.! The!
transformation!was!optimised! to!discriminate!between! the! two!primary!conditions! (OHKT/MISKT),!
allowing! continuous! task!detection.!We!used!data! from! the!dual\task! sessions,! as! these! represent!
the! most! realistic! condition.! Specifically,! features! were! extracted! by! the! spectrally\weighted!
Common! Spatial! Patterns! (SpecCSP)! method449! and! classification! was! done! with! a! Linear!
Discriminant! Analysis! (LDA)450! regularized! by! shrinkage451.! SpecCSP! generated! 16! pairs! of!
spatiotemporal!filters!for!each!participant!based!on!all!data!recorded!for!this!participant!in!the!dual\
task! session.! The! spatial! and! temporal! parameters! of! these! filters! were! optimized! iteratively! to!
optimally!discriminate!between!the!two!classes!(OHKT/MISKT)!based!on!brain!activity!including!the!
theta!and!alpha!bands!(5–18!Hz).!32\dimensional!features!were!generated!by!projecting!one!second!
of!data! recorded!after! the!onset!of!each! tone!with!each!of! the! filters! generated!by!SpecCSP.!This!
resulted!in!512!normally!distributed!features!per!class.!LDA!is!the!optimal!classifier!for!this!decision!
problem,! as! it! provides! an! optimized! decision! plane! and! suffices! a! very! low! Vapnik\Chervonenkis!
(VC)!dimension452.!
!




to!different!parts!of! the!available!data.! The! resulting!accuracy! indicates! the!percentage!of! correct!
indications.! Specifically,!we! used! a! (5,5)\times! nested! cross\validation450!with!margins! of! 5.! These!
margins!were!selected!to!guarantee!the!2Dness!of! the! features.!The!outcomes!of! the!5\fold!outer!
runs,! regularized!by! the!one! shrinkage!parameter! derived! in! the! appropriate! inner! runs,! gave! the!
estimates!for!the!reliability!of!each!model.!The!overall!reliability!(Estimated!Classification!Accuracy,!








different!con\! text,!each!participant’s!classifier,! trained!on!dual\task!EEG!data,!was! then! tested!on!
the!EEG!data!recorded!for! this! respective!participant!during!the!mono\task!session.!Features!were!
generated! as! above! from! each! (non\overlapping)! second! of! this! session,! and! classified! as! being!




processes,! which! can! be! investigated! further.! To! investigate! these! electrocortical! processes!
underlying!classification,!EEGLAB453!was!used!to!cluster!patterns!resulting!from!each!SpecCSP!filter!
by!multiplying!with!the! inverse!covariance!matrix!of!the!underlying!data.!These!patterns!represent!
the! scalp! projections! of! the! under\! lying! generator! sources.! Clustering! is! a! method! to! identify!
sources! that! consistently! aided! classification! across! participants.! To! this! end,! the! patterns’! spatial!
distributions!were! first! reduced! to! 25! dimensions! by!means! of! PCA! and! sub\! sequently! clustered!
using! k\means! specifying! 28! clusters450.! Further! analysis! focused! on! both! the! clusters! and! the!
individual! SpecCSP! patterns.! The! time! course! of! the! event\related! spectral! perturbation! (ERSP)454!
and!the!frequency!power!spectrum!were!calculated!for!0.5!seconds!before!the!onset!of!the!auditory!










































































that! contributed! to! classification.! The! SpecCSP! patterns! that! were! generated! and! used! by! the!
classifier,! can! be! interpreted! as! isolating! different! discriminative! processes449.! Across! participants,!
the!classifier!identified!a!number!of!consistent!patterns!reflecting!task\relevant!processes.!Based!on!
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the! OHKT! condition! (blue)! and! the! MISKT,! higher! task! load! condition! (green),! as! well! as! a! plot!
highlighting!significant!differences!between!the!two!computed!by!permutation!statistics.!Exemplary!
single\! participant! data! (frequency! spectra! or! ERSP)! is! illustrated! on! the! bottom! row.! Panel! a! of!
Figure!A.3!shows!a!cluster!associated!with!ocular!activity,!as!identifiable!by!the!spatial!distribution!of!
the!weights.!The!stimulus\locked! increase! in!broad\!band!spectral!power! indicates!that!this!cluster!
entails! slow! eye! movements! (horizontal! movements! associated! with! the! task)! as! well! as! high!
frequency! muscle! activity! related! to! muscular! components! of! the! eye! movement! in! the! MISKT!
condition.!The! increase! in! the! low!frequency!range!of! the! individual!spectral!plot!clearly!shows!an!
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Fig. 3. Analysis of a number of patterns consistently identified by the BCI across participants show di↵erent activities that con-
tributed to classification. Top row: Representation of clustered SpecCSP pattern means showing the topography of the identified
influences. Middle row: Cluster mean ERSP time-locked to tone onset in both conditions, illustrating the spectral activity. Bottom
row (a,c,d): Frequency spectrum projected from a single pattern illustrating non-time-locked di↵erences between conditions. Bottom
row (b): Selected component ERSP, illustrating individual di↵erences within this cluster.
BCI systems can potentially make use of to enable real-time
user state measurement.
The top row of each panel shows the mean spatial dis-
tribution of the cluster patterns. Below that, the cluster’s
mean 2-second ERSP up to 25 Hz, time-locked to the audi-
tory stimuli, is shown for both the OHKT condition (blue)
and the MISKT, higher task load condition (green), as well
as a plot highlighting significant di↵erences between the
two computed by permutation statistics. Exemplary single-
participant data (frequency spectra or ERSP) is illustrated
on the bottom row.
Panel a of Figure 3 shows a cluster associated with
ocular activity, as identifiable by the spatial distribution
of the weights. The stimulus-locked increase in broad-
band spectral power indicates that this cluster entails slow
eye movements (horizontal movements associated with the
task) as well as high frequency muscle activity related to
muscular components of the eye movement in the MISKT
condition. The increase in the low frequency range of the
individual spectral plot clearly shows an increase of blink
activity during higher task load.
A cluster most likely representing the processing of au-
ditory information, with high weights near the right audi-
tory cortex, is presented in panel b of Figure 3. This clus-
ter’s mean ERSP reveals stronger desynchronization in a
wide frequency range up to 25 Hz for the lower task load
condition (OHKT) time locked to the auditory stimulus
onset. This is reflective of increased processing of auditory
information (i.e. more resources available for auditory pro-
cessing) during lower task load levels. However, these di↵er-
ences are only marginally significant and are present only
for very restricted periods of time. The bottom part of this
panel shows the ERSP projected by a single pattern for one
participant, revealing strong di↵erences for this individual.
Increased blink activity and modulated auditory pro-
cessing can be well explained given the current conditions,
but may not be specifically related to task load in gen-
eral. For more generic, context-independent e↵ects, we had
hypothesised to find changes in parietal alpha and frontal
theta activity. These e↵ects of task load are further inves-
tigated in panels c and d of Figure 3.
Panel c represents a cluster of SpecCSP topographies
with high positive weights over occipito-parietal areas. The




A!cluster!most! likely! representing! the!processing!of!auditory! information,!with!high!weights!near!
the! right! auditory! cortex,! is! presented! in!panel! b!of! Figure!A.3.! This! cluster’s!mean!ERSP! reveals!
stronger!desynchronization!in!a!wide!frequency!range!up!to!25!Hz!for!the!lower!task!load!condition!
(OHKT)! time! locked! to! the! auditory! stimulus! onset.! This! is! reflective! of! increased! processing! of!
auditory!information!(i.e.!more!resources!available!for!auditory!processing)!during!lower!task!load!
levels.! However,! these! differences! are! only! marginally! significant! and! are! present! only! for! very!





independent! effects,! we! had! hypothesised! to! find! changes! in! parietal! alpha! and! frontal! theta!
activity.!These!effects!of!task!load!are!further!investigated!in!panels!c!and!d!of!Figure!A.3.!Panel!c!
represents! a! cluster! of! SpecCSP! topographies! with! high! positive! weights! over! occipitoOparietal!
areas.! The! mean! ERSPs! demonstrate,! contrary! to! the! hypothesis,! increased! alpha!
desynchronization!in!the!low!as!compared!to!the!high!load!condition.!However,!individual!spectra!
of! certain! participants,! as! e.g.! illustrated! in! the! bottom! row,! do! demonstrate! the! expected,!
opposite! effect! in! the! alpha! band.! Here! one! must! note! that! the! topographic! plot! shows! two!
separate! weight! centres! over! frontal! and! posterior! areas,! indicating! that! this! component! may!
reflect!two,!probably!related!processes.!The!observed!effects!are!timeOlocked!to!the!onset!of!the!




the! frontal! theta! component! described! in444.! The!mean! topographic! distribution! of! the! patterns’!
SpecCSP! weights! shows! a! frontoOposterior! polarity! inversion! with! positive! frontoOcentral! weight!
and!negative!weights! over! the!posterior! cortex,!with! a! slight! rightOlateralization.! In! line!with!our!









of! an! established! surgical! task.! These! tasks! were! combined! with! an! additional! auditory! task! to!
increase! load.! A! noninvasive! EEG! system! that! allowed! free! movement! was! used! to! record! the!








executive! control! and! error! detection.!When! an! auditory! secondary! task! is! introduced,! cognitive!
load! increases,! leading! to! a! reduction! in! alertness,! as! e.g.! observed!by!prolonged!brake! reaction!
times! in! a! driving! task455.! Similarly,! the! impact! of! auditory! distractors! on! the! surgeon! whilst!
operating,! as! used! here,! may! increase! load! especially! during! critical,! technically! challenging!
moments!or!near!the!end!of!the!procedure!as!fatigue!sets!in.!!
!
The! passive! BCI! used! here! was! calibrated! on! data! from! these! dualOtask! scenarios.! It! then! was!
capable!of!disO!criminating!between!EEG!data!recorded!during!monoOtask!OHKT!and!MISKT!sessions!
with! a! high! reliability.! The! crossOvalidated! accuracy! estimations! for! each! participant! are! not!
significantly! different! than! the! accuracies! achieved!on! the! test! set,! strongly! supporting! the!BCI’s!












The! processes! underlying! the! demonstrated! successful! discrimination! include! cortical! activity! in!
line! with! previous! findings! related! to! alpha! and! theta! activity,! as! hypothesised,! although! some!
individual!differences!remain.!We!also!found!other!processes!that!may!not!be!uniquely!related!to!
generic! task! load,! but!may! still! be! relevant! to! track! in! real! time,! as! BCI! technology! allows.! The!
analysis!presented!here!does!not!definitively!exclude!the!possibility!that!other!processes!played!a!





A! focus! on! cortical! as! opposed! to! artefactual! activity! is! advantageous! as! it! is! likely! to! be!more!
robust!across!different!situations!and!context.!Figure!A.3!shows!that!relevant!cortical! information!
was! indeed!available,!and! taken! into!account! for! classification.! It! is! thus!possible! to!monitor!and!




framework! has! implications! that! may! help! maximize! patient! safety.! For! example,! at! times! of!
escalating! load!burden,! the!system!may! initiate!active!dampening!which!may!change!the!ratio!of!
instrument! motion! scaling,! or! engage! dynamic! active! constraints! to! prevent! instruments! from!
entering!critical!‘no!go’!anatomical!zones!to!restrict!the!chance!of!injury!to!vital!organs.!Mundane!
tasks!may!be!relegated!to!the!robot!as!a!means!of!adaptive!automation!to!enable!the!surgeon!to!






processes! in! established! surgery! scenarios,! and! differentiate! between! different! tasks! based! on!




that! passive! BCIs! may! be! used! for! realOtime! task! load! detection! in! the! theatre! during! robotic!
surgery! scenarios.! This! opens! up! a! variety! of! applications! for! BCI! technology,! and! gives! a!
perspective!on!new!types!of!assistive!technology!in!these!and!other!environments.!Aside!from!task!
load,! other! cognitive! and! affective! processes! can! potentially! be! assessed! using! the! same! BCI!
methodology,!providing!richer,!more!detailed!information!about!the!current!state!of!the!operator.!
This!information!can!then!be!used!to!automatically!improve!the!interaction!between!the!operator,!
machine,!and!operative!assistants.!Transferring!knowledge! from!neuroscientific! research! into! the!




Future! steps! continuing! the! work! presented! here! could! include! an! investigation! of! the! task!
specificity! of! the! presented! approach.! Can! it! be! transferred! easily! to! tasks! that! are! significantly!
different!from!OHKT!and!MISKT?!Practical!aspects!of!the!setOup!may!also!be!investigated:!Can!the!
amount!of!training!data!be!reduced!without!losing!accuracy,!and!what!is!the!minimum!amount!of!
electrodes!needed!for!reliable!results?!A!final,!highly! interesting!step!would!be!to! investigate!the!
application!of!other!developments!from!the!field!of!humanOcomputer! interaction!and!passive!BCI!
to!robotic!surgery,!in!particular,!passive!BCIObased!implicit!control458.!Implicit!control!could!open!up!
an!additional,!goalOoriented!communication!channel!for!the!surgeon!without!placing!any!additional!
load!on!them.!The!fusion!of!two!worlds,!that!of!passive!BCI!research!and!robotic!surgery!shows!the!
potential!of!leading!us!into!a!fascinating!new!world!of!brainObased!interaction.!!
!
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